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Abstract. 

The lacustrine carbonates of the Bonney Drift, Taylor Valley, 
Antarctica were deposited in lakes proglacial to glaciers advancing 
through the valley, and now occur as lag and clasts in the glacial 
drift formed by the glacier. They commonly contain 8 to 25% 

detritus, including high levels of silica, titanium, iron, manganese, 
and other elements; making the extraction and purification of 

uranium and thorium problematic. 
A standard U-Th dating process was adapted to deal with the 

technical problems peculiar to the samples dated. Silica often 

formed a gel at the head of the U-Th separation column, and was 
removed using HF. Titanium frequently precipitated out during the 
conversion of the thorium fraction from a HCl matrix to HN03 form 
(used for further ion exchange purification) causing very low 
thorium recovery. This was overcome by using much higher 

volumes during conversion. 
The uranium eluate from the separation column often contained 

high levels of iron and manganese. These were removed on a small 
ion exchange column in HN03. The resin and wash volumes were 
adjusted to allow iron and manganese to wash off, but allowing the 
uranium to be held and eluted subsequently. 

An electrodeposition method was developed to achieve the thin 
plates necessary for alpha spectroscopy. Silver cathode discs were 
used in a teflon plating cell, with a stirrer rotating on the spiral 
planar platinum anode. An NH4 Cl/HCl electrolyte was used, adjusted 

in pH after sample uptake. 

Of the 62 samples successfully dated, 13 were eliminated for such 

reasons as low resolution and spectral shift; leaving 17 duplicates, 
one triplicate and 12 single analyses for further consideration. 
Samples with low 232Th/230Th levels were corrected for detrital 
230Th addition. 

The dates obtained were considered in terms of age, geographic 
distribution, and uranium isotope ratios and concentrations. o 180 

suggested that samples were derived from either Taylor Glacier 

meltwaters, or possibly Ross Ice Sheet Stage 6 meltwaters, and 
showed that o I 8Q values in the meltwaters increased towards the 
middle of each event. 
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Three major events were identified. 
(i) an extensive period of deposition around 240 to 300kA (Stage 
9?), This may possibly represent two events, in a lake(s) most likely 
formed proglacial to an expanded Taylor Glacier. 
(ii) a short period of lacustrine conditions around 175 to 190 kA 
ago, correlated with either Taylor Glacier expansion at the end of 
Stage 7, or Ross Ice Sheet thickening at the start of Stage 6. 
(iii) a period of carbonate deposition from 130 to 80 kA( Stage 5), 
more extensive than that at 175-190 kA. The expanding glacier 
(Taylor II) then advanced through the carbonates, and those of the 
earlier events, and redeposited. 

The events interpreted appear to correlate with global 

interglacials, as suggested by Hendy et al (1979). It seems that 
during interglacials, the East Antarctic Ice Sheet expands (the 
absence of a sea ice apron allows increased precipitation). As a 
result, expansion of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet would be expected 
as a consequence of greenhouse gas warming, offsetting sea level 
rises caused by melting of temperate glaciers and ice sheets. 
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Chapter 1. 

Introduction: Uranium-Thorium 

Radiometric Dating. 

Datin2. 

A number of naturally occurnng nuclides are inherently unstable, 
by virtue of unfavourable balances of protons and neutrons in their 
nuclei. To achieve a more stable configuration they undergo 
radioactive decay, spontaneously emitting one of three types of 

radiation -
(i) alpha particles - two neutrons plus two protons (i.e. a helium 

nucleus). Alpha particles have a short range, are readily 

blocked by matter, and have energies in the range of 2-10 

MeV. 
(ii) beta particles - positively or negatively charged electrons. 

Although the nucleus contains no electrons, they can be 
produced by nucleon transformations. Beta particles have 
energies less than 2Me V and can penetrate matter a short 
distance, due to their high velocities. 

(iii) gamma rays - short bursts of electromagnetic radiation, often 
accompanying alpha or beta emissions. Such gamma rays 
have energies from lOkeV to 7MeV. 

Although individual atoms decay at random, a body of such atoms 
(N atoms) will display a describable rate of decay. This rate is 
proportional to the number of atoms present -

i.e the rate of decrease, -dN/dt = AN ( 1.1) 
A. is the decay constant, equivalent to the probability that any atom 

will decay in the unit of time. This equation can be integrated: 
-dN/dt = AN <=> -In N = At + C (1.2) 

Since N=N0 at t=O (N0 = initial no. of atoms), therefore C = - In N0 . 

Therefore, -In N = At - lnN0 <=> N = N0 exp (-At) (1.3) 

That is, the number of atoms present can be deduced from the 
initial number, the time elapsed, and the decay constant. A 
convenient analogue of the decay constant for a nuclide is it's half
life (t112). This is the time taken for half of any given number of 
atoms to decay. 
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The half life is derived from: 
lt2No = N0 exp(-At112) <=> ln(1/2) = -At1;2 <=> t1;2 = 0.693/A (1.4) 

For example, if a body of 100 atoms has a half-life of 5 years, 
then after 5 years only 50 atoms would be left, after another 5 

years only 25 would be left, etc, etc. 
This feature of radioactive decay provides the basis for 

radiometric dating methods. If the initial number of atoms in a 
system is known, and the half life known, then a determination of 
the number of atoms currently present gives all the information 
needed to evaluate the time elapsed since formation of the body of 
atoms. The half-life of the species determines the period of time 
over which it is a useful chronometer, since after 6-7 half-lives 
around 99% of the original atoms will have decayed away. This 
limits the method, depending on the accuracy of detection of the 
method (usually determined · by the technique and equipment 
available). A huge range of half-lives are found for different 
species, ranging from fractions of a second (e.g.212Po, t112= 3xl0-7s) 
to millions of years (e.g. 147Sm, t1;2 = 1011 yrs). Although most 
short-lived isotopes might be expected to have long since 

disappeared, some are continually formed -
(i) by interaction with cosmic rays (e.g 14C, lOBe) 
(ii) by decay of longer-lived 'parent' nuclides (e.g 231 Pa from 235U) 

(iii) by artificial means (e.g 3H) 

There is a wide range of useful species available for radiometric 
dating. Some examples are given in table (1.1). 

Table 1.1 Some common radiometric geochronometers 

Nuclide Half-life Useful dating range 
210p b 22 yrs 0 - 100 yrs 
14C 5730 yrs 0 - 50 OOO yrs 
230Th 75 200 yrs 0 - 400 OOO yrs 
40K 1.25 x 1 Q9 vrs 0 - age of the earth. 
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The Uranium Series Geochronometers. 

Of particular interest in this thesis are the radiometric decay of 
238U, 235U and 232Th. All three have half-lives long enough for 

them to have survived since synthesis, and all three decay to give 
chains of shorter-lived radioactive daughters. The three decay 
chains all culminate in different stable isotopes of lead. As 
described earlier, radioactive decay alters the nucleus - alpha 
decay decreases mass number by four and atomic number by two 
units, while beta decay increases the atomic number by one unit, 
·but retains the same mass number. 

The three decay chains are given in figure (1.1). 

The chaining of decays complicates the simple decay equations 
given earlier. The first nuclide in the series will decay as predicted 
by equation (1.3); however the decay of subsequent daughters is 
limited by their rate of formation from parent nuclides. Their rate 
of change is the difference between their rate of formation and 
their own rate of decay i.e dN2/dt = 1..1N 1 - 1..2N 2 (1.5) (N1, N2 = 
number of atoms of parent (Ni) and radioactive daughter (N2)). 
Initially the daughter activity will be zero, but will rise rapidly 
until it becomes limited by the decay rate of it's parent. 

In the case of each of the uranium series decay sequences, the 
half-life of the longest lived daughter is many many times smaller 
than that of the parent isotope i.e. 1..2 - ).. 1 :::::: 1..2. After several 

daughter half-lives this gives rise to a special condition, called 
secular equilibrium. This means that after such time, the activity of 
the daughters will equal that of the parents, and will continue to be 
identical thereafter. i.e. at secular equilibrium 1..1N 1 = 1..2N 2 = 1..3N 3 = 

1..4N 4 = ... AnN n (1.6) (for a series of decays N 1 ~ N 2 ~ N 3 ~ ... Nn) 

The uranium series decay sequences give rise to three possible 
methods of dating -

(i) the rate of decay of the parent nuclide. This is generally 
inapplicable as it is difficult to determine the initial amount 
of the nuclide present. 

(ii) the rate of accumulation of a stable daughter. For example, the 
amount of 206Pb present in a sample, as a function of the 
amount of 238U can sometimes be used to estimate the 
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sample age. Rutherford attempted the first ever U-series 

dating calculations by using the build-up of helium (from 

alpha particles) to determine the minimum age of the earth. 

(iii) the ratio of parent to daughter activity. From the calculations 
above (eqn 1.6) it can be seen that this will only be useful 

up to the point of secular equilibrium, beyond which the 

ratios of activity will be unity at all times (this does, 

however, give a minimum sample age) The longest lived 

daughter of any is 234U (t112 = 248 OOO yrs), thus this 

uranium series dating method is only useful for Pleistocene 

(0 - 2.5 Myr) samples. 

If all samples had been closed since formation of the elements 

(i.e. no addition or loss of elements by chemical means), it would 

follow that secular equilibrium would be found in all samples. 

Fortunately this is not the case. As seen in the decay schemes, 

daughter species are always different elements from their parents, 

giving the potential for chemical fractionation and disruption of the 

decay chain. For example, radon is an inert gas formed in all three 

decay schemes. It will readily escape most geological bodies, thus 

there will be a permanent disequilibrium between radon and it's 
parent (radium). If at any time the system became closed to radon 
escape, the build-up of the radon daughter polonium could be used 
to measure the date at which the system became closed (if the 

sample is younger then the age of radon - polonium secular 

equilibrium). Furthermore, when the radon escapes to the 

atmosphere, it produces daughters that readily return to earth. 

Once they return to earth they are isolated from the parent 

isotopes and can be used for a short time for dating ( e.g. 21 Opb is 
used to date snow and ice) 

Of particular interest is the chemical fractionation of uranium and 
thorium in the 238U series. As discussed below, thorium is 
separated from the uranium, effectively resetting the geological 
clock. The return from disequilibrium to equilibrium proceeds as a 

function of the time since separation of the thorium from the 
uranium, i.e. the 230Th/234U ratio is a function of the age of the 
sample (with some complications discussed later). 



The Decay Chains of the Primeval Uranium and Thorium Isotopes 

Element U-238 Series Th· 232 Series U·235 Series 
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Initial fractionation of Uranium and Thorium. 

Disequilibrium can occur due to the highly disparate chemistries 
of uranium and thorium, particularly in solution. Thorium ([Hg] 
6p66d27s2) favours a +4 oxidation state, while uranium ([Hg] 
6p65f36d17s2) can exist as U4+ or U6+, but in oxidising conditions 

readily forms the stable U02 2+ cation. When initially found in 
igneous rocks they are often associated, as their large atomic radii 
make them both late to crystallize in magmas. They are generally 
found in the more residual phases, such as granites and pegmatites 
(Goldschmidt, 1954 ). A number of uranium and thorium rich 
minerals can form, such as uraninite (U02 ), 
(Th,Ce,La(P04)), and uranothorite ((Th,U)Si04). 

monazite 

When weathering occurs, the first major fractionation of the two 
elements begins. Th4+ tends to hydrolyse in solution above pH 3, 
and very readily adsorbs onto solids. This is usually the way in 
which thorium is transported. Uranium, however, is quickly 
oxidised to U022+, which easily forms soluble complexes, and is 
transported in the solution phase. At low C02 partial pressures 
uranyl carbonate complexes such as U02(C03)34- and U02(C03)22-
are common, while under some conditions organic acid complexes 
are favoured. As the weathering solution moves from groundwater, 
through streams and rivers to a body of water, the separation of 
the uranium and thorium continues. 230Th 4+ formed by decay of 
234U is rapidly scavenged to the solid or particulate phase (about 
75% of the thorium in the ocean comes from decay, only 25% is 
from streams etc (Faure, 1986)). The speed of scavenging of Th is 
demonstrated by it's residence time in the sea of only 300 yrs, 
compared to uranium at 500 OOO yrs (Faure, 1986). 

When the environment becomes depositional it is possible to form 
sediments free of thorium (or uranium). Precipitation of calcium 
carbonate is a common depositional process, and it is during this 
that sediments containing uranium, but initially no thorium, are 
formed. This occurs by three methods - degassing of the carbon 
dioxide (e.g. in speleothems), evaporation of the water so as to 
force precipitation (e.g. in some lacustrine environments), and by 
biogenic incorporation in the skeleton of organisms, followed by 
settling of the discarded shell (e.g. in seawater). Uranium is readily 
incorporated in the calcium carbonate matrix, substituting for Ca2+. 
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Thorium is also readily substituted for Ca2+ but has usually been 

previously removed from the solution. After the precipitation and 

sedimentation of the calcium carbonate, any thorium formed by 

alpha decay of 234U is retained in the carbonate. It builds up as the 

sediment ages, and after 400 OOO yrs (t 112230Th = 75 200 yrs), the 

thorium reaches secular equilibrium with 234 U, and the activity 

ratio is no longer a function of a unique age. 

The fractionation of uramum from thorium can be demonstrated 

by looking at their relative concentrations at stages of their 

geochemical cycles (Table (1.2)). 

Table 1.2 Fractionation of Uranium and Thorium. 

Source [238U] [232Th] Th/U Reference 

(oom) (oom) 

granites 4.8 21.5 4.5 Rogers and Adams, 1969 

Mississippi water 1.0 0.01 X 10·5 O.Olx 10-5 Moore, 1967 

Mississippi sedim. 2.6 10.5 4.04 Scott and Salter, unpub. 
Seawater 3 .3ppb 8x 10-6p p b 2.4x 10-6 Kaufman, 1969 

Ku et al, 1974 

Oceanic sand/clay 0.7-4 1-30 0.4 - 10 unref. 
limestone - CaC03 2 v low 0 Heye, 1969 

- detritus 2.3 8.2 3.6 Ku et al, 1968 

Although limestones are of concern here, the method is in 

principle applicable to a number of carbonate systems, such as 

corals, speleothems, and mollusc shells; and also to several non

carbonate systems e.g. peat, marine phosphates, bone, and some 
volcanic materials. 

Complications in the 230Th/234U method 

1. Necessary assumptions. 
For valid dating by the 230Th/234U disequilibrium method, 

two requirements must be met, or approached. 

(i) No Th is incorporated into the system i.e. initial 230Th/234 u 
ratio = 0. Obviously such Th will contribute to the 230Th/234 u ratio 

at the time of analysis. Because of the extremely low solubility of 
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Th in natural aqueous systems, the presence of 230Th at genesis is 

almost entirely due to the detrital component of the formation. If 

such 2 3 o Th is present in the system, it will invariably be 

accompanied by 232Th, which is chemically identical. The 232T h 

does not decay appreciably over the periods for which 230Th/234U 

dating is used, and can thus be used as a check for the presence of 

detrital 230Th. If the initial 232Th/230Th ratio can be deduced, then 

a correction can be made for the detrital 230Th contribution to the 
apparent 230Th/234U ratio (see later). 

(ii) The sample remains closed to post-depositional migration of the 

relevant n uclides. In particular, groundwater will readily 

redissolve the uranium nuclides, or will deposit more uranrnm. 

These processes have invalidated much of the use of 230Th/234U 

dating for molluscs (Broecker, 1963 ). Evidence for these processes 

are recrystallization of the sample, and unlikely nuclide ratios (e.g 
excess 230Th). 

The validity of these assumptions for the samples dated is further 

discussed in Chapter 4. In brief, detrital 230Th contamination needs 

to be considered, recrystallization is unlikely to be a problem. 

2. Decay of 234U. 

234U has a half-life of 248 OOO years (Evans, 1955), and will 

thus decay appreciably over the period of usefulness of the 
method. Initial work on the 230Th/234U method assumed that 238U 

and 234 U would always be in secular equilibrium, due to their 

activity ratio of unity in source rocks, and presumed identical 

chemical behaviour. Since 238U would not decay over the period, 

methods used the 230Th/238U ratios as identical to the 230Th/234 U 

ratio. 

It was shown that such equilibrium is not the case (Cherdynstev, 

1955), and 234U /238U activity ratios of up to 30 have been found. 

In sea-water the ratio is 1.15, and in almost all known cases 234U 

activity exceeds that of 238U. The decay of excess 234U towards 

secular equilibrium with 238U must be taken into account when 
calculating the age of the rock. 

The reason for the 234U excess is it's preferential leaching by 

solutions, over 238 U. When an alpha particle and two beta particles 
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are ejected from the 238U nucleus to from 23 4U, the atom must 
recoil to conserve momentum. Obviously the large mass of the 
nucleus only need move a small distance (p=mv). However, in 
moving, the lattice site of the 234U nucleus (previously 238U) 
becomes slightly distorted, making 234U much more susceptible to 

leaching and mobilisation. 

Equation of Age. 

Two contributions must be considered m the age equation; the 
decay of 234U with time, and the decay of 230Th with time and with 

decrease in 234U activity. The relationship can be derived: 

230Tb = 1 - exp(-A23o!l + ( 1 - 1 ) . _1:i30_ . (1-exp(-(J .. 230-A234)t)) 
234u 234uf23Su 234u;23su 11. 230 -11. 234 

( 1. 7) 

This cannot be solved directly, either a graphical approach or an 
iterative method must be used for solving the equation. A 
computer programme (Appendix A) was used to solve the equation 
iteratively. Graphical solution isochrons are given in figure (1_.2). 

The graph also shows the need to minimise errors in older samples. 

Corrections for Contamination by Detrital Thorium 

A number of correction schemes have been proposed to allow for 
incorporation of detrital 230 Th into the sample at the time of 
depositional, due largely to the widespread occurrence of 'dirty' 
carbonates that need to be dated. These include travertines, 
caliches, and (here) lacustrine marls. 

Two approaches can be used to correct for detritral thorium. 
(i) separation of detrital thorium during processing. 

It is very difficult to physically separate the detrital 
component from the carbonate part, in the solid state. However, by 
dissolving with dilute acids, it is possible to take the carbonate 
thorium into solution, and leave much of the detritus intact. There 
are still problems with this method, as uranium and thorium 
adsorbed to the detrital surfaces will be leached, and may be of 
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different nuclide ratios to the carbonate phase. Nevertheless, use of 
dilute acid does help minimise interferences from detritus. 

(ii) mathematical corrections. 
Using 232Th to estimate 230 Th corrections. As suggested 

above, any 232Th in the detritus (or in the carbonate phase) will be 

accompanied by 230 Th. If the initial ratio of 232Th/230 Th were 

known, then the approximate age determined can be used to 

calculate the interference of detrital 230Th, and so recalculate the 

apparent age (assuming that the Th isotopes are retrieved from the 

detritus in the same ratio as they were incorporated. 232Th will not 
decay appreciably over the period. Kaufman and Broecker (1965) 

calculated the true carbonate 230Th activity as follows: 
230Thtrue = 230Thmeasured - R .232Thmeasured exp(-A23ot) (1.8) 

where 230Thtrue = 230Th corrected for detrital 230T h 
232,230Thmeasured = total 232·230Th measured in sample 

t = apparent age measured. 
R = detritus 230Th/232Th activity ratio at t=O. 

R is difficult to estimate with any accuracy, and varies between 
1.0 and 3.0 generally. It can often be estimated by looking at a 

variety of samples that are assumed to have the same R value, but 
different absolute amounts of 232Th. This could be assumed when 

geomorphic, physical and temporal proximity of a set of samples 

suggest a common detritus source. 

The method was first used by Kaufman (1971 ). The true 
carbonate 230Th/234U ratio is taken from the slope of an isochron 
plot of 230Th/232Th vs 234U/232Th. It is necessary to have a set of 

samples of varying detrital content, in order to get a slope (i.e. 

identical samples will all plot at a point). The 230Th content takes 
contributions from both the detrital (D) and carbonate (C) phases; 
and will thus vary with detrital content relative to 232Th, which 
only comes from the detritus. i.e: 

and likewise 

230Throtal = (230Thn+230ThC) :230Tho + 230Thc 
232Thtotal 232Thtotal 232Thtotal 232Thtotal 

234 Jl.total = (234 Un+ 234 .:U..C) = 234 Un 
232Thtotal 232Thtotal 232Th1otal 

+ 234!.Lc 
232Thtotal 



Therefore 230Thc 
234Uc 

= 230Th,ota1 _ 230Thn 
232Thtotal 232Thtotal 

234!l..total -
232Thtotal 

234Jl.n 
232Thtotal 

12 

(1. 9) 

The ratios of 230Thn/232Thtotal and 234U n/232Thtotal are assumed to 

be independent of the amount of detritus present (since 232Thtotal 
all comes from the detritus as well). The equation is therefore of 

the standard form m = (x-a) / (y-b), and a plot of x vs y will have a 

slope of m, and x and y intercepts of a and b respectively. The true 

carbonate 230Th/234U activity, the detrital contribution of thorium, 

and the true age can then be recalculated for each sample. 

A similar plot can be used to find the 234 U / 238 U activity for the 

pure carbonate, since the ratio may be different from_ that of the 

detrital phase. Using similar derivation to that above, 234 U / 238U is 

plotted against 232Th/234U, giving a slope of 234U c/238U c. 

The use of this method for coeval contaminated calcites has been 

described by Schwarz and Latham (1989). 

Other detritus correction schemes have been proposed, including a 

number that separately analyse the residue and carbonate 

fractions for the various isotopes. The mixing plot approach 

outlined above will be further discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Analytical Methods for U-Th dating. 

Because of it's short half-life, the actual concentration of 230Th in 

any sample is extremely low. For example, if an ancient sample 

contained lppm of 238U, the 230Th concentration would be 5.4xl0-6 

ppm. This has made mass spectrometry impractical for dating until 

very recently, when Edwards et al (1987) developed a machine 

capable of such low level measurements. This method is many 

times more accurate than the traditional method, alpha

spectroscopy, and will doubtless supersede it eventually. 

Alpha spectroscopy directly determines the activities of the 

nuclides. The inaccuracy of alpha spectroscopy is due to it's use of 

alpha decay counting. Decay counting is based on the random 

individual decays, where the variance of a given number of alpha 

events is the square root of the count. Counting is based on surface 

barrier detectors, which contain thin silicon wafers doped to semi

conductivity. When the alpha particle (ionizing) strikes the 

detector, it causes a potential difference between the anode and 

cathode attached to the wafer. The signal sent is a function of the 

energy of the alpha particle received. Unfortunately 230Th and 

234U emit alpha particles of approximately the same energy, and 

must therefore be completely separated chemically before alpha 

counting. Alpha spectroscopy requires a uniformly distributed and 

thin sample to achieve good resolution. Alpha particles are readily 

diminished in energy by interaction with other matter, and a thick 

source will have a noticeable low energy tail. It is thus important 

that the sample for counting be free of any contaminants, as these 

will absorb alpha particle energy and diminish sample resolution. A 

number of lower energy particles may run under any nearby lower 

energy peaks, and such a tail will have to be allowed for when 

calculating the activity of those peaks. 

The brief for the 230Th-234U alpha spectroscopy method is thus to 

completely separate the uranium in the sample from the thorium, 

and to isolate both from any other elements; before thinly 

mounting each on a surface suitable for alpha counting. 
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Chapter 2 

Uranium-Thorium Methodolo2y. 

Introduction. 

Previous methods used at Waikato were based on a mixture of ion 
exchange chromatography and organic extraction, culminating in 
disc preparation by evaporation from an organic medium. Double 
scavenge coprecipitation led to an anion exchange column where 
uranium and thorium were separated. The thorium was purified by 

extraction from hex one using saturated Al(N03 )3 as a salting out 

agent, the thorium was then plated out. Iron was separated from 

the uranium by extraction into di-isopropyl ether, followed by 

plating of the uranium. This method gave very variable yields, and 
usually low resolution. 

A preliminary attempt at a new U-Th method was based on 
techniques developed at the Institute of Nuclear Sciences (DSIR) 
(McCabe et al, 1979) as part of their U-Th and U-Pa dating 
programme. Their method was based on a cation exchange column, 
and claimed quantitative yields for uranium and thorium, obviating 
the need for a spike solution to trace yields. The cation column was 

designed to work at elevated temperatures in a teflon column, 

followed by further purification (for uranium); and finally 

electrodeposition from a sulphate bath, with a rotating cathode 

system. Attempts at this method were unsuccessful. Leakage 
problems between the teflon column and water jacket; the 
difficulty in using polythene beakers as a substitute for teflon; and 
the attempted use of Al discs as a substitute for stainless steel, all 
contributed to the failure. Most importantly, the method was 
unable to deal with the high levels of titanium found in the 

samples to be dated. A new, simpler, method became available 

during this time, and was successfully adopted. The method came 

from the Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, Columbia 

University, where it was developed by Bob Anderson. It was 
adapted for Antarctic lacustrine carbonates by Dr C. Hendy, and 

further modified as discussed in this chapter. The method uses 
standard uranium and thorium processing techniques for the most 
part; it also features a uranium purification column based on nitric 
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acid, and electroplating from a chloride bath onto silver 

planchettes. Some emphasis is placed on achieving high yields -

such as through multiple rinsing at all stages and through the use 

of teflon beakers wherever practical. At neutral and near neutral 

pH conditions thorium exchanges for sodium in ordinary glasses, 

including borosilicate (i.e laboratory pyrex) glasses. Teflon 

(polytetrafluoro-ethylene) beakers are quite expensive (currently 

$18-00 each), but do not chemically adsorb thorium. While high 

yields are not essential to the process, due to the use of isotope 

dilution methods, they lead to higher count rates, thus decreasing 

the statistical error in the dates obtained. High yields are also very 

important in allowing the method to be readily adapted to samples 

of low uranium (and thorium) concentration. 

All samples were processed in batches of four. However, the 

method could easily be upgraded to allow batch sizes of eight 

samples at a time, given · more centrifuge bottles, teflon beakers 

and electroplating units. 

The method was developed to cope with a number of problematic 

trace elements, but to still give high yields of good resolution. Much 

of the methodology was developed concurrently with routine 

sample processing, and by the time of processing the final samples 

had achieved the objectives to a very good degree. 

Initial Treatment 

Sample Selection. 
Samples were selected on several criteria. 

(1) the need for a wide range of sites (i.e. sample numbers) 

to be represented. 

(2) sample quality (which limited the first criteria). Samples 

preferred showed -

(a) pristine appearance (absence of any 

weathering, oxidation etc (characterized by 

sign of 

reddish-

brown veneers) - which could mean post-depositional 

alteration of the nuclide 

(b) absence of obvious 

achieved by rejecting 

carbonate inclusions in 

ratios.) 

elastic contamination. This was 

samples with obvious non

the matrix e.g. gravels, basalt 
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sands, quartz. Such detritus may contain labile uramum 
and thorium in ratios independent of the sample age. 

However, a number of samples with obviously high 
levels of detritus were dated to satisfy the need for a 
range of sample sites. 

(3) The final criteria was that a single specimen of the 
sample must weigh at least 30gms, allowing a margin for 

duplicate processing of samples. This is as individual 
specimens from a site may not be homogeneous. Some early 
samples (nos 87-253a, 87-031-66b, 87-024-48c, 87-01 7-
38b, 87-006-019) were of composite specimens. 

Thus the samples dated are not an unbiased selection of the 
carbonates present in the area. 

Pretreatment. 
Samples selected were scraped clean to remove any surficial 

detritus, and any obvious pieces of gravel etc were removed. 
Samples were crushed (mechanical crusher) and ground in a ring 
mill grinder for 30s. Although powdering increased the exposure of 
labile isotopes in the detritus, it made sample dissolution much less 
time-consuming and ensured homogeneity between duplicates. 1 Og 
samples were weighed out accurately, and added to a 600ml 
beaker. Although sample weight was not critical to the age, all 
samples weighed from from 9.998g to 10.002g. This allowed 
228Th/230Th and 232U/234U ratios to be used to trace major 

discrepancies in the ages of replicates. 

Spike. 
100 mls of distilled water and 10 mls of spike were added. 

Uranium and thorium are not necessarily extracted quantitatively 
by the process, thus a spike of non-critical uranium and thorium 
isotopes was added at the first stage of processing. This allowed the 
relative yields of the uranium and thorium to be calculated, and 
hence the true sample 230Th/234U ratio to be calculated (the isotope 

dilution method). 

tni'Jn:.W8rlT OP WAD[....,. 
LIRRARV 
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Separation of Uranium and Thorium from Calcium etc. 

8N HN03 was added to the sample until effervescence ceased. 
H NO 3 was preferred over HCl because of it's greater oxidising 
power, ensuring that all uranium was converted to the uranyl form, 
U O 22+. This was a critical part of the process, as the acidity was a 

prime determinant of how much detritus was dissolved or leached 

along with the carbonate fraction. In all cases this acidification was 
done very carefully, with minimal excess acid added. The sample 
was then boiled very gently under a watchglass for approximately 
one hour, again excessively vigorous conditions would affect the 
detritus too much. The aim of boiling was to drive off the C02 
dissolved in the solution, and to ensure that the spike and the 
natural uranium and thorium isotopes had the same distribution 

between solution and solid phases. 
After cooling for a few minutes the solution was transferred to a 

200ml centrifuge bottle, carrying as much of the detritus as 
possible. Centrifuging was for 10mins at 3000 rpm, the supernatant 
was then transferred to a 400ml beaker. Any detritus remaining in 
the 600ml beaker was washed into the centrifuge bottle with a 
minimum of distilled water. A few drops of SN HN03 were added, 
and the residues centrifuged again. The supernatant was added to 
the 400ml beaker, while the residue was filtered on a Buchner 
funnel, along with washings of any residues from the 600ml 
beaker. The residue was dried and weighed on the filter paper. A 
constant filter paper weight of 0.37g was assumed (this was the 
average of multiple weighings, the distribution was N(0.37 g,0.01 g)). 

The separation of the residue from the acid-soluble phase was 
completed as rapidly as possible, to minimize excess leaching of the 
detritus, and to minimize reabsorption of C02(g) by the solution 
after boiling. 

Initially the only treatment prior to coprec1p1tation was to add 
several drops of FeCl3 (aq). Also tried was the INS solution of 
9.7mls FeCl3/200mls O.IN HCl(McCabe et al, 1979). The FeCl3 acted 
as a coprecipitant for the uranium and thorium. Although natural 

Fe levels were very high in many samples, added FeC}J was used in 
all samples as a safeguard. The earlier results gave reasonable 
uranium yields, however these had a maximum value of around 
80%. Uranium can readily escape coprecipitation, so the method 
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was modified. The problem was the ability of the uramum to form 

soluble uranyl complexes with a number of species, such as organic 

acids and C02. 
i.e. C02 + H20 <=> HC03- + H+ <=> C032- + 2H+ 

U022+ + 3C032- <=> U02 (C03)3 4- (soluble at pH > 7) 

Organic acids form soluble uranyl species above pH 6. These are 

unlikely to be present in any quantity, if at all, but are possible due 

to the biogenic source of the carbonates. Thorium coprecipitation is 

quantitative under most conditions. 

To overcome any possible loss of uramum m this part of the 

process, rigorous conditions were adopted. IOmls of cone HCl was 

added to the solution, and the solution brought to the boil. The HCl 

+ HN03 solution would be strongly oxidising enough to destroy any 

organic complexing reagents. After 5 mins boiling to expel any C02 

(the HCl/HN03 solution boils very rapidly) the solution was 

precipitated while still hot. 

The coprecipitation stage allows for separation of uranium and 

thorium (along with Fe, Al and many other trace elements) from all 

the Group I and Group II elements, particularly Ca. Concentrated 

ammonia solution was added dropwise, with stirring, until the pH 

reached 7-7 .5 (pH meter). The ammonia may have introduced some 

CO 2 to the solution, so for some preliminary samples the ammonia 

was boiled prior to coprecipitation. This did not affect recovery. 

Gascoyne (1977) made an extensive investigation into this 

prospect, it seems unlikely that C02 in the ammonia is a significant 

problem. 

It was of interest here that the precipitate from the HC1/HN03 

solution was very much visibly finer than that from HN03 solution. 

This gives a greater surface area for coprecipitation, and for some 

reason gives much less flocculation at the surface, eliminating 

another small source of uranium and thorium loss. 

The precipitate was centrifuged in 200ml plastic bottles. This and 

all subsequent centrifugation was at 3000 rpm for 10 mins. Higher 

revolutions were not possible without stressing the centrifuge, 

shorter times did not always compact the precipitate enough. The 

supernatant was transferred back to the 400ml beaker; the 

precipitate was washed with 30mls of distilled water and 

recentrifuged. This removed any adsorbed Ca back to the aqueous 
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phase. The supernatant was added to the 400 ml beaker. The 
combined supernatants were reacidified with a minimum of cone 
HN O 3 (about 2mls was needed). A few drops of FeC13 (aq) were 
added, again as a coprecipitant. If necessary more HN03 was added 
to dissolve any solid phase. Some preliminary samples were 
reboiled at this stage, this was abandoned as having a minimal 
impact on recovery relative to the extra time needed for reboiling. 
The supernatant was precipitated with ammonia to pH 7 - 7 .5, and 
added to the centrifuge bottle containing the first precipitate 
(insufficient centrifuge bottles for separate centrifugation). After 
centrifuging the supernatant was discarded. The 400ml beaker was 
rinsed with a minimum of distilled water, and this was added to 
the precipitate. Again this was centrifuged and the supernatant 
discarded. 

The combined precipitates were redissolved in 8N HCI and diluted 
to lOOmls, in the centrifuge bottle. The solution was reprecipitated 
with concentrated ammonia in the bottle, centrifuged, and the 

supernatant discarded. The precipitate was washed with 30mls of 
distilled water and recentrifuged. Again the supernatant was 
discarded. The aim of these steps was to ensure complete release 
of any adsorbed or coprecipitated species that should have been in 
the aqueous phase; by guaranteed complete dissolution in a new 
acid, HCI. 

The precipitate was dissolved in three times its volume of cone 
HCl for loading onto the first 10n exchange column. The 

coprecipitation scheme is summarized in figure (2.1 ). 
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Figure 2.1 Double scavenge coP-reciP-itation scheme 
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Separation of Uranium From Thorium 

Separation of uranium from thorium was achieved by ion 

exchange chromatography. The distribution of a number of 

elements between resin and eluant on anion exchange columns in 

HCl has been investigated by Kraus and Nelson (1955). Some 

relevant results are given in figure (2.2). 

Fig {2,2} Log distribution coefficient vs normality of HCI 
for several elements, <Kraus and Nelson,1955} 
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The amomc species formed adhere to the resin, while any cationic 

or neutral species are washed off. The species of note here are : 
U022+ + 3Cl- <=> (U02Cl3)

U022+ + 4Cl- <=> (U02Cl4)2-

Fe3+ + 4Cl- <=> (FeC4)-

The resin used was DOWEX 1X8 100-200 mesh (laboratory grade). 

This was preferred over coarser meshes which although have 
faster flow, have poorer quality of separation. Analytical grade 

resin would have been preferable, but was deemed too expensive. 

A quantity of resin was made into a slurry with distilled water. The 

slurry was allowed to settle for 5 minutes, after which the 

supernatant was decanted, taking with it most of the finings. The 

wash was repeated, again any finings were decanted. 

The columns used were BIORAD 20cm x 1.5cm chromatography 

columns. They were filled with distilled water and allowed to run 

out, during which time the slurried resin was added. This ensured 

no air bubbles were trapped rn the base of the column. 
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Approximately half-filled columns were used, generally containing 
12-15mls of resin. This was washed with a column volume of 
distilled water, followed by two volumes of 8N HCI. As in all stages 
of ion exchange chromatography it was preferable not to allow the 
head of the resin to run dry. This was largely achieved, but not 
always. Fortunately 100-200 mesh resin retained the liquid enough 
that air bubbles did not form in the bed, although some may have 
worked into the base of the column. 

The sample was loaded straight from the centrifuge bottle, and a 
100ml teflon beaker (labelled) was placed under the column. When 

the top of the sample solution was approaching the head of the 
resin, a wash of 8N HCl was added to the column; followed by two 
more washes of 8N HCl in like manner. These washes were 
previously used to thoroughly rinse the original sample centrifuge 
bottle (or beaker), ensuring complete sample transfer to the 
column. When the last of the 8N HCl washes were approaching the 
head of the resin the receiving beaker (containing thorium and 
other elements) was replaced by another 100ml labelled teflon 
beaker. A wash of distilled water (column volume) was followed by 
one of distilled water plus 5 drops cone HCl, followed by a final 
wash of distilled water. These washes eluted the uranium and iron 
(and other trace elements) into the beaker. At such low chloride 
concentrations the uranyl complexes are not held to the resin. 

Two major problems arose during this section of work - solid 
phases on the column and discoloured thorium fractions. 
(I) Yellow or yellow-brown washings frequently appeared m the 
thorium wash, which should be completely clear. This had two 

sources: 
(i) Fe was not retained on the column. The iron complex formed a 

distinctly brown coloured band at the top of the resin bed. Any 
movement of the band during the Th washes showed it was not 
being held to the resin, and was a reasonable proxy for similar 
uranium movement. This occurred if the chloride activity was less 
than optimal. Specifically the movement of the Fe band would 
occur if the sample was loaded in solutions significantly less than 8 
molar in HCI. Because the final precipitate from the previous stage 
was highly hydrated, triple its volume of cone HCl was added to 
give a total molarity of 8N. Unfortunately this was a subjective 

measurement and undoubtedly far too little HCl was added on a 
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couple of occasions. When the Fe band was washed off the bottom 
of the column the washings continued, starting from the first 
distilled water wash; with all washings combined. The combined 
eluates were boiled down and dissolved in 8N HCl, before reloading 
on the column. This was only done on two occasions, as all other 
discoloured thorium washes were attributed to the other source. 

(ii) Colouring by resin products. Frequently the discolour of the 
thorium fraction was not consistent with that expected for Fe 
complexes. In these cases drop tests with potassium ferrocyanide 
gave negative results (whereas Fe3+ solutions diluted to the same 

colour intensity readily turned blue ). It seemed likely that 

byproducts of the resin were being formed by contact with the 
acid, and that these were the source of the discolour. Further 
evidence for this was that the colour often disappeared on boiling 
the solution; and that if boiled to dryness the residue was not red
brown but white. The discolour would also occur when the Fe band 
was visibly holding at the head of the resin. Strongly discoloured 
solutions often appeared slightly oily, and sometimes the source of 
the colour could be partially extracted into hexone. 

This effect could be reduced by pre-washing the columns with 8N 
HN O 3, then with the 8N HCl twice. This discolour was present in 
virtually all the latter samples, but was not a problem. It was 
ignored as any organic species would be destroyed when HN03 was 
added to the boiling HCl solution at a latter stage. This was 
confirmed by the clear colour of the solution after conversion to the 

HCl form. 
(II) Column blockage. It was common in the early samples for the 

drip rate of the solutions to become very slow, virtually stopping 
sometimes. Initially this was thought to be due to swelling of the 

resin with changes in eluant normality. Solutions of 7N or 9N HCl 

still gave the same result. The precipitate was also boiled to 
dryness and taken up in 8N HCl to ensure the same normality as 
subsequent washes. This was also ineffective. 

Some samples showed a lightening of colour in the head of the 
resin, presumed to be a trace element since blank control columns 
ran satisfactorily. Stirring the head of the resin allowed a short 
remission in the slowing of the elution rate. A new bulk sample 
used for preliminary work (87-253a) formed a particularly heinous 
plug of clear gel up to 3cm long on top of the resin. This was 
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realised to just be a more blatantly manifested form of the earlier 
lighter colour in the head of the resin. 

Samples of the gel were retrieved for further examination. The gel 

was partially soluble in nitric acid. Atomic absorption analysis 
suggested high levels of Fe, but gave negative results for Mn, Al, 

and Si. This was not considered conclusive at the time as there 
were problems with the AA machine. The gel was found insoluble 
in organic solvents (CH2Cl2, benzene) and had no distinctive smell 
(as would be expected from the amine products that were the most 
likely products of resin reaction). This excluded resin byproducts as 
a source of the gel. 

After dessication under vacuum the powdered gel was submitted 
for X-ray fluorescence analysis. The results showed the powder to 
be Si02, the gel was a hydrated form of the same. The analysis also 
showed the gel to have taken in high levels of other trace elements, 
as shown in table (2.1 ). The identity of the gel was confirmed by 
it's solubility in HF. 

Table 2,1 XRF Results for Silica Gel 

Element Atom% 

Silicon 85.4 
Aluminium 11.6 
Calcium 0.9 
Titanium 0.8 
Manganese 0.5 
Chromium 0.3 
Iron 0.3 
Zinc 0.1 

Processing samples with the Si02 levels present in some samples 
was not practical. The time necessary to pass the needed washes 
through the solution was of the order of days. Furthermore the 
retention of Fe by the gel suggested U022+ was also likely to be 
retained, it 1s uncertain whether or not Th4+ would have been 
affected. 

An obvious treatment to remove Si02 was to use HF, and the 
reaction Si02 + 4HF ~ SiF4 (g) + 2H20. It was not simple to predict 

the presence of high Si02 levels on the basis of the sample 
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chemistry preceding the first column. Generally, though, high levels 
of quartz in the residue correlated with high Si02 levels. This 
assessment was not sufficiently explicit, so all samples were 
treated for Si02. 

At first the treatment was carried out after the precipitation and 
scavenge from HN03 solution, prior to precipitation from HCl 
solution. The precipitate was dissolved in lOmls HF, boiled dry, 

redissolved in 3mls HF and boiled dry. Repeated evaporation with 
cone HCl (5x) (since HCl was the desired final matrix of the sample) 
was unsuccessful in removing residual HF, due to the difference in 
boiling points of the acids (HF 112° , HCl 108°). 

Although this was successful in removing Si02, traces of HF tended 
to bleach the top of the resin and sometimes formed a hard white 
impermeable layer. This led to the use of HCl04 to remove residual 
HF, followed by evaporation from HCl (which also oxidises any 
HCl04 not destroyed by the prolonged heating at dryness). In some 
samples the levels of Ca2+ were still too high at this point, and 
quantities of CaF2 gel formed - these were unable to be dissolved 
later. Thus the Si02 treatment was moved to beyond the final HCl
N H 3 precipitation, just preceding the first column. Also attempted 
was the use of boric acid to help break up the more stable fluoride 
complexes (McCabe et al, 1979) such as the insoluble green FeF3. 
This was helpful, but found unneccessary as other aspects of the 
Si02 treatment were refined. 

The final method for Si02 removal was as follows. After the final 
precipitate was obtained it was dissolved in cone HN03 and 

transferred to a 100ml teflon beaker. The centrifuge bottle was 

rinsed with a minimum of HN03, and this was added to the beaker. 
HF was added dropwise until the solution cleared (mainly 
FeCl3.6H20 (yellow) <=> FeF3.nH20 (clear) ). This was boiled to 

dryness for about 2-3 hours. 15 mls of HCl04 was added and the 
beaker was boiled dry at a low heat overnight. A few mls of cone 
HCl were added, and the solution boiled to dryness. The residue 
was readily redissolved in 10-20mls of 8N HCl for loading onto the 

first column. 

The final observation of note on the U-Th separation column was 
the occasional occurrence of a green band in the resin. This would 
hold just below the Fe band and slowly move downwards with the 
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8N HCl washes, often fading in colour. This was seen in samples 87-
014-32c, 87-033a, 87-036-76b, and 87-006-019. After fading the 

green colour was not seen again. It is interesting that the Th 
fraction often had a slightly green tinge after conversion to the 
H NO 3 form. The colour was attributed to a trace element in the 
sample, one that doesn't form a strongly holding anionic chloride 
complex. Nickel was a possibility. 

Unlike some Antarctic carbonates processed in previous years it 
was never possible to overload the column with high Fe levels. On 
one occasion two columns were used to reprocess samples, it was 
found that the apparent overloading was due to suboptimal 
normality. Correct loading and use of the column always led to the 

Fe band being held in the top quarter (3-4cm) of the column. 

Thorium· Purification 

After the final eluates of 8N HCl had passed into the uranium
thorium separation column, the beaker was removed to a hot plate. 
The major elements in the solution were Th, Al, Ti, and any 

remaining Group I and Group II elements that came through the 
precipitation stages. To separate these from the thorium an anion 
exchange column in nitric acid form was used. Some relevant 
distribution coefficients for a range of acid molarities are given in 
fig(2.3 ). 

Fig {2,3) Log distribution coefficient vs molarity of HN01 
for several elements. {Faris and Buchanan, 1964) 
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The thorium ion forms a very stable nitrate complex that holds 
well to the column: Th4+ + 6N03 - ~ Th(N03 )6 2- , with a 

maximum stability around 8N HN03. 

As in the first column, a 20cm x 1.5cm chromatography column 

was used, half filled with DOWEX 1X8 100-200 mesh anion 

exchange resin. The resin was washed with two volumes of 8N 

HN03, in similar manner to that described for the first column. For 
preliminary samples the same resin as used for the first column 

was regenerated - the two washes of SN HN03 simply displaced the 

chloride on the resin. Major problems with overall thorium 

recovery occurred, and the thorium purification columns were 

considered a possible source of the loss. This was never proven to 

be the case, but it became standard practice to use fresh resin for 

the thorium column. The other advantages of fresh resin were 
reduced contamination by any residual U or Fe left in the first 

column (very unlikely), removal of interference by any silica gel 
left in the resin of the first column, and most importantly, reduced 

breakdown of the resin. For some reason it seemed that pre-used 

columns were more disposed to producing discoloured eluates 

during the thorium elution; possibly due to the oxidising power of 

mixed traces of the HCl and HN03 solutions. 

Before running the column the thorium fraction was converted 

from a chloride matrix (eluate from the first column) to an SN HN03 
matrix. When the thorium fractions were first heated, a few mls of 

cone HN03 (and a couple of mls HCl04 in badly discoloured 

fractions) were added immediately, to aid in oxidising any resin 

byproducts present. On evaporation of the solution, a white 

precipitate formed at lower volumes. This was the biggest problem 

in the whole process - the appearance of titanium precipitates. The 

species formed was probably hydrated polymeric (TiO)n 2n+. It 

would seem that nitrate as a counter-ion gives much lower 

solubility than the chloride form. 

The Ti02 came from the detrital component of the sample, 

probably from the basaltic sands and ilmenite present. This is the 

reason for the great care needed in acidifying and boiling the 

sample initially. Over vigorous conditions released excessive Ti02 

into solution. There was a clear correlation between titania 

precipitates at this stage, and little or no recovery of thorium. It 
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was likely that the polymer chains were highly binding for the 
readily scavenged Th4+ ion. It was thus necessary to ensure no (or 
minimal) precipitation of (TiQ2+)0 occurred at this stage. 

Initially samples were boiled down until a precipitate just started 
to form, whereupon HN03 to three times the volume of HCl present 
was added. This was boiled under reflux until all the HCl was 
removed. The solution clears as no more brown nitrogen dioxide 
was being formed via 
6HC1 + 2HN03 <=> 2NOCI + 2Cl2 + 4H20 ( +02) <=> 2N02 + 4H20 + 3Cl2 

On clearing, the watchglass and beaker walls were washed with 
HN03 and boiled for a further 5 minutes. Volumes at this point 
were typically 20-30 mls, with the prec1p1tate having formed at 
10-15 mls. Some samples could be boiled to dryness without a 
prec1p1tate appearing. 

After all the HCI had been removed, an equal volume of distilled 
water was added, bringing the solution to 8N HN03 (cone HN03 = 

16M). If there was any sign of a precipitate the solution was 
centrifuged (10mins, 3000rpm). The supernatant was poured off 
and loaded onto the column. Twenty mls of 8N HN03 was used to 
rinse the beaker, then added to the centrifuge bottle. After 
dissolving as much of the precipitate as possible, the solution was 
centrifuged again, and the supernatant added to the column. If any 
precipitate was still present the step above was repeated. After the 
last of the sample had been loaded, the column was washed with 
three column volumes of 8N HN03. The three washes were also 

used to rinse the beaker and centrifuge bottle. After the last 
washings had passed onto the column, a labelled I 00ml teflon 
beaker was placed under the column. Three column volumes of 9N 
HCl were used to elute the thorium. Washing with 8N or ION HCl 
produced no discernible change in quantity or quality of yield. 

This method still frequently gave solid phases on the column, 
ranging from a distinct layer of white precipitate at the head of the 
column to a general cloudiness of the loading solution. This 

invariably led to low thorium yields. 
A less retroactive means of dealing with the Ti02 problem was 

sought. This entailed using maximal volumes of solution during the 
matrix conversion in the hope of preventing a precipitate forming 
in the first place. This was at the expense of solution loading time. 
The HCl solution was boiled down to about 30mls, at which stage 
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about 50mls of cone HN03 was added. This was boiled under reflux 
until the solution went clear, adding more HN03 as necessary, as 
boiling proceeded. The watchglass and walls were then washed 
with HN03, and the solution boiled for another 5 minutes, to 
remove final traces of HCI. The watch glass was removed, and the 

solution was boiled back to a volume of 50 mls. An equal amount of 

distilled water (by filling a matching beaker to the same level) was 
added to bring the solution to 8N HN03. This gave a total volume of 
lOOmls of sample solution, which could take up to an hour to load 
onto the column. However, this method produced no visible Ti 
based solids, and thorium recovery became higher and less 
variable. 

After retrieving the thorium fraction, the same process was 
repeated on a smaller column, with commensurate volumes. The 
thorium fraction was boiled down, with 3mls cone HN03 added 
before boiling started, to help oxidise any organic resin products in 
the washings. When the thorium fraction was almost dry a few mls 
of cone HN03 were added. Again the sample was boiled down to a 
drop. 

A small BIORAD 0.7cm x 10cm chromatography column was used, 
filled with 2 mls of DOWEX 1X8 100-200 mesh anion exchange 
resin. This was washed with a column volume of distilled water, 
followed by two volumes of 8N HN03. The resin was prepared in 
the same way as described for the uranium/thorium separation 
column. The evaporated thorium fraction was dissolved in 5mls of 
8N HN03, and loaded onto the column. If any solid residue was still 
evident, the beaker was gently heated, taking care not to evaporate 
the H20 and increase the HN03 concentration. After the sample had 
passed into the column the beaker (heating if necessary) and 
column were washed with four aliquots of 5mls 8N HN03. The 
effluent was discarded, and the thorium eluted off with three 
column volumes of 9N HCl, into a labelled 100ml teflon beaker. The 

sample was covered with a watchglass, since any dust, aerosols etc 
entering the sample at this point would be electrodeposited as well. 
The sample was boiled down to a drop of HCl, as described under 

electrodeposi tion. 
A couple of problems arose with this process. 

(1) Due to lack of air circulation, the clamps holding the columns 
became extremely corroded. Infrequently corrosion products off 
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the columns would fall into the receiving beakers, during all 

column stages. It was particularly a problem with the final column, 

as no further purification would normally take place. On the 

occasions that this problem arose the sample had to be boiled down 

and redissolved, often necessitating the use of HF and/or HCl04; 

before repeating the final column. On one occasion this had to be 

repeated twice. Fortunately the high stability of the Th(N03 )62-

complex on the resin makes this separation quite efficient, and it is 

unlikely that much thorium is lost by repeating this column, 

provided all solids were redissolved. 

(2) The insolubility of thorium made it susceptible to not being 

fully retrieved from the beaker by the loading and washing 

solutions. Often visible deposits were still evident after the four 

5ml 8N HN03 washes had rinsed the beaker. The loading method 

was changed to improve thorium recovery. 

Instead of dissolving the sample in 5mls 8N HN03 it was dissolved 

in a minimum of cone HN03. This was evaporated back to 

approximately 0.25ml, and 0.25ml distilled water was added. Three 

mls of cone HN03 were added to dissolve the sample, followed by 

three mls of distilled water. The solution was thus 8N in HN03, and 

was loaded onto the column. The four 5ml washes were replaced 

by one of 3mls cone HN03 plus 3mls distilled water; one of 2mls 

cone HN03 plus 2mls distilled water; followed by two of 5mls 8N 

HN03. This quickly reduced the frequency of residual sample being 

left in the beaker. 
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Uranium purification 

When the uranium fraction was retrieved from the column, along 
with Fe, it was boiled down. Prior to this 3mls of cone HN03 was 
added. Although this works against the aim of taking the residue to 
a chloride matrix, it was found necessary in order to help destroy 
organic byproducts of the resin. Failure to do this often left a ring 
of black stain at the maximum volume level of the solution. These 

were presumed to be organic, and as such may have complexed the 
uranium. In addition, any organics remaining in the solution may 
also have complexed uranium, interfering in the following organic 
extraction step. This step was the first stage of purification of 
uranium - a separation from iron. Both species are complexed by 
the chloride ion, however only the ferric chloride complex is 
soluble in ether. Many methods for U-Th dating extract the iron 
prior to the column separation of uranium and thorium. Extraction 
subsequent to separation is preferable, as it allows Fe to act as 
excellent visual control on the efficiency of the first column. 

The solution was evaporated to dryness, 3mls of cone HCl was 
added (to remove any residual HN03) and the solution was boiled 
to dryness again. It was then dissolved in 3mls 8N HCI. The solution 
was transferred to a 15ml glass centrifuge tube. A further ml of 8N 
HCl was used to wash the beaker, this too was added to the 
centrifuge tube. Five mls of di-isopropyl ether was added to the 
tube, after being used to wash the last of the sample solution out of 
the beaker. The sample was emulsified on a vortex mixer for 30s. 

The upper (ether) phase, containing Fe, was discarded. The 

extraction was repeated three more times. By this time the chloride 
concentration had dropped well below the optimum level (about 6-
7N). To return to efficient extraction 5 drops of cone HCl were 
added, and two more extractions with 5mls di-isopropyl ether were 
performed. The resultant solution was transferred to a new 100ml 
labelled teflon beaker. The centrifuge tube was washed twice with 
3mls 8N HCI, these too were added to the teflon beaker. The ether 
residues were stored and eventually washed with water to remove 
Fe, and distilled to recover pure ether. 

The problems encountered in this section related to incomplete 
extraction of the iron - it is unlikely that much, if any, uranium is 
lost by co-extraction into the ether (Gascoyne, 1977). The samples 
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analysed generally had extremely high natural Fe levels, m 

addition to the Fe added for coprecipitation. This had two effects. 
Firstly, if extraction was at all incomplete it meant that levels of Fe 
would still be unacceptably high. Secondly it could cause three 
phases to form in the centrifuge tube during the first extraction. 
The middle layer was a pure iron-chloride-ether compound 
(Fe(iPr20)2Cl4-) (Gascoyne, 1977), and was discarded along with the 
top layer. 

Extraction efficiency was easily monitored visually. The Fe 
imparts almost all of the orange-yellow colour to the solution. The 
aqueous solution should be almost clear after the sixth extraction, if 
extraction is complete. The successive extractions remove Fe at a 
constant rate (allowing for the small changes in chloride activity), 
giving an exponential decrease in [Fe]. If extraction works well the 
aqueous phase will be virtually clear after 4 ether extractions -
however, in the preliminary work and first samples the aqueous 
phases were frequently still very coloured after 6 extractions. 

Inefficient extraction took two forms. Extraction would either take 
place very slowly, leaving a definite yellow colour in the aqueous 

phase after the final extraction; or else essentially nil extraction 
would occur, leaving a cloudy orange aqueous phase from start to 
finish. Attempts to rectify these were based on considering the 
chloride activity through the process, and on the possibility of trace 
element interference. 

Inconsistency of the method between samples suggested trace 
element problems (including natural Fe levels). Some samples that 

extracted poorly were boiled down and extraction repeated. Some 
of these would clear on the second set, even after 2+2 (i.e two 
extractions, 5 drops cone HCl, two more extractions); while some 
would still fail after a second 2+2. This suggested variations 

between samples. The occasional presence of black solids (in spite 
of oxidising for resin products) suggested Mn02 to be present; this 
was confirmed by the frequent presence of red solids (MnCl3) when 
the sample was evaporated to dryness. Some samples were tested 
for Fe by reaction with potassium ferrocyanide, the presence of 
Fe3+ giving a deep blue colour. Some samples were strongly 
coloured after 4+2 extractions, yet gave negative results for this 

test. Atomic absorption analysis showed the colour to be due to 
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very high levels of manganese (i.e the extraction was, rn fact, 
efficient for Fe). 

However, many samples tested after 4+2 showed Fe to still be 

present in the aqueous phase. In particular, a spike sample taken 
through the process was still yellow after 4+2. The only foreign 
element present was Fe from the coprecipitation stage (this sample 
also gave three layers in the first extraction). 

Chloride concentrations were varied on some samples to improve 
iron extraction. One ml of cone HCl added after 2 extractions 
followed by 0.5ml cone HCl after the fourth extraction still gave 
poor results. Extraction from 9N HCl, with half a ml cone HCl after 2 
extractions also failed to improve efficiency. These suggested that 

decreasing chloride activity was not the source of the problem. 
After extra acidification had failed on another sample 3mls of 
distilled water were added, since too higher an acidity would 
increase the solubility of the ether in the aqueous phase. This also 
failed to help. 

The problem was overcome by changing the relative volumes of 
the aqueous and organic phases. A sample was dissolved in 6mls 
8N HCl and the beaker washed with 1 ml 8N HCl, giving a total 
volume almost double that previously used. To allow for the 

limited volume of the centrifuge tube the volume of ether was 
reduced to 3-4 mls per extraction. This worked well on samples of 

this and a subsequent batch. These volumes were adopted as 
standard procedure. 

It would seem that the volume of 8N HCl used was insufficient to 
dissolve all the species in some samples, allowing the Fe to retain a 
form that was not amenable to extraction into di-isopropyl ether. 
Occasional samples still retained a slight yellow colour after 4+2. 
This was usually due to the presence of Mn, or sometimes low 

levels of Fe. Both these circumstances were able to be dealt with by 
the final uranium purification column. 

The sample and washings from the ether extraction stage were 
boiled down to dryness in a teflon beaker. The residues varied 
from yellow-brown to grey to a bright green (in the chloride form), 
suggesting various trace elements to be present. These were often 
difficult to dissolve, needing a mixture of HCl and HN03, and 
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occasionally HF. They were boiled down and eventually the solution 
was taken up in HN03 for the final phase of uranium purification. 

This stage was the most critical with respect to uranium yield. It 
entailed separation of uranium from any residual Fe, Mn, Al, and 
any other trace elements still present, on an anion exchange 

column in the nitrate form. The problem is that the maximum 

distribution coefficient only rises to 100, at 8N HN03. Relevant 
distributions are given in figure (2.4 ). 

Fig {2,4} 
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The method prescribed loading the sample onto the column (a 
small BIO-RAD chromatography column (0.7cm by 10cm) part filled 
with DOWEX 1X8 (100-200 mesh) anion exchange resin) in 2mls of 

8N HN03, then washing three times with 2mls 8N HN03. 

Hydrochloric acid (l.5mls) was added to create a front for the later 
washings, and the top of the column was allowed to run dry. The 
uranium was then collected by washing with a column volume of 
distilled water, the same with a few drops of cone HCl, followed by 
a final volume of distilled water. The sample was then boiled down 
for electrodeposition. 

Although there were no immediate problems evident with this 
particular phase of uranium processing, there still remained a 
general problem with uranium yield. Yields were generally good, 

and fairly consistent, but had a maximum yield of around 80%. 
After adjusting the electrodeposition and coprecipitation stages, 
there was still a problem, this was assumed to be due to the 
difficult uranium purification column. 
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Attempts were made to increase the performance of the column, 

based on the premise that the uranium was being washed off the 

column before collection. The number of washes of 8N HN03 was 

decreased from 6mls to 5mls, and then to 4mls, with little impact 

on recovery. A batch of samples was compared by only adding I ml 

cone HCl as a chloride front; while adding the standard l .5mls to 

the other two samples. The former samples gave higher yields, 

with no obvious extra residual Fe i.e the reduced front still gave 

sufficient HCl to wash the uranium off. A further test was with 

0.75mls cone HCl on two samples and one ml on the remaining two. 

There was no difference in yield evident. One ml of HCl became the 
standard addition for the column. It was also possible that the 

lower [Cl-] reduced the subsequent molarity, allowing better 

retrieval of the uranium. In case uranium was being held by the 

column, the final distilled water wash was increased to two column 

volumes. 

The volume of resin was also increased 50% from the 
recommended 2mls of resin to 3mls; in order to help hold any 

mobilised uranium. Although this in theory could have helped 
retain Fe, the combined loading solution (2mls), plus washing 

(6mls) plus HCl (I ml) still gave about three column volumes for Fe 

removal. There was no visible increase in residual Fe in the 

uranium fraction. 

As in the small thorium column it was preferred to dissolve the 

initial residue in a concentrated acid, to aid in dissolution of any 

nuclides particularly adherent to the teflon beaker. Thus the 

sample was boiled down to a drop, and a few mls of cone HN03 

were added. This was boiled back to a few drops, beyond which the 
sample often became insoluble. A matching few drops of distilled 

water and one ml of cone HN03 were added. After dissolving the 

sample a further I ml of distilled water was added, bringing the 

total molarity to 8N HN03. Although the final solution in this case 

may vary slightly from the critical 8 molar normality needed for 

good separation (cf dissolving in a straight 2mls of 8N HN03 from a 

bulk solution), it was found necessary to ensure retrieval of all the 

residue from the beaker. 

As in the thorium column there were problems with debris from 

the clamps falling into the beaker, requiring the column to be 

repeated. In a couple of preliminary samples there seemed to still 
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be high levels of Fe in the sample after the final column, so ether 
extraction was repeated, with a successful reduction in Fe levels. In 
all cases 3mls of cone HN03 was added to the collected uranium 
fraction before boiling down for electrodeposition, in order to help 
oxidise any resin byproducts. 

Electrodepositi on, 

The development of an electroplating method for depositing the 
samples on discs suitable for alpha-spectroscopy was the major 
innovation over methods formerly used at Waikato. Previously all 
samples had been mounted by evaporation of a benzene solution of 
the thenoyl-trifluoroacetone (TT A) complex in benzene. 

Initial attempts to find a suitable electrodeposition method were 
based on a technique developed by the Institute of Nuclear 
Sciences (DSIR) as part of their own U-series dating program. 
Because of the expense of the cathode discs used by the method 
($5-00 each), the method was modified. Aluminium discs were 
used and cell design (fig (2.5)) was modified to a less expensive 
fixed cathode in the base of the cell, with a separate anode and 
motor driven teflon stirrer. 10ml samples of spike were taken up 
in dilute sulphuric acid, and adjusted in pH with dilute NaOH (pH 
meter). Various pHs were tried, from unadjusted (pH < 1) to pH 3.5. 

The highest recoveries were , as expected, around pH 3.4. However, 
these recoveries were still only around 3-4%. These were plated 

for 2hrs at 3.6V, using a Pt anode (other anodes were previously 
tried - these decomposed under electrolysis, with spike recoveries 
less than 2%). Early samples used a magnetic stirrer sitting directly 
on the Al plate - this caused irregular deposition over the disc, and 
scour marks. Increasing the deposition time up to 18 hrs had little 
effect on % recovery. Maximum recovery achieved during this set 
of experiments was approx. 5%, when an HN03/NaOH electrolyte to 
pH 3.4, with 2hrs deposition , was used. The counting system used 
included a delay amplifier which was later found to be cutting out 
a high proportion of alpha counts. Allowing for this, recoveries 
would still only have approached 10%. Resolution was invariably 
extremely low. 
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Most deposits produced in this set of experiments were white and 
powdery. They adhered poorly to the Al disc and were readily 
washed off, or sucked away under vacuum m the alpha 
spectrometer counting chamber. This was probably the major 
source of failure in this method. Possibly the alumina layer on the 
discs precluded the normal metal deposition mechanism, and 
hence reduced adherence. Furthermore, Al was not readily flamed 
to stabilize and remove polonium - it frequently melted rapidly 
before glowing red. 

It would seem that Al is not a suitable cathode material under 

these conditions. 

A completely new method of U-Th processing was attempted, as 
described earlier, incorporating a new electrodeposition technique. 
This was based on an HCl-NH4Cl electrolyte and Ag discs. 

The described method was to dissolve the sample in the 
minimum of HN03 and evaporate to a droplet. 1ml of O.OIN HN03 
was added, the beaker rinsed and sample transferred to the 
electroplating cell. 2mls of electrolyte (2N NH4Cl taken to pH2 with 
HCl) was used to rinse the beaker and was added to the cell, 
followed by 1 ml of the same. The sample was plated at 6V, with 
an initial current of 0.8A. After 45mins the walls of the cell were 
washed down with distilled water, to recover any uranium or 
thorium splashed out, and plating was continued for 15mins. At 
the end a little NB40H and distilled water were added (NB40H fixes 
the hydrous oxide film formed to the disc (Mitchell, 1960)). The 

power was turned off, the cell dissembled and the disc washed 
with distilled water. Finally it was heated to glowing red in a 

bunsen flame. The prescribed method also alleged the use of silver 
as an anode. A new cell design (fig (2.6)) was also used, with a 
spiral anode used to support the magnetic flea stirrer (fleas needed 
to be trimmed to size). 

The first attempts at the new method used the Al discs and the 
cell constructed for the previous method, with a Pt anode. 2hrs 
plating of a spike sample evaporated to dryness and treated as 
above gave a brown deposit on the disc, with a brown electrolyte 

solution. The disc deposit turned white on heating, although as 
usual the Al disc was not heated to glowing. The results were of 
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low resolution with a recovery of 37%. On construction of the new 
cell, testing continued. A qualitative test was to deposit a solution 
of U02Cl2 for 5mins. This gave a high count rate , but still low 
resolution. The new cell contained the Ag anode, Al discs were still 
being used. 

The first carbonate samples (run concurrently) invariably gave 
low results, particularly for thorium. In the deposition stage thick 
grey sludges up to 3mm thick were often formed on the discs. 
Some were counted both before and after washing the sludge off 

with the distilled water - little difference in the low count rate was 

evident. Continued testing of the electrodeposition method (still 
using Al discs) continued to give low results, with the added 
observation of a discolouring/crusting on the Ag anode. Testing of 
the former INS method using the new cells gave brown solutions 
and black deposits, but still of low recovery. 

At this stage the pH of the electrolyte stock was found to have 
drifted to pH 3. Deposition with a new stock gave no sludge, but 
still a low recovery. In retrospect the non-appearance of sludge 
was coincidental. 

Longer plating times were used as an obvious means of increasing 
the yield. An ammeter was also obtained to monitor current 
change in the cell. 1 Omls of spike was evaporated to a drop and 
taken up as described. It was also standard at this point to add 
several extra mls of plating solution to cover the anode and so 
render the stirrer effective. The spike sample was plated for 2hrs, 
washing with a little distilled water at 45mins and 90mins. The 

current was initially 40mA, which soon dropped and stabilized at 
8mA. At the conclusion the current was 6.5mA. Although the 
currents observed were much lower than expected, the recovery 
was 65%. This seemed a reasonable basis for further processing of 

carbonates, but again thick crusts formed on the cathode discs, 
with nil Th recovery and low U recovery. 

Further testing of spike samples on newly acquired Ag foil discs 
gave a recovery of 55% for one hour of deposition. Continued 
processing of carbonate samples gave variable yields, occasionally 
acceptable, but the majority very low. Again sludges and crusts 
formed on the discs during electrodeposition. Testing with spike 
samples (5 replicates) gave very thick deposits of low resolution 
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and variable yield. Further carbonate samples gave poor results. 
Starting currents dropped to 3-10 mA. 
A more thorough testing of the electrodeposition process was 
carried out. Six spike samples were evaporated down and plated as 
described. Recoveries are presented in table (2.2). Some of the low 
recoveries correlated with leaking cells. The higher recoveries gave 
black deposits, others gave grey sludges which were easily washed 
off. Flaming of these discs removed most of the deposit, with very 

Ii ttle left. 

Table 2,2, Recovery from electrodeoositions, 

Sample Cell 

1 2 
2 1 
3 3 
4 2 
5 1 

6 3 

Time 

1hr 
1hr 
1hr 
45min 
1hr 
1.1 Ohr 

Recovery 

5.7% 
16.4% 
10.7% 
5.9% 
10.6% 
8.1% 

Cell leaked? 
Cell leaked? 

Cell leaked? 

Stirrer erratic. 

The grey sludges on the cathodes and anodes, low currents and 
low recoveries suggested anode passivation, due to the formation 
of a silver oxide layer. Reversing the potential across one cell for a 
few minutes caused pitting on the cathode (normally the anode i.e. 
the Ag spiral), later depositions using this cell were more 
encouraging. Various treatments to remove the oxide film were 
attempted, the most successful of which was to soak the cell 
(containing the anode) in NH40H for 4 hours. This removed all the 
sludge, but still left the Ag wire intact (with a thin white film left 

on the anode). 
Quadruplicate depositions with fresh Ag wire anodes ( 1.5hrs) 

gave recoveries from 29% to 40%. Very thick cathode deposits 
were washed off these discs. After washing the cells in NH40 H 

deposition of spike samples was repeated, giving recoveries (3hrs 
deposition) of 40% to 75%. Again carbonate processing was 
continued, but results continued to be low. Increasingly low 
starting currents during plating was cause for further testing of the 

electrodeposition method. Four spike samples gave recoveries of 
13%, 12%, 14%, and 49%; suggesting increasing anode passivation 
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with use. Use of silver anodes was abandoned. Cell performance 

over this period is presented in table (2.3). 

Table 2,3 Performance of Silver Anodes. 

Cell Recovery Initial Recovery Recovery 
Number (fresh Current (anodes washed (after more 

anode) m NH40H for samples) 

time = t) 

1 29% 0.38A 44% (t=2hrs) 49% 

2 36% 0.20A 74% (t=17hrs) 13% 

3 40% 0.35A 40% (t=2hrs) 12% 

4 38% 0.36A 75% (t=l 7hrs) 14% 

In retrospect the pattern of success of Ag anodes can be 
interpreted in terms of anode passivation. Fresh anode coils 
regularly gave good results, but performance decreased with use, 

as layers of silver oxide built up on the coils. This decreased the 

current outflow, reducing yield. Build-up of sludge on the cathode 

was due to decomposition of the anode by electrolysis and by 

removal of the oxide due to mechanical agitation by the stirrer. 

The occasional encouraging result for used anodes was probably 

due to fortuitous exposure of sections of fresh Ag wire (by stirrer 

agitation); the fresh Ag allowing performance to approach that of a 

new Ag anode. 

It seems extremely unlikely that silver anodes were m fact used 

m the original Lamont-Doherty process. 

One cell was fitted with a platinum spiral electrode. Four 

consecutive depositions of spike samples were made, each of 

l.5hrs. Realistic starting currents of 0.6A to 0. 75A were obtained. 

Recoveries of 45% (first run), 64%, 84%, and 75% were achieved. 

The low first result was probably due to the unattended stirrer 

being jammed still in the anode for much of the deposition. 

All cells were converted to platinum, three using 1 mm wire, and 

one using 0.5mm wire. No overall difference in results was evident 

for this latter electrode, however it frequently distorted and bent 
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under the weight of the stirrer. Further testing of the newly 
converted cells gave recoveries of 49%, 50%, 7%, 96%, 81 %, and one 
negligible recovery (all one hour dep.) Brief counting of discs 

before and after flaming showed no major loss of uranium nor 

thorium due to flaming. 
Further testing suggested that fresh plating solutions may be 

necessary for good deposition (plating solutions set the pH, which 
is critical). These results are summarised in Table (2.4). 

Table 2,4 Effect of plating solutions, 

Plating Solution Spike Recovery 

6 weeks old 6% 
38% 

Fresh solution 97% 
74% 

At the time of testing the spike was not calibrated, and calculated 
recoveries were deemed higher at the time (and suggesting the 
need for such calibration). 

Several other problems were encountered during this period. 

Some of the lost activity could be attributed to adsorption of the 
nuclides on the teflon cell walls. This was due to the volumes of 
solution being used barely covering the anode, such that the stirrer 
readily splashed solution onto the walls. This was overcome by 
doubling the volumes of electrolyte used, giving much more even 
stirring. This required much longer plating times to overcome the 
lowered diffusion rate due to dilution. The even stirring also led to 
a large increase in sample resolution, thus overcoming another 
problem encountered frequently. 

Dissolution of the base of the well holding the discs occurred due 

to leakage of the cells. This deepened the well, making sealing even 
more difficult. To overcome this, the formerly used Al discs were 
inverted in the well, and the Ag disc mounted on top. These discs 
occasionally formed crusts to the point of insulation, requiring the 
cell to be dissembled and backing disc replaced. 

To ensure a reasonable recovery it became standard to deposit all 
solutions until the current dropped to less than 0.3A (although it 
was later found that changes in the measured current of 10-20% 
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could be induced by percussing the ammeter). This generally 
entailed much longer plating times than prescribed. Flaming the 
discs was also a difficulty, as 0.013mm Ag foil was used. Several 

discs were substantially melted, inadvertently, before they had 

glowed red. 

After processing a large number of carbonate samples there 
seemed to be a systematic problem with thorium recovery. This 
was traced to the electrodeposition stage, since straight deposition 
of Th standards frequently gave poor results. Adsorption on the 
cell walls was a likely problem, so quadruplicate depositions of a 
thorium standard were carried out, with a watchglass on top of the 
cell to aid reflux back down the cell walls (although the Th 
standard had very high levels of 230Th, the tail of which swamped 
the 232Th peak, recovery was calculated from the 228Th peak, 
assuming unity between it and the 232Th peak.). ·under such 

refluxing conditions, recoveries were very low. 
Monitoring the pH of the solution required the cell to be turned 

off at intervals, to preclude the acidic Cb (g) bubbles (from the 
anode) affecting the reading. Results under reflux showed the pH 
to drop from 2.5 - 3.0 to less than 0.7 over the course of the 
deposition (1.35hr), prior to the addition of distilled water. This 
was probably due to C}i(g) being retained, redissolved, and 
returned to the solution as HCl, thus increasing acidity. (solubility 

in 100cc H2o (at STP) of Cli is 310cm3 while for NH3 it is only 90 
cm3) 

Further testing included the addition of F- as a complexing 
reagent, and of hydroxylamine hydrochloride as a plating agent 
(Talvitie, 1972). Little change in the low recovery was evident. 

As part of the process testing the change in current was 
measured over the course of a deposition. The results (fig 2.7) gave 
no clues as to the source of the thorium recovery problem. 

The electrolyte was tested, as it was presumably retaining the 
thorium. A qualitative measurement was devised, whereby the 

electrolyte was made basic with NH40H and FeCl3 (aq) was added, 
to quantitatively precipitate out any thorium or uranium left. This 
was filtered and the central section of the filter paper counted 
directly in the alpha spectrometer. This method was validated by 
straight precipitation of standards. 
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Fig 2,7 Current vs time for an eJectrodeposition cell, 
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A failed deposition showed no activity m the electrolyte, a re
examination of the beaker used to boil down the standard showed 
a small but obvious staining in the base. It would seem that much 
of the standard nuclides were being retained in the beaker, 
possibly due to excessive evaporation to dryness. The pH of the 
electrolyte solution (pH 2) was probably insufficient to remove 
well-adhered thorium from the teflon beakers. 

The electrodeposition of actinides was reviewed, looking in 

particular at some of the pioneering methods in the field. The 

methods of Mitchell ( 1960), Talvitie (1972), and Puphal and Olsen 
(1972) were considered. Mitchell's method was selected as being 
rapid and simple. It was based on the ammonium chloride/ 
hydrochloric acid electrolyte previously used, The previous cell 
design was retained. Mitchell's method used platinum discs, 
however the Ag discs proved quite satisfactory, and far cheaper. 
The principal advantage of the method was that the electrolyte 
was initially unadjusted in pH, allowing samples to be taken up in 
concentrated acid. The sample was taken up in I ml of hydrochloric 
acid, and added to the plating cell. Two I ml distilled water washes 

were used to rinse the cell. Methyl red was added as a pH 
indicator. Ammonium hydroxide was added until the solution just 
turned yellow, then 2N HCl was added until the solution just 
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turned red agam (all dropwise). An extra drop of 2N HCl was 
added, giving a final pH of 3 - 4 (methyl red: pink (pH4.4) to 
yellow (pH6.2)). 

Mitchell's method used a 2A current, with a disc area of 3cm2. 
Voltage was not stated. Recoveries of 98-100% after 15mins were 
claimed, although this time was not reproducible for Puphal and 
Olsen (1972). The ratio of current to disc area is critical for rapid 
deposition (fig (2.8)). Mitchell's method used a ratio of 0.67 Acm-2, 
while the cell available rated at 0.2 Acm-2 (22mm wide discs). This 

was probably the main reason for the longer plating times found 

necessary. 

fig 2.8 Current density vs deposition 
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Mitchell's method was attempted, using 2mls cone HCl and two 
2ml washes of distilled water to bring the volume up. The former 
supply was used (6V, 0.8A), and Ag discs were used. Current was 
monitored down to 0.15A, at 5hrs. Distilled water was added 10 
mins before the end, to wash down the cell walls. 1ml of NH3(aq) 
was added one minute prior to the end, and the electrolyte poured 
out before turning the cell off. The disc was washed with NH3(aq), 
distilled water, and ether, before gently flaming. 

Recovery was 96.2% for uranium plus thorium. It is possible that 
recovery was quantitative for this experiment, as the detector 
geometry was only known approximately. 
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Two further tests looked at the effect of 2 drops hydroxylamine 

hydrochloride, and at shorter deposition times. Results are 

presented in Table (2.5). Since long deposition times were a simple 

way to make up for any losses earlier in the system a mm1mum 

plating time of 3 hours was adopted. 

Table 2,s Spike Eiectrodeoosition Recovery, 

Conditions Recovery 

5 hours electrodeposi ti on 96% 

3 hours electrodeposi ti on 91% 

5 hours with h ydrox y lamine-HCl 76% 

Final development of the electroplating system was carried out in 

the course of routine sample processing. Some samples were left to 

plate overnight, for up to 12 hours. When these were counted they 
showed a high proportion of low results (particularly for thorium). 

This practise was discontinued. Failure to remove all HN03 from 

the residue (by repeated evaporation with HCl) gave a yellow 

solution when HCl was added. The plates for such solutions were 

invariably thicker, due to dissolution and redeposition of the Ag 

disc by the powerful HCl/HN03 solution. 

High resolution is important for accurate age determination. 

Thorium discs commonly had high resolution, with the twin peaks 
of both 230Th and 228Th often obvious. For uranium, however, such 

minor peaks usually appeared as shoulders, as did the 235U peak in 

the 234U tail. This is converse to what might be expected. The low 
activity of 232Th still corresponds to a very high concentration of 

thorium (due to it's very long half-life). This huge carrier effect 

could be expected to degrade the resolution as much as for the 

uramum nuclides. It seems likely that the lower uramum 

resolution was largely due to Fe sneaking through the uranium 

purification process. This was partly rectified by changes in the 

small uranium column process. 

A major change in resolution was also achieved by further 
altering the electrodeposition method. It seemed that the Ag from 

the disc was being dissolved as the HCl carrying the residue was 

added to the cell. Evidence for this was the frequent very dark to 
black (Ag20?) colour of the discs. For the latter samples it became 

standard to add 4mls of distilled water to the cone HCl before it 
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was added to the cell. This achieved the sought increase rn 
resolution. Deposits were mainly translucent, whereas previously 

they had been mainly opaque. All peak tails were reduced to 
satisfactory levels, in particular 235U peaks became much sharper. 

Finally, the last few discs were made of thicker foil (0.13mm). 
Although more expensive, it was much easier to work with, less 
likely to give cell leakage, and scribing of the reverse side did not 
ridge the plating side (which may give slightly more even plating 
and better resolution). 

The final method for electrodeposition was as follows: 

1. Evaporate the sample to a droplet and continue to evaporate 

down in small volumes of HCl until no more brown fumes/HN03 
discolouration occurs. Some dried out samples may need HCl+HN03, 
or HF, to be redissolved; in which case extra care is needed to 
remove the HF or HN03_ 
2. Scribe the back of an Ag foil disc with a unique sample code. 
Wash and clean the disc with distilled water. 
3. Place two Al backing discs in the brass well and assemble the 
cell with the disc in place. Fill the cell with distilled water and 
leave for 5 mins to check for leakage. Empty cell. Leakage through 
the anode port may occur, if so reseal with molten plastic. 
Retighten nuts if necessary. 

4. Dissolve sample in 2mls cone HCl, and add 4mls distilled water. 
Rinse beaker and add to plating cell. Wash beaker with 1 ml cone 
HCI, add to cell. Repeat with 2 mls distilled water. 
5. Add several drops of methyl red solution. Carefully add a 
magnetic flea to the cell, and stir the solution. Carefully add Nlf40 H 
until the solution just turns yellow. Add IN HCl until the solution 
just turns red, add one more drop IN HCI. If endpoint is badly 
overshot add more ammonia and repeat. 
6. Plate at 6V, 0.8A until the current drops to 0.3A or less (about 
3hrs). Wash cell walls with several mls of distilled water and 
continue plating for 20 minutes. 
7. Add 2mls NH40H and a few mls distilled water. Continue 30s, 
then pour electrolyte out of cell. Turn cell off. 
8. Wash cell with NH40H, then with ample distilled water. 
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9. Dissemble cell and wash disc with distilled water, and finally 
acetone (discs only washed with distilled water often give ridged 
deposits on flaming). 
10. Very carefully flame the disc until it just glows red, then store 
in a small labelled ziplock plastic bag until ready for counting. 
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Spike Diseguilibria 

As uramum and thorium were not necessarily extracted 

quantitatively by the process, isotope dilution techniques were 

used to determine recovery efficiency. This was carried out by the 

addition of a spike of 232U and it's daughter 228Th. If the ratio of 

activity of 228Th/232U was known, it was possible to calculate the 

ratio of 230Th/234U in the sample solution. It is important to 

accurately know the relative activities of the spike members (the 
spike activity ratio) for age determination. This accuracy is 

particularly critical for ages near the limit of the method (200-400 

kA). It is also useful (although not essential for the age calculation) 

to know the absolute spike nuclide activities, in order to calculate 

the yields and hence the uranium and thorium concentrations in 

the original sample. 

The spike used was a trace solution of 232U (half-life = 72yrs), 

nominally in equilibrium with it's immediate daughter 228Th (half

life = 1.9yrs). The spike activity ratio at equilibrium is not, as could 

be assumed,actually unity. Due to the use of two of short lived 
isotopes (i.e. t112 (232U) - t112 (228Th) > 0) the activity ratio 
(228Th/232U) approaches 1.0275. But in practice it is common for 

the spike to be out of equilibrium. This is usually due to 

complexing of the spike members, which leads to adsorption on the 

container walls, or settling/non-homogeneity. 

The spike solution was purchased from the Radiochemical Centre, 

Amersham, U.K., stored in IM HCI. This stock solution was diluted 

1: 1 OOO to produce a mother liquor in HN03. The mother liquor was 

diluted 1 :500 to produce the working spike solution. Aliquots of 
lOmls of spike (by volume) were added to each sample analysed. 

Disequilibria in both the spike and mother liquor were observed 

by Judd (1986) (228Th/232U = 0.438, s=0.014) and by Clayton

Greene (1986). A number of experiments were carried out to 

determine the extent of disequilibria in the spike, as follows -
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(1) Direct counting. The spike solution contains a number of 
nuclides, given in table (2.6). 

Table 2,6 Spike nuclides 

Nuclide Alpha energy Emission Intensity 
(MeV) 

232U 5.32 68.6% 

5.26 31.2% 

5.14 0.3% 
228Th 5.42 71.0% 

5.34 28.0% 

5.21 0.4% 
224Ra 5.68 94.5% 

5.45 5.5% 
220Rn 6.29 100% 
216p 0 6. 78 100% 
212pb ~-emitter 
212Bi 36% 

a-emitter 

6.05 25% 

6.09 9% 
5.62 0.6% 

5.55 0.4% 
212p 0 8. 79 64% 

(CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 1969) 

Typical resolution of the surface barrier detector is about 25ke V, 

which means that for infinitely thin samples it is possible to 
resolve the 5.42MeV alpha (228Th) from the 5.32 MeV alpha of 
232U, but not possible to resolve the 5.34 MeV alpha of 228Th from 
the 5.32 MeV alpha of 232U; nor the 5.34 MeV (228Th) from the 

5.45 MeV alpha emission of 224Ra. 

Thus by directly counting a separated spike sample it was 
possible to estimate the activity of 224 Ra from the 5.68 Me V alpha, 

subtract 5.8% of this from the combined 5.42 MeV peak, which was 

multiplied by 1.41 to obtain the activity of 228Th. This can then be 
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subtracted from the total 232U plus 228Th activity (5.42 MeV to 

5.26 MeV) to give the 232U activity. 

A sample of spike was evaporated down and plated out. A high 

volume of plating solution and a high stirrer speed were used to 

give higher resolution, and a long plating time used to approach 

quantitative deposition of both 232U and 228Th. The results were 

inconclusive, as insufficient resolution was gained to adequately 

resolve the two peaks. It is also doubtful that Th was recovered 

quantitatively, even at longer plating times. Ag anodes were still 

being used at this stage - causing lower recoveries and massive co

deposition of Ag , hence the low resolution. 

(2) Direct plating of spike plus standard. A spike sample 

with a small amount of U-Th ore DH-la (described later) was 

repeatedly evaporated with HF to remove all Si02, the small deposit 

left was plated out. Again a low recovery, low resolution plate was 

obtained - due to the use of Ag anodes and codeposition of Ag and 

non U-Th elements from the ore. 

(3) Uranium and thorium standards. Standard solutions were 

made up from AR uranyl acetate and AR thorium nitrate, with 

standard activities approximately equal to that expected for the 

spike members. Quadruplicate samples of spike plus both 

standards (lOmls each) were evaporated down and taken up in a 

few mls of 8N HCI. This was added to a small anion exchange 

column (2mls resin). Separation was achieved by a commensurate 

replication of the standard uranium - thorium separation column 

procedure. The results showed a massive peak at 4.6 MeV in the 

thorium spectra. This suggested contamination in the standards. 

226Ra was possibly present in the uranium standard, while poor 

separation could have led to a 234U peak- however this could be 

excluded as no 238U peak was obvious (234U/238U activity = 0.6 in 

the uranium, which is a byproduct of the nuclear industry). 

The suspected source was confirmed by plating in duplicate the 

uranium and thorium standards. These showed the expected 

uranium spectrum, but a thorium spectrum with a huge amount of 

230Th present. The 230Th should not have been naturally present in 

the Th(N03 )4, and suggests that this also was a byproduct of the 

nuclear industry, perhaps having been used as a carrier in uranium 

processing. The amount of standard required to give a reasonable 

232Th count gave a 230Th count several orders of magnitude higher 
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- the tail of which was too large to give an accurate 232Th count. 

The experiment was repeated in quadruplicate with conditions 

favouring high resolution, the results remained inconclusive. The 

very poor stoichiometry of thorium nitrate (with respect to water 

of hydration) would also have precluded accuracy m this 

experiment. 
(4) Spike vs standard ore. DH-1 a 1s a uranium and thorium 

reference ore developed by the Canadian Certified Reference 

Materials Project (Steger et al, 1981 ). It is a (powdered) pebble 

conglomerate containing feldspathic quartzite and pyrite. In 

addition many mrnor minerals are present, including the 

radioactivity sources uraninite and brannerite (and also some 

monazite and uranothorite). Uranium and thorium concentrations 

are certified as 0.2629% and 0.091 % respectively (although the 
230Th peak was used for the thorium calibration, rather than the 
232Th peak), giving a 238U activity of 32.71 Bq g-1. However the 
independent 226Ra certification gave an activity of 31.5 ± 1.5 Bq g-1. 

Assuming the 238U series is in equilibrium, at least as far as radon, 
the latter value was taken as the 238U, 234U, and 230Th activity. 

Ten mls of spike was added to each of four independently 

weighed samples of DH-la. These were boiled down in HF/HCl04 

repeatedly, then redissolved in 8N HN03. Samples were filtered to 

remove any residue and processed by the standard procedure. 

Results. 

One sample (#4) gave marginally disparate counts for 234U and 

238U. The uranium result for this sample was derived from the total 

238U + 234U + 235U count. Subsequently the other samples were 

treated in this way for parity. (234U = (238U + 234U + 235U)/2.046) 

The total peak count was also used for 232U. The 234U count was 

preferred over 238U as it was more likely to be in equilibrium with 

230Th. Results are given in tables (2.7) and (2.8). 
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Table 2,7 Spike analysis data 

Sample Spike weight of DH-la DH-la activity 

1 last lOmls of 0.0501 ±0.0002 1.578 ±0.006 

spike 1/2/90 

2 lOmls of fresh 0.0498 ±0.0002 1.569 ±0.006 

spike 1/5/90 

3 lOmls of fresh 0.0504 ±0.0002 1.588 ±0.006 
spike 1 /5/90 

4 lOmls of fresh 0.0499 ±0.0002 1.572 ±0.006 
spike 1/5/90 

Table 2,8 Spike analysis results. 

Sample: 1 2 3 4 

[U] Bq/lOmls 1.86 ±0.02 1.76 ±0.01 1.84 ±0.02 1.81 ±0.02 

[Th] Bq/lOmls 1.81 ±0.02 1.74 ±0.02 1.75 ±0.02 1.76 ±0.02 

228Thf232U 0.97 ±0.02 0.99 ±0.01 0.95 ±0.02 0.97 ±0.02 

Several conclusions could be drawn from these results. 

(1) the first sample shows possible enrichment of 

nuclides. This could be due to dilution differences 

between spikes 1/2/90 and 1/5/90. This spike was 
stored in cone HCl, and the sample taken was quite 

yellow, suggesting leaching of container walls. This 

would be a precursor to complexing and settling of 

the nuclides, hence their enrichment. This is far from 

unequivocal as the results are from one sample only. 

(2) there is some disequilibria in the spike. The 

activities adopted were averages of the last three 

samples. 
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1.e. [U] = 1.80 Bq/1 Omls, 

[Th] = 1.75 Bq/lOmls, 
spike activity ratio (228Th/232U) = 0.97 ± 0.02 

(3) the activity is at variance with that expected from 

dilution calculations. The diluted spike activity would 

have been 1.48 Bq/1 Omls at the time of purchase 

(197?); in 1990 the activity should have been 1.22 

Bq/lOmls. This gives a 50% variance against the 

observed activity. Presumably there was less than 

the recorded dilution made during creation of the 

mother liquor. 

Spike 1/5/90 was used for all the dates reported. This was used 

over a period of 5 months, and no subsequent checks on 

disequilibria were carried out. 

Cross-contamination. 

Frequently staining was observed m the teflon beakers, and was 

often still present after soaking in a nitric acid bath. Teflon beakers 

are noted for their non-adsorbent qualities. This may be valid for 

chemical adsorption, but they would still seem to suffer from 

physical adsorption at elevated temperatures. Cross-contamination 

by uranium was noted in teflon beakers in one uranium-thorium 

laboratory (McCabe et al, 1979). On deposition of one spike sample, 

the spectra showed a small peak at 4.6 Me V. This was thought to 

be due to 230Th or 234U, as a cross-contaminant in the teflon beaker 

used to boil the sample down (it was also possible that the peak 
was due to a small 233U (alpha emission at 4.8 MeV) impurity in 

the spike, as has been noted in another U-Th spike (lvanovich and 

Warchal, 1981 )). Obviously cross-contamination is a potentially 

major problem, as the contaminants will almost certainly have 

different uranium and thorium isotope ratios to the current sample. 

Assuming cross-contamination, the cleansing method for the 

teflon beakers was changed. Initially they had been washed in hot 

water and placed in a cone HN03 bath overnight. This was changed 

to a cone HF bath. A noticeable increase in the cleanliness of the 

beakers was evident, and no further cross-contamination was 
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found. The bath was later changed to one of 1200mls HF, 500mls 
H NO 3, 300mls water and 200mls of detergent; for a minim um of 
8hrs. This maintained the high cleansing ability of the previous 
bath, and caused a massive increase in the hydrophobicity of the 
beakers. Glassware continued to be scoured with Ajax and stored 
for at least 12hrs in a cone HN03 bath. 
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Final Method for Uranium-Thorium Processin2, 

Initial Treatment. 

1. Take a 30gm specimen (if dating in duplicate), clean the surface, 
crush and grind to a powder I. 

2. Accurately weigh out about 1 Ogm and add to a 600ml glass 
beaker. 
3. Add about 100ml distilled water and 10ml of 232U /228Th spike 

(pipette).2 

4.Add 8N HN03 until no more effervescence, taking care not to add 
too much excess acid.3 
5. Boil gently under a watchglass for one hour to remove C02. Do 
not boil too vigorously, or the detritus will be affected. 
6. Remove from heat and centrifuge. 
7. Decant aqueous phase into a 400ml glass beaker. 
8. Wash residue with distilled water and add a few drops of 8N 

HN03.4 

9. Centrifuge and add supernatant to the 400ml beaker. 
10. Filter residue, dry and weigh. 
11. Add lOmls cone HCl and 2 drops FeCl3 to the 400ml beaker.5 
12. Cover with a watchglass and boil for 5 mins 

1 Cleaning removes unwanted detritus. Grinding ensures sample 
homogeneity and decreases dissolution time. 
2 The amount of spike added should generally give count rates 

similar to that of the sample. 1 OOmls of distilled water helps 
moderate subsequent acidity. 
3The 8N HN03 releases all the C032- from the sample, and puts the 

uranium and thorium into solution. However, excess acid will attack 
the detritus, releasing unwanted uranium, thorium, titania and 
silica to the solution phase. 
4These steps separate off the detrital component and also release 
any carbonate fraction not dissolved in the initial stages. 
5 The HCl, when boiled, destroys any organic uranium complexing 
reagents; the boiling also ensures all C02(g) is driven off. FeCl3 is 
added as a coprecipitant for uranium and thorium. 
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13. Remove from heat, add stirrer and stir. While hot add cone 
NH40H dropwise until the pH reaches 7 - 7.5 (use a pH meter).6 
14. Centrifuge. Return supernatant to the 400ml beaker. 
15. Wash the precipitate with distilled water and recentrifuge.7 

16. Add supernatant to the 400ml beaker. 
17. Add 2ml HN03 to the beaker, followed by 2 drops FeCl3. Add 
more HN03 if necessary, until all precipitate is dissolved.8 
18. Repeat precipitation. Centrifuge and discard the supernatant. 
19. Wash ppt with distilled water, centrifuge and discard 
supernatant. 
20. Dissolve combined prec1p1tates in a minimum of 8N HCl, and· 
dilute to 100ml with distilled water. 
21. Repeat precipitation. Centrifuge and discard the supernatant. 
22. Wash ppt with distilled water, centrifuge and discard 
supernatant.9 
23. Dissolve ppt in the minimum of 8N · HN03 and transfer to a 
100ml teflon beaker, labelled SI. Rinse centrifuge bottle a few 
times with a few mls of 8N HN03 and add to beaker. 
24. Carefully add HF until the solution goes clear, add a couple 
more drops. 
25. Evaporate the solution to dryness and leave at a low heat for a 
couple of hours. I o 

6 A whitish precipitate 1s initially formed at pH 3 (Al(OH)3), then at 
pH 4-6 a reddish-brown flock forms, this is Fe(OH)3. The uranium 
and thorium are quantitatively precipitated by pH 7. The aim of 
this step is to separate off calcium and any other Group II or Group 
I metals, which do not form insoluble hydroxides until pH 9- 10. 
?Washing and recentrifuging ensures that any coadsorbed Ca, Mg 
etc is returned to the solution. 
8The supernatants are scavenged once more 
coprecipitant to recover any uranium or thorium that 

first precipitation. 

with extra 

escaped the 

9The last few steps completely redissolve the sample (by going to 
an HCl matrix), again releasing any coadsorbed Ca, Mg, Na etc. 
lOHopefully all the Si02 in the sample is converted to SiF4, which is 
gaseous, thus removing Si from the sample. Otherwise it can 
interfere with the U-Th separation column. Much of the residual HF 
should be evaporated away due to the higher boiling point of HN03. 
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26. Add 15 mls HCl04 and evaporate at a low heat overnight, or at 
least until no more fumes are emitted. I 1 
27. Add a few mls cone HCl and evaporate to dryness.12 

28. Dissolve in 10-20 mls of SN HCI. 

Uranium-Thorium Separation Column. 

1. Take sufficient resin (BIORAD 1X8 100-200 mesh anion exchange 
resin) for all the columns in a beaker, and fill the vessel with 
distilled water. 
2. Stir, allow the resin to settle and decant off the finings. 
3. Add more distilled water and repeat.13 
4. Prepare a large ion exchange column with 15 mls resin.14 

5. Wash with a column volume of distilled water. 
6. Wash with two column volumes of SN HCI. 
T. Place a 100ml teflon beaker, labelled Th 1, under the column. 
8. Load sample onto column. 
9. Wash column with three column volumes of SN HCl, rinsing the 
first teflon beaker (S 1) each time.15 
10. Replace the Th 1 beaker with a fresh 100ml teflon beaker, 
labelled U 1. 

11 HCl04 has a particularly high boiling point, m it's presence all HF 

will be preferentially evaporated. 
12 This destroys any HCl04 not already destroyed by the prolonged 

heating. 
13The finings interfere with the resin function, as they are not of 

the certified size range, and may be of foreign composition. 
14The amount of resin must be enough to easily hold all Fe and U, 
but should not be so low that the cross-section to length ratio of the 
resin is so high as to allow Fe and U past. Add distilled water to the 
column, then the slurry, to prevent air bubbles forming. For the 
same reason, try never to let the head of the resin run dry. 
15 Thorium, aluminium, nickel,titanium, Scandium group elements, 

Group II elements and Group I elements are not held on the resin 
in 8N HCl 
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11. Wash the Fe and U off the column with a column volume of 
distilled water, followed by a column volume of distilled water plus 
5 drops cone HCl, and a column volume of distilled water.16 

12. Add a few mls cone HN03 to both the Thi and U 1 beakers and 
start boiling down.17 

16 In dilute HCl iron, uramum, most remammg transition metals, 

and many of the metals of Group IV and V are eluted. 

17The HN03 destroys any resin byproducts in the beaker, when 

boiled with the HCI. 
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Thorium Purification 

1. Evaporate Th 1 fraction down to a volume of about 30mls, add 
50 mls of cone HN03 and boil under a watchglass. I 8 

2. Prepare a fresh large ion exchange column with l 5mls of anion 
exchange resin (BIORAD 1X8 100-200 mesh). 
3. Wash the column with one column volume of distilled water, and 

two of 8N HN03 
4. Boil until the solution in Th 1 goes clear, and no more brown 

fumes are given off. It may be necessary to add more HN03 if the 
solution fails to clear.19 
5. Once clear, wash down watchglass and beaker walls with cone 
HN O 3. Continue boiling for 5 minutes. 
6. Boil the solution back to about 50mls. 
7. Add an equal volume of distilled water to bring the solution to 
8N in HN03.20 

8. If there is any sign of a precipitate (unusual), centrifuge the 

solution and load onto the column. Add 20mls 8N HN03 to the 
centrifuge bottle to dissolve any precipitate. If there are still signs 
of precipitate being present repeat this step until no precipitate is 
evident. Add all supernatants to the column.21 
9. If no precipitate, add load solution (approx IOOmls) straight onto 
the column. 
10. Rinse the column with 3 column volumes of 8N HN03, washing 
the beaker (Th I) and centrifuge bottle each time.22 

18The volumes are kept as large as is practical to prevent titania 

from precipitating out. 
19The HN03 gives off brown fumes in the presence of HCl, thus 
when no more such fumes are evident, the solution must be free of 
HCl, which would have interfered with the following column. 
20If samples are known to have low titania levels, the volumes can 
be reduced through these stages. Larger volumes take longer to 
load onto the column. 
21 The precipitate can sometimes be redissolved in 8N HN03, 
however this is difficult to do. Any undissolved titania precipitate 
will quickly scavenge thorium from solution. 
22 Species washed off by the 8N HN03 are aluminium, nickel, any 

3d transition metals that inadvertently came through the first 
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11. Place a 100ml teflon beaker, labelled Th 2, under the column. 
12. Wash off the Th with 3 column volumes of 9N HCI.23 

13 Add 3mls cone HN03 to the beaker and place on hot plate. 

Small Thorium Column. 

1. Prepare a fresh small ion exchange column, with 2mls of amon 
exchange resin (BIORAD 1X8 100-200 mesh anion exchange resin) 

2. Wash with one column volume of distilled water, and two of SN 

HN0:3 
3. Boil the solution in Th 2 back to a small volume (until solids start 

to appear), add 3mls cone HN03. Boil back to about 0.25mls HN03. 
4. Add a matching volume of distilled water, followed by 3mls cone 
HN03 to dissolve the sample. 24 
5. Add 3mls distilled water to bring the solution to SN in HN03. 
6. Load onto the column. 
7. Rinse the beaker with 3mls cone HN03, add 3mls distilled water 
(heat the beaker very gently to dissolve any solids, only if 
necessary) and load onto the column. 
8. Repeat previous step with 2mls cone HN03 and 2mls distilled 
water. 
9. Rinse beaker twice with 5mls SN HN03 and load onto column. 
10. Place a 100ml teflon beaker labelled Th 3 under the column. 
11. Elute the thorium with 3 column volumes of 9N HCI.25 
12. Immediately add 3mls cone HN03 and cover with a watchglass, 
to keep out any dust, aerosols etc. 
13. Place on the hot plate and start boiling down. 

column, and any Group II or Group I metals present. The only 
common species held on this column are the actinides, some early 
lanthanides, zirconium, palladium and gold, the last few are very 
unlikely. 
23This should result in only thorium being washed off. With such 
high levels of contaminants and Gaussian elution profiles, it 1s 
likely that some other species may get through. 
24 Dissolving the sample in this way ensures complete retrieval of 
any sample well adhered to the beaker 
25 This repeats the separation of the previous larger column, just 
increasing the quality of separation. 
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Uranium Purification. 

1. Boil the sample (U 1) back to dryness, add 3mls cone HCl and boil 

back to dryness again, to ensure removal of all HN03. 

2. Dissolve sample in 5mls 8N HCl and add to a small centrifuge 

tube. 
3. Rinse the beaker with 1ml 8N HCl and add to the centrifuge tube. 

4. Rinse beaker with 4mls di-isopropyl ether and add to centrifuge 

tube. 
5. Emulsify on a vortex mixer for 15 seconds. Extract the ether 

phase (top layer) and discard into a waste ether bottle (the ether 

can eventually be retrieved).26 

6. Repeat extraction with di-isopropyl ether 3 more times. 

7. Add 5 drops cone HCl and extract twice more, each time with 
4mls of ether.2 7 

8. If the solution is not fairly clear, (i.e. no Fe), it will have to be 
boiled down and extraction repeated.28 

9. Transfer to a 100ml labelled teflon beaker (U 2) and wash the 

centrifuge tube twice with 8N HCl, adding washings to U 2. 

10. Add 3mls cone HN03 and place U 2 on the hot plate. 

Small Uranium Column. 

1. Prepare a fresh small ion exchange column, with 3mls of anion 

exchange resin (BIORAD 1X8 100-200 mesh anion exchange resin) 

2. Wash with one column volume of distilled water, and two of 8N 

HNO} 
3. Boil the solution in U 2 down to a few drops. Add a few mls cone 

HN03 and boil back to a few drops again. Cool and add a matching 

26The iron forms an ether-soluble chloride complex, while the 

uranium chloride complex remains in the aqueous phase. 

27The chloride concentration drops below optimal as the iron 

chloride complex 1s removes. The cone HCl rncreases the 

concentration again. 
28 Test a drop of the solution with potassium ferrocyanide to 

ensure that the discolour is in fact due to Fe, and not to Mn or other 

species. 
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volume of distilled water. If there is any insoluble material present 

the sample may have to be boiled down again and taken up in 

larger volumes. HCl + HN03 may be needed to redissolve, this must 

then be removed before creating the loading solution. 

4. Load the solution onto the column. 

5. Add 1ml cone HN03 to the beaker, then 1ml distilled water; load 

onto the column. 

6. Rinse the beaker with two 2ml volumes of 8N HN03, adding these 
to the column.29 

7. Add 1 ml of cone HCl to the column, and allow to run until the 

column head is exposed. 

8. Place a 100ml labelled (U 3) teflon beaker under the column. 

9. Wash the uranium off with a column volume of distilled water, 

then a column volume of distilled water plus 3 drops cone HCl, and 

finally two column volumes of distilled water.30 

10. Immediately add 3mls cone HN03 and cover with· a watchglass. 

Place U 3 on the hot plate. 

Electrod eposition 

1. Evaporate the sample (U3 or Th3) to a droplet and continue to 

evaporate down in small volumes of HCl until no more brown 

fumes/HN03 discolouration occurs.31 

2. Scribe the back of a 22mm Ag foil disc with a umque sample 

code. Wash and clean the disc with distilled water. 

3. Assemble the cell with the disc in place and rinse with distilled 

water.32 

29Jn 8N HN03, the uramum 1s weakly held. Iron, aluminium, Group 

I and II elements, and all 3d transition metals will pass through 

the column. Species held are actinides, gold, palladium and 

zirconium, the last few of which are extremely unlikely to be 

present. 

30The uranium is readily washed off the column with most other 
. . . 

remammg species. 

31 Presence of HN03 in the HCl creates a solution that readily 

dissolves the Ag disk, so that resolution is reduced by the 

codepositing Ag. 

32£nsure that the cell is not leaking, and that it is all very clean. 
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4. Dissolve sample U3 or Th3 in 2mls cone HCl, and add 4mls 
distilled water. Rinse beaker and add to plating cell. Wash beaker 
with 1ml cone HCl, add to cell. Repeat with 2 mls distilled water. 
5. Add several drops of methyl red solution. Carefully add a 
magnetic flea to the cell, and stir the solution. Carefully add Nlf40 H 
until the solution just turns yellow. Add IN HCl until the solution 
just turns red, add one more drop IN HCl.3 3 

6. Plate at 6V, 0.8A until the current drops to 0.3A or less (about 

3hrs). Wash cell walls with several mls of distilled water and 
continue plating for 20 minutes.34 
7. Add 2mls Nlf40H and a few mls distilled water. Continue 30s, 
then pour electrolyte out of cell. Turn cell off.3 5 
8. Wash cell with NH40H, then with ample distilled water. 
9. Dissemble cell and wash disc with distilled water, and finally 
wash with acetone.3 6 

10. Very carefully flame the disc until it just glows red, then store 
until ready for counting.3 7 

The separation of trace elements by the system 1s summarised rn 
figure (2.9). 

33If the endpoint is badly overshot, then add mrn1mum drops 

NH3(aq) and readjust. 
34This washes down any nuclides splashed onto the cell walls. 

35The ammonia fixes the hydrous metal film to the disc. 

36 Acetone evaporates away quickly and doesn't leave a ridged 

deposit on flaming, unlike distilled water. 
37 The disc must be flamed sufficiently to remove all polonium, but 
not to the point of melting the disc. 
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Future Development of the System. 

The method developed has some scope for improvement. The 
broad structure of the phases seems adequate, but within each 

stage of separation and purification there is opportunity for 
development and refinement. Yield is generally satisfactory for 
most samples, but can be quite variable. There is a general need to 
identify the remaining areas of uranium and thorium loss in the 
system. This would obviously lead to improvements in the method, 
and would make it quite feasible to date samples of quite low 
uranium concentration. More accurate yield determination would 
require a better knowledge of the counting geometry of the alpha 

spectroscopy system (Ch 4 ), to this end a calibrated alpha source 
(e.g 241 Am) would be needed. Specific refinements possible for the 

method are as follows. 

(1) The spike solution - the presence of disequilibria suggests that 
there may also be changes in the degree of disequilibria. It would 
be preferable to work with a spike continually at equilibrium. Use 
of storage containers guaranteed to be inert and non-leachable for 
the stock solution, mother liquor, and working spike would be 
essential. Storage in a dark, refrigerated place would be helpful. 
Possibly complexing reagents could be investigated for stabilizing 

the nuclides. 
For spike calibration it would be useful to obtain a thorium 

compound with low or nil levels of 230Th, that is also readily 
soluble and of known stoichiometry (especially with respect to 
water of hydration). Such a compound would allow the spike to be 
quickly and simply calibrated with uramum and thorium 
standards, using only a small amon exchange column for 
separation, and electroplating for deposition. 

(2) Initial treatment - it would be a great advantage to develop a 

means of separating the detritus in the sample from the carbonate 
phase, prior to acidification (which leaches the detritus). In 
particular the larger gravel inclusions could be removed by 
mechanical/physical separation. The validity of dates obtained 
would be greatly enhanced by a study of the effects of different 
acids, and different acid strengths, on the samples; in order to 
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assess the contribution of labile uramum and thorium from the 

detritus to the isotope ratios observed. 

The coprecipitation phase is probably close to quantitative. A 

possible refinement would be to double scavenge the final 

coprecipitation from HCl solution, and possibly to reboil the solution 

before doing so. The use of very fine filtering methods to remove 

silica may be useful. 

(3) Uranium - Thorium separation column. The use of analytical 

grade resin would be a definite advantage in achieving higher 

quality separation, due to it's narrower particle size range. 

Analytical grade resin is also pretreated to remove impurities, and 

would be less likely to produce discoloured washes. A preparatory 

wash with NaOH or other solutions may also help reduce resin 

byproducts. It would be productive to examine the effects of low 

levels of silica (through which the solutions still pass at practical 

speeds) on the yields of uranium and thorium. It would also be of 
interest to identify the green band in the resin seen for some 

samples. 
It could be possible to separate off titanium on this column. Data 

for the activity of titanium on anion exchange columns suggests 

that titanium is increasingly retained in chloride form at acid 

strengths of above 8N, although not very strongly (Kraus and 

Nelson, 1955). If it were held, a simple separation would be 

possible. The sample could be loaded and washed three times with 

cone HCl (11.6N) to elute thorium. After this, three washes of, say, 

6N - 7N HCl should wash off the titanium but still leave the 

uranium and iron in place. These could then be eluted with trace 

HCl solutions, as usual. A number of factors would need to be 

considered, namely the stability of the resin in cone HCl, the 

potential for swelling of the resin with changes in normality to 

block the column, the retention of Ti in multiple washes of cone HCl, 

and the possible unwanted elution of uranium in 6N -7N HCI. It is 

nevertheless a potentially promising method. 

Use of a partial vacuum could be considered to reduce the lengthy 

time needed to boil down solutions, at all stages of the process. 

(4) Thorium purification. It would be of interest to identify the 

source of the slight green colour often seen in the thorium fraction. 
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An improved method of dealing with the titania precipitates 1s still 

possible, particularly one that leads to quicker loading of the 

thorium fraction onto the column than in the current method. 

Possibly a specific titanium separation stage could be devised. 

It would be useful to identify any trace elements that follow 

thorium through the two columns, possibly via XRF of a few 

samples after the final Th column, particularly to identify those 

that make the residue difficult to dissolve. A simple flexible cover 

attached to the base of the final thorium column would solve the 

problem of dust, aerosols, and clamp corrosion from entering the 

beaker, as would also be useful for the final uranium column. 

(5) Uranium purification. The ether extraction phase could be 

further refined to maximise iron extraction, by monitoring changes 

in chloride activity and Fe concentration through the steps; and by 

looking at the effect of various trace elements in interfering with 

this stage. 

On boiling down of the uranium solution after ether extraction it 

would be useful, as for the thorium column, to identify the trace 

elements still present, particularly the insoluble species. The small 
uranium column could be checked and refined for yield, looking at 

both uranium eluted with the 8N HN03 washes, and at Fe retained 
in spite of those washes. Again it would be useful to identify any 

trace elements that follow uranium past this column, with a view to 

added separations. In particular polonium-210 is an alpha emitter 

(half-life = 130 days) in the 232U area, and can add to the 232U 

count. 

(6) Electrodeposition. This stage has the greatest immediate 

potential for improvement, especially with respect to time taken 
for deposition. The system of chloride electrolyte with silver discs 

appears to work adequately. It would also be preferential to retain 

the current yields for deposition, in excess of 90% for each of 

uranium and thorium. An investigation into the exact pH and 

chloride concentration needed for optimal electrodeposition would 

be helpful, followed by standard use of a pH meter to rigidly set 

the pH. The Ag discs should be of the thickness used for the last 

few samples (0.13mm), rather than that used for the bulk of the 

samples (0.025mm). The thinner discs costed approximately $1-30 
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each (1990) while the thicker discs were about $3-00 each (1990). 
This would be a minimal increment in terms of total sample costs. 
All discs should be cleansed with silver polishing paste prior to use. 
The use of complexing reagents to block deposition of some trace 
contaminants could be useful (Puphal and Olsen, 1972). 

Cell design has some room for improvement. In the current 
design, availability of more platinum would allow a more closely 

spiralled anode to be used, allowing the stirrer to work more 

smoothly at greater speed. 
Ideally, cell design should be based on a rotating cathode, which 

has multiple advantages over the traditional style (McCabe et al, 
1979) for rapidly obtaining a high quality deposit. The use of 
motors is obviously a more expensive initial cost. Samples could be 
deposited from reasonable volumes in their beakers at high 
cathode rotation speeds, giving rapid deposition. 

The most pressing need in the current method is to reconsider the 
current density, which seems to be too low. A current density (i.e. 

the ratio of current to disc surface area) of around 0.6 A cm-2 (cf 

currently about 0.4A cm-2) would be preferable, giving much more 
rapid deposition. 
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Chapter 3. 

Spectral Analysis. 

Following preparation (Ch. 2), the discs were then analysed by 
alpha spectroscopy, from which isotope ratios were determined. A 
number of corrections and adjustments were necessary to the raw 
data, in order to allow the correct 230Th/234U and 234U/238U ratios 

to be calculated. From these the age was determined. The route 
from uncounted disc to final sample age is here examined in some 
detail, particularly with regard to some of the standard 

assumptions. 

Alpha spectroscopy. 

Samples were analysed on several systems. The majority were 
performed with one of two Tennelec TC-256 alpha spectroscopy 
counters linked via a TC-306 router multiplexer to a 2048 channel 
micro-pulse height multi channel analyser (Nucleus Model 811) on 
an Apple Ile computer. Several detectors were used in the system, 
most commonly Tennelec PD-400-100-21-CM ( +50V) detectors. 

These were unused prior to this work. The chambers were 
dedicated to either uranium or thorium disc counting, in order to 
render the background due to recoil contamination more constant. 

Many of the earlier samples were 'counted' on other 
arrangements, due to difficulties in detector supply and breakdown 
of most components of the above system at various stages. The 
alternative was generally an Ortec 121 preamplifier with an Ortec 
428 detector bias supply, connected to the sample in a Vollrath 
counting chamber. The signal was sent to the router and MCA via 

an Ortec 444 gated biased amplifier (when available) or via an 
Ortec 451 biased amplifier. Several detectors were used in this 
system, namely Ortec models BA-040-300-100, BA-030-450-100, 
and BA-055-450-100. Two uranium discs were counted using a 
small high resolution detector, a BA-016-50-100. These latter 
combinations were mainly used for preliminary work, such as 
spike analysis and electrodeposition testing. Peripheral aspects of 
the alpha spectroscopy systems included the use of petroleum jelly 
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to seal the chamber doors, and to hold the discs steady under 

vacuum. This was soon thought to be a possible contribution to 

detector breakdown, and small tabs of adhesive paper were then 

used to prevent the very light discs from moving out from beneath 

the detector under vacuum. For a short time a liquid nitrogen trap 

was used in the vacuum pump line to prevent pump oils from 

entering the chamber and breaking down detector surfaces. 

Spectra were accumulated at full scale of 3-8 MeV, with two 

counters operating simultaneously through the multiplexer - giving 

two spectra of I 024 channels each. Spectra were saved to floppy 

disc for later analysis. Count times were variable, with a general 

minimum of either 24 hours or until 10,000 counts (alpha decay 

events) were accumulated for each major isotope peak. Some low 

activity samples were counted to only 7-8000 counts for the lowest 

activity major peak. Since many samples were expected to be at 

the upper limit of the method (i.e. around 200 - 400 kA), where 

counting errors were critical, many samples were counted to a 
minimum of 40,000 counts per major isotope. In many cases 
individual isotopes had accumulated several hundred thousand 

counts. Uranium and thorium spectra for sample 87-Ll W3 are 

given in figures (3 .1 a) and (3.1 b). This sample displays typical 
resolution, although has a lower 234 U /232U ratio than most. 

Isotope Peak Integration. 

Integrating the number of counts for each peak gives the act1v1ty 

of the isotope of that energy. Ideally integration should embrace 

the entire peak for each isotope, with the limits of integration set at 

those channels above and below the peak at which the count falls 

to zero. In practice this is not usually practical due to the under

riding of one peak by the low energy tails of another peak. Several 

criteria for setting the limits of integration for the peaks are 

available. The same criteria are applied to all the peaks in the 

spectra of interest. This is not entirely valid due to the small 

differences in peak shape between peaks of the same spectra, it is 

however a reasonable approximation for those peaks which make 

the major contributions to the activity ratios. For example 238U, 
234U, and 232U all have twinned peaks, with a minor peak (of 23% 
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Figure 3,la Graph of typical uranium spectrum {87-LlW3l 
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Table 3.1 
Integration Limits: Criteria and Standard Errors 

of sample 87-Ll-W3 

238 U peak 

Criteria with 23su 23su 238U 23su 
respect to apex count bground ta i I fin a I 

(+10,-50) 43923 1157 200 42566 
10% of apex counts 40802 561 5 40235 
25% of apex counts 37788 421 8 37359 
50% of apex counts 31213 275 0 30938 

(+10,-40) 43415 964 192 42259 
(+10,-30) 42750 731 151 41869 
( +5,-30) 40235 608 113 39514 
(+5,-20) 38658 503 22 38133 
(+5,-10) 32463 298 82 32083 

234 U peak 

Criteria with 234u 234u 234u 234u 
respect to apex count bground ta i I fin a I 

(+10,-50) 106195 2560 721 102914 
10% of apex counts 99324 988 379 97957 
25% of apex counts 91374 362 248 90764 
50% of apex counts 75242 82 96 75064 

(+10,-40) 105003 2069 688 102246 
(+10,-30) 103245 1584 407 101255 
( +5,-30) 98749 1566 173 97010 
( +5,-20) 94714 888 222 93604 
(+5,-10) 78155 82 145 77928 

234.IJ.../238U ratio 

Criteria with 234ll. Total %error 
respect to apex 23su error 

( + 10,-50) 2.4178 0.01437 0.59437 
10% of apex counts 2.4346 0.01472 0.60450 
25% of apex counts 2.4295 0.01511 0.62191 
50% of apex counts 2.4263 0.01649 0.67847 

( + 10,-40) 2.4195 0.01455 0.60136 
(+10,-30) 2.4184 0.01447 0.59822 
( +5,-30) 2.4551 0.01505 0.61287 
( +5,-20) 2.4546 0.01519 0.61874 
( +5,-10) 2.4290 0.01623 0.66833 
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for 238U, 28% for 234U, and 32% for 232U) just below the main peak 

(238U at -0.048MeV, 234U at -0.051MeV, and 232U at -0.057MeV). 

Integration limits commonly used include those channels 

containing 1 % of the channel count of the peak apex channel 

(Rosholt,1978), or those channels containing a channel count of 50% 

of the peak apex channel. The integration scheme chosen was to 

integrate over a set number of channels with respect to the peak 

apex. The lower limit of integration was that of the minimum 

distance between any peak and the point at which the tail of that 

peak under-rode the next lowest peak. This was always at the 
235U _238U confluence for uranium spectra, and the 224Ra-228T h 

confluence for thorium spectra. A similar criterion was used for 

upper integration limits i.e. the point at which the upper end of the 

peak became seriously contaminated by the tail of the next highest 
peak. The critical points here were the 234U _235U boundary, and the 

228Th- 224 Ra boundary. Reasonable margins within these limits 

were allowed. The majority of samples were thus integrated to 

+10,-50 channels with respect to the apex for uranium peaks; and 

+ 10,-30 channels for thorium spectra. Typical peak apex 
separations were 110 channels between 232U and 234U, 105 
channels between 234U and 238U, and 70 channels between 235U 

and 234U; giving a typical resolution of 0.0055 MeV/channel. 

Typical thorium spectra showed 140 channels between 230Th and 

228Th, 120 channels between 230Th and 232Th, and 50 channels 

between 22 8Th and 224 Ra; giving a typical resolution of 0.0053 

Me V /channel. The criteria allowed smaller integration limits to be 

set for samples of lower resolution, in which marginal increments 

of integration limits have a higher associated marginal correction. 

For some individual peaks the apparent peak apex was not truly 

representative of the peak shape, and an apex was chosen that 

roughly equated to that which would have been expected from 

smoothed data. 

Although larger integration limits require larger tail and 

background corrections, they also give a higher count and thus 

lower final error in the peak activity. The contribution of the 

higher background and tail corrections can be allowed for by a full 

error analysis. Results from different integration schemes, with 
regard to the 238U/234U ratio of a typical sample (87-LlW3), are 
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given m table (3.1 ). The scheme chosen demonstrates a slightly 

higher accuracy, i.e. lower standard error, but is not much more 
accurate then the other 'wide' integration schemes .. 

Background Correction. 

In the absence of sample discs, a noticeable spectra of counts 

could still be accumulated. This was due to electronic noise in the 

counting system (minor), defective surface barrier detectors, and 

recoil contamination of the detector surface. Recoil contamination 

occurs when nuclei ejected by recoil from alpha decay events 

become deposited on the detector and counting chamber. The decay 
of the recoiled nuclei provides the major component of the 
background. Obviously this will produce highest backgrounds for 

those nuclei of shortest half-lives. In the region of interest, nuclei 

of 228Th and it's daughter 224 Ra are the most significant. Detectable 
backgrounds were found under the 228Th peak (due to a-recoiled 
224Ra (and possibly 222Rn), 234U and 230Th peak areas (due to a

recoiled 226Ra) and in the 232U region due to a-recoiled 210Po. An 

apparent defect in the surface barrier detector used for analysing 

most of the latter uranium discs caused a constantly higher than 
expected background for these discs in the 4 - 4.5 Me V region. 

Background spectra were accumulated periodically, generally at 4 

to 6 week intervals, or when different detectors were installed. An 

appropriate background spectra was integrated over the equivalent 

area of interest for each isotope peak, multiplied by the ratio of 

sample count time to background count time, and subtracted from 

the sample count for each peak. 

Tail Corrections. 

As evident in figures (3.la) and (3.lb), low energy tails under

ride lower energy peaks in the spectra. The degree of tail 

encroachment is unique to each spectra, and is a combined function 

of sample disc thickness, disc - detector geometry, chamber 

vacuum etc. The tail of a higher peak must be corrected for to 

determine the true activity of an isotope. Mathematical equations 

for modelling peak shapes and subsequent correction by 
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extrapolation of the equation 1s not yet possible. Two maJor 

schemes were used to correct for tail encroachment. 

(i) graphical extrapolation of the tail - a graph of the peaks allows 

the low energy tail to be extrapolated underneath the affected 

peak, and the tail contribution can be calculated manually. 

(ii) by modelling using peaks of similar shape - several of the 

major peaks show similar shapes, while varying in size. By 

integrating over the set number of channels at the same number of 

channels below the 'model' peak apex as the errant tail is below the 

'tail' peak apex; followed by multiplying by the size ratio of the two 

peaks; it is straight-forward to make a reasonable estimate of the 

tail correction. Integrated peak count ratios without tail corrections 

provided a more accurate assessment of relative peak size than 

apex channel count ratios. 

Figures (3.2a) and (3.2b) show the applicability of two such 
models for tail corrections. 238U can be used to correct for the tail 
of 234U under 238U, and for 232U under 234U. The high correlation 

between 216Po peak shape and 224Ra peak shape is fortunate, as 

the tail of 224 Ra under 228Th is by far the most significant tail 

correction that needs to be made. The disparate shape of the 228T h 

peak shows the inapplicability of 2 l 6Po modelling for correction of 

thorium peak tails. Although 232Th could possibly be used to model 
the peak shapes of 2 3 0Th and 2 2 8 Th, 23 2 Th count-rates are 

invariably too low to be statistically useful. 

Thus peak modelling on 238U was used to make tail corrections for 

the 238U and 234U counts; while 216Po modelling was used to correct 

for the tail under 228Th. Tails under 232Th, 230Th and 224Ra were 

estimated by graphical extrapolation. No tail correction was made 
under 232U since isotopes of higher a-energy were absent and 

almost all of the 228Th peak in any uranium spectrum would have 

been a background effect; thus the peak tail would also have been 

included in the background. 
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Corrections to 228Tb count. 
Several other corrections need to be made to the 228Th count. 

(i) A minor peak of 224 Ra occurs in the region of integration of 

228Th. Since this peak (5 .45 Me V) is 5.1 % of the total 224 Ra count , 

0.054 * the 224 Ra count (0.054 = 5.1/(100 - 5.1)) was subtracted 

from the 228Th count. 

(ii) The short half-life of 228Th means that it could decay 

appreciably between separation from it's supporting parent 232U, 

and counting. This was readily corrected for by the equation N/No = 

exp (-At). (A = 9.927*10-4 per day). Given delays of up to 189 days 

between the U-Th separation column and counting, this meant a 

maximum correction in one case of 228Thtrue = 228Th/0.8289. 

However, most corrections were of the order N/No = 0.95 - 0.99. 

(iii) 228Th occurs naturally in the sample, due to the presence of 

232Th (decays to give 228Th). The 232Th/228Th ratio will be unity 

due to 228Th's short half-life, thus the 23 2Th count was subtracted 

from the 228Th count to give the true count of 228Th due to the 

spike. 

Error Analysis. 

A full treatment for errors was used for all samples. The Poisson 

distribution found for decay events has the standard deviation ( cr) 

as the square root of the count. Examples of errors propagated by 

mathematical functions, as applied to the above measurements, are 

as follows: 

e.g. true count = count - background - tail 

cr(true count) = ~(count + background + tail) 

e.g. 234U /238U = true count (234U)/true count (238U) 
cr(234U j238U) = (~( ( cr(234U)f234U)2+( cr(238U)/238U )2) )*(234U /238U) 

e.g. 228Th = (228Th - 0.054224Ra - 232Th)/decay factor 

cr(228Th)= ~( (0.054*( cr(224 Ra) 2)+cr(232Th) 2+cr(228Th) 2)/decay factor) 
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The practice of using the 228Th decay rate as a divisor in the error 

equation was overlooked at the time of calculating results. This 
means that in the case of a sample whose 228Th count was much 

lower than that of any other major peak, the error may be 

underestimated by several percent. A second deficiency in the 

error analysis was due to background counts being multiplied by 

the sample to background count time ratio before the square root 

was taken as the standard deviation. Again this would have caused 

a very slight decrease in the errors given. 

Errors due to spike composition. 

The spike nuclide ratio of 228Thj232U was determined as 0.97 ± 

0.02 (Ch. 2). There are convincing arguments both for and against 
including this error in the analysis. Most obviously, the error 

should be included to give the true absolute age range of any given 

sample. A contrary argument is also valid. The spike nuclide ratio 

can be presumed to have a single fixed value within the error 

bounds, rather than varying within the error. i.e the error is due to 

measurement deficiencies rather than the spike itself. Thus were 

the nuclide ratio 0.96, all samples would be slightly reduced in 
range, or were it 0.99, all samples would be slightly increased in 

age. While including the spike error would make the absolute ages 

more correct, excluding the error makes the relative sample ages 

more accurate. The latter approach was used, but the validity of 

both approaches was noted. 

Yield and Concentration Calculations. 

Yields and concentrations were calculated using the equations: 

%U yield= (232U*100)/(gr*3600*1.8*(hours)) 

%Th yield= (228Th*l00)/(gr*3600* 1.75*(hours)) 

[U] (ppm) = (238U* 1.80)/(0.0123 *232U * gms(CaC03)) 

[Th] (ppm) = (232Th * 1. 75)/(0.0041 *228Th * gms(CaC0 3)) 



where 232U ,228Th etc = corrected counts for those nuclides. 

gr = disc - detector geometry factor. 
( "" 0.22 for almost all samples counted) 

hours = count time for the disc in hours. 
1.80 = 232U activity (Bq) for 10 mls of spike. 
1.75 = 228Th activity (Bq) for 10 mls of spike. 

gms(CaC0 3) = weight of the dissolved part of the sample. 
0.0123= activity of 10-6 gm of 238U .(B q/10-6 gm). 
0.0041= activity of 10-6 gm of 232Th.(Bq/l 0-6 gm). 

Preliminary results of dating. 

8 1 

An initial list of the dates obtained is given m table (3.2). A small 
number of results are dubious. These are due to three mam 

sources-
(i) - spectral shift. This refers to samples for which there seems 

to have been a problem in the alpha spectroscopy system. The 
source of the problem has not been identified, but is clearly 
evidenced by widely disparate 234U/238U ratios. It would seem that 

one of the counting units was occasionally not recording events in 
the 234 U region. On another occasion, a 224 Ra count in a thorium 

spectra was only about 25% of it's theoretical value from decay 

laws, given the time between plating and counting. This result (87-
017-38b) was adjusted on the basis of the expected 224 Ra count. 

Spectral shift also refers to the observation made in one sample 
(87-025-Slc) of doubled peaks, suggesting the entire spectrum had 

been translated during counting. 

(ii) - low resolution. Several samples had extremely low 

resolution, generally due to poor electrodeposition, or the presence 

of large impurities. This caused a tail correction of about 15% for 

one isotope in one of the samples (87-L1W4). Where such samples 

disagreed markedly with a replicate, the low resolution sample was 

disregarded. 
(iii) - low recovery. One sample (87-252b) had an extremely low 

recovery, and produced a date unlikely in the context of the sample 
set. Although error analysis usually allows for this, the possibility 
of low levels of cross-contamination or reagent effects suggested 

that this result should be disregarded. 



Table 3,2 Preliminary Results of U-Th analysis 

SAMPLE % [U] 2Jilib a Ui.ll a Age 
residue ppm 234 U 238U ( k A) 

87-06-019A 8.2 13.2 0.7432 0.0109 2.0745 0.0279 125.9 

87-06-019B 8.3 14.7 1.1398 0.0127 2.0058 0.0200 378.7 

87-06-019C 19. 9 23 .5 1.0331 0.0220 2.1700 0.0260 247 .7 

87-014-32c 33.8 I I. 7 1.0070 0.0200 2.3 I 60 0.0350 228.6 

87-014-32c 34 .1 12.0 0.9850 0.02202.3160(l.0230 216.2 

87-033a 13.3 15.2 1.0520 0.0220 2.0720 0.0220 268.4 

87-033a l 0.5 14 .8 1 .0770 0.0220 2.05 30 0.0210 291.6 

87-015-34c 23.4 3.4 1.4 225 0.0178 1.64 28 ().03 12 XS Th 

87-015-34c 22.9 3.2 1.1523 0.0176 1.5858 0.0172 xs Th 

87-017-38b 8.9 I 7. 7 1.0560 0.01202.15800.0190 267.5 

87-017-38b 8.3 17.3 1.0630 0.01302.20000.0210 271.3 

87-024-48c 21.0 14 .8 0.9420 0.0120 2.6980 0.0280 189.6 

87-024-48c 20.2 15 .8 0. 9140 0.0090 2.5270 0.0240 179.7 

87-025-51c 23 .3 45.0 1.0017 0.0087 1.7105 0.0088 249.2 

87-025-5 lc 22.0 44.0 0.7477 0.0154 1.7232 0.0082 130.4 

87 -031-66b 9.3 16.0 1.0330 0.0130 1.9710 0.0170 258.4 

87-031-66b 9.5 15.9 1.0400 0.0080 l.9670 0.0110 264.l 

87-67a 6.1 64.0 1.2549 0.0136 l.1459 0.0043 infinile 

87-67a 5.9 64.9 1.1340 0.0085 l.11700.0040 infinile 

87-74a 7.7 14.9 1.0812 0.0034 2.0067 0.0110 299.0 

87-74a 7.8 14.6 1.0736 0.00902.04320.0102 289.0 

87-036-76b 9.0 15.0 1.0820 0.0240 2.0660 ().0260 295.7 

87-036-76b 7.8 15 .6 1.0840 0.0250 2.0070 0.0240 301.9 

87-85a 2 7. l 21.l 0.6578 0.00422.68680.0116 I O 1.5 

87-85a 27 .5 20.3 0.6869 0.0069 2.6868 0.0279 108 .4 

(+) ( - ) 

3.4 3.2 
29.4 24. l 
18. I 15 .8 
I 3 .4 I 2. l 

1 J.O 11.8 
20.6 17.8 
24.9 20.9 

10.9 l(l.0 
I 2.1 1 I. I 
5.6 5.4 
4.0 3.9 
7.4 7.0 
4.9 4.7 

11.4 10.4 

7.3 6.9 

4.4 4.2 

9.6 8.9 

28.5 23.4 

31.725.5 

I. 1 1.0 

I. 8 I. 7 

uru 
238\J(l=O) 

2.528 
3.899 
3.340 
J.490 

3 .4 I 0 
3.270 
3 .380 

3.446 
3 .561 
3 .884 

3.520 
2.426 
2.041 

2.999 
3.023 

3 .322 
3.340 

3.440 

3.340 

3.240 

3 .283 

a lJZih a 
234 U 

(J.034 0.0664 0.0016 

0.039 0.0302 0.0003 
0.040 0.0510 0.0020 
0.050 0.0730 0.0020 

0.030 0.0720 0.0030 
o.o:rn 0.0240 o.oo 1 o 
0 . 0 :rn (). 0 3 2 0 Cl. 0 0 1 0 

0.3400 0.0080 
0.3989 0.0083 

0.030 0.0240 0.0010 
0.034 0.0250 (l.0010 
0.040 0.0360 0.0010 
0.030 0.03 30 0.00 I 0 

0.013 0.0335 0.0003 
0.010 0.0167 0.0016 

0.026 0.0280 0.00 I 0 
0.017 0.0280 0.00 I 0 

0.0181 0.0006 

0.0160 0.0003 

0.018 0.0294 0.0006 
0.017 0.0261 0.0007 
0 .040 0 .0260 (l.00 I 0 

0.(140 0.0330 0.00 I 0 

0.014 0.0372 0.0005 

0.034 0.0409 0.0005 

Three differenl 
specimens of sample 

87-06-019 
Mixed specimens? 

Mixed specimens? 

Mixed specimens? 

Mixed specimens? 

Low Th, specLral shif 

Mixed specimens? 



Table 3.2 {cont'd) Preliminary results of U-Th analysis 

SAMPLE % [U] 230Ih a .uiJl a Age (+) ( - ) 

residue ppm 234 U 238U (k A) 
87-95a 6.4 2 3 . 2 I . 0 I 3 8 CJ. 0 I I O I . 3 92 6 0. 0 0 9 6 2 9 4 . I 15.9 14.0 
87-95a 6.5 14.8 1.0523 0.0116 2.0412 0.0147 270.2 10.9 10.0 
87-96a 8. I 17 .2 0.7680 0.0092 2.41360.0164 130.8 2.8 2.7 

87-96a 7.8 41.3 0.7508 0.0087 1.0074 0.0064 150. 3 4.2 4.0 
87-61-130b 20.9 I I.I 0.7694 Cl.0059 2.0346 0.0112 133. 9 I. 9 I. 9 
87-61-130b 2 I. I 11.2 0.7643 0.0063 2.04350.0135 13 2.3 2.0 2.0 
87-69- l 40b 9.2 14.5 0.7267 0.0098 2.7424 0.0176 I 1 8. I 2.6 2.6 
87-69-140b 7.7 13.2 0.7132 0.00512.87660.0167 I 14 .3 1. 3 I. 3 
87-82-1531> 6.6 11.5 1.0298 0.01462.79230.0186 232.1 9. I 8.5 
87-85-1571> 28.3 21.4 0.6672 0.0044 2.5608 0.0121 104 .0 I. I I. 1 
87-85-1571> 28.0 20.3 0.6846 0.0049 2.6261 0.0128 108.0 I. 2 I. 2 
87-86-160c 25.9 21.9 1.0923 0.0115 1.86320.0099 325.0 17 .0 15.0 
87-86-160c 26.5 18.4 1.09910.00691.8139 0.0091 340.5 11.9 10.9 
87-91-189b 6.8 15.2 1.0888 0.0126 1.9314 0.0170 313.6 17.4 15.3 
87-91-189b 6.9 14.9 1.0657 0.0119 1.9979 0.0191 284.5 12.9 11.7 
87-105-204 34.2 12.7 0.6853 0.0060 2.6770 0.0234 I 08 .0 1.5 I. 5 
87-105-2041 36. I 12.9 0.6319 0.0073 2.6697 0.0241 95. 7 I. 7 1.6 
87-252b 31.3 9.1 0.4977 0.0140 3.2086 0.0707 68 .5 2.6 2.5 
87-2533 13 .5 22.7 0.6060 0.0130 2.4220 0.0400 90.7 2.9 2.8 
87-2533 I 0.5 22.0 0.6530 0.0130 2.46700.0100 I O 1.() 3. I 3.0 
87-253a 13.0 24.10.59100.01402.4070().0310 87 .6 3. 0 3.0 
87-253a 13 .3 22.6 0.5910 0.0140 2.4470 0.0370 87 .5 3.0 3.0 
87-254b 7.6 21.4 0.6588 0.0073 2.54090.0149 I 02. I 1. 7 I. 7 
87-256b 11. 2 12.0 1.0426 0.0154 2.2308 ().0383 254.1 13.1 11.8 

ll.ill 
238U(t=0) 

1.893 
3.216 

3.038 
1.011 
2.504 
2.510 
3.424 
2.877 
4.429 
3.088 
3.199 
3. 14 I 
3. 1 08 
3 .238 
3 .210 
3 .268 
3 .182 
3.67 5 

2.830 
2.950 

2.800 
2.850 

3.050 
3 .519 

a iJ2Ih a 

234 U 
0.013 0.0278 0.0003 
0.023 0.0251 0.0008 
().021 0.0183 0.0007 

0.006 0.0138 0.0005 
0.014 0.1009 ().0013 
0.017 0.0980 ().0013 

0.022 0.0187 0.0009 
0.017 0.0170 0.0004 
0 .030 0.02 29 (l.00 I 3 
0.015 0.0427 0.0005 
0.016 0.04 38 0.0006 
0.017 ().0445 0.0012 
0.016 0.0455 0.0005 
0 .029 0.02 78 (l.0003 
0 .031 0.02 51 (l.0006 

0.029 0.0360 0.0009 
0.029 0.0397 0.0011 
0.081 0.0650 0.0041 
().050 0.0210 0.0010 

0.0 I O 0.0230 0.0010 

0.040 0.0180 0.0010 
0.040 0.0170 0.00 I 0 

0.018 0.0145 0.0004 
0.060 0.0418 0.0010 

Spectral shift 

Spectral shift 

V. low resn, recovery 

/and spectral shift 

Lower % residue 

00 
vJ 



Table 3,2 <cont'd} Preliminary results of U-Th analysis 

SAMPLE % [U] 2J0Ib (}' 2..J.i.ll (}' Age (+) ( - ) 

residue ppm 234 U 238U (k A) 
87-L I W3 21.8 2.8 1.0048 0.0064 2.3403 0.0118 226.7 4. l 3.9 
87-LIW3 22.2 2.2 1.0114 0.0107 2.3458 0.0281 230.5 7.3 6.9 
87-Ll W4 14.6 2.9 1.0704 0.0070 2.29000.0167 273 .4 6.6 6.3 
87-L l W4 14.7 3. l 0.9979 0.0049 2.42340.0146 221.0 3. 1 3.0 
87-L26 18.0 2.1 1.0739 0.0072 2.40480.0195 271.8 6.6 6.3 
87-L26 17 .8 2.0 1.1151 0.0127 2.3997 0.0324 309.5 15.9 14.2 
87-L28 15.1 18.9 1.0233 0.00312.62820.0054 231.5 I. 9 I. 9 

87-S13 27 .1 28 .8 1.5221 0.0086 3 .1299 0.0098 xs Th 

87-S13 26.4 29.7 1.8515 O.Olll 3.08560.0110 XS Th 

87-S30 21.3 25.8 1.5231 0.0110 3.0275 0.0146 XS Th 

87-S30 20.6 25.0 1.5369 0.0064 3.0030 0.0079 XS Th 

87-S37 21.6 21.6 1.1124 0.0043 2.9450 0.0083 286.3 3.9 3.8 
87-S37 21. 7 21. l 1.1119 0.0033 3.0226 0.0076 283.8 2.9 2.9 

2J4 U 
238U(t=0) 

3.526 

3.563 

3.770 

3.640 
4.002 
4.324 

4.108 

5.329 
5.471 

(}' 2J2'[h (}' 

234 U 
0.018 0.1384 0.0021 

0.043 0.1561 0.0030 
0.027 0.0999 ().0015 

0.022 0.0991 0.0010 

0.032 0.1566 ().0018 

0.058 0.1456 0.0038 
0.008 0.0137 0.0002 

0.0108 0.0002 
(l.0116 0.0002 

0.0 l 00 0.0002 
0.0116 0.0002 

0.015 0.0157 0.0002 
0.014 (l.0153 0.0001 

V.v. low rcsn 

00 
+:>-
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Correction for detrital thorium. 

Several samples showed high 232Th/234U ratios, suggesting 

contamination of the sample by detrital thorium. It could be 

expected that any 232Th in the detritus was accompanied by 230Th, 

and thus the apparent age may be in error. This can be corrected 

for by the methods outlined in Chapter One (and Schwarz and 

Latham, 1989). 
A plot of 230Th/232Th vs 234 U /232Th for a suite of coeval samples 

will have a slope equalling the 230Th/234U ratio of the samples, and 

a y-intercept equalling the initial 230Th/232Th ratio of the detrital 

component of the sample. Table (3.3) gives those samples having a 

230Th/232Th ratio less than 20 (above which any correction should 

be negligible). Parameters given are for averaged data in the case 

of duplicates. 

Table 3.3 Samples having 230Tb/232Tb < 20 

Sample 230Tb/232T h 

87-105-204b 17.3773 

87-85a 17.1969 

87-85-157b 15.6097 

87-06-019B 11.1928 

87-61-130b 7.7075 

87-014-32c 13.7379 

87-015-34c 3.4842 

87-L1W3 6.8439 

87-L1W4 10.0696 

87-L26 7.2435 

Age 

101.9 

105.0 

106.0 

125.9 

133.1 

222.4 

infinite 

228.6 

221.0 

290.7 

87-254b (102. lkA) used as additional 

data point to constrain slope error. 

87-69-140b (116.2kA) used as additional 

data point to constrain slope error. 

No coeval samples of high 230Th/232Th. 

Use plot of samples of similar age to 
obtain (230Th/232Th)o value. 

230Th/234u = 1.2874. A correction would 

still give an infinite age. 

No coeval samples of high 230Th/232Th. 

Use (230Th/232Th)o ratio of 87-

Ll W3/L 1 W4 plot to obtain correction. 

The relevant graphs for each correction are given in figure (3.3 a

g). Although detrital uranium was not expected to be significant, 

given that much of the detritus was clay (binds Th well, but not U), 

similar corrections for detrital uranium in the same samples are 

also given in figure (3.3 a-g). 
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Eh~ure 3.3c 234U/232Tb vs 238U/232Tb 
for samples 87-06-019A, 61-130b, 69-140b 
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Figure 3,3e 230Th/232Th vs 234U/232Th 

for samples 87-014-32c, 82-153b, 33a, 06-019C, 025-5lc, 256b 
(all 230Th/232Th ratios adjusted to equivalent ages) 
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Results of corrections for detrital thorium and uranium are given 

in table (3 .4) 

Table 3.4 
Selected results corrected for detrital contributions 

Sample Raw Age Figure Graph equations ** Corrected age 

87-105-204b 101.9 3.3a Th: y= 0.39914 + 0.65283x (R2=1.00) 100.9 kA 

87-85a 105.0 3.3b U: y= 1.5887 + 2.4834x (R2=1.00) 

87-85-157b 106.0 

87-06-019B 125.9 3.3c Th: y= 0.33330 + 0.69658x (R2=1.00) 112.9 kA 

87-61-130b 133.1 3.3d U: v= -6.3623 + 3.1199x (R2=0.998) 

87-014-32c 222.4 3.3e Th: y= 1.0282 + 1.2039x (R2=0.949) 185.5kA 

Let (230Th/232Th)o = 1.0282 

87-015-34c "infinite" not corrected, too much xs Th "infinite" 

87-LlW3 228.6 3.3f Th: y= 0.21167 + 0.9769x 206.8kA 

87-Ll W4 221.0 3.3g U: v= -0.76493+ 2.6071x 

87-L26 290.7 Let (230Th/232Th)o = 0.212 263.0 

** See Chapter One:. 
Th = slope equation for plot of 230Th/232Th vs 234U /232Th. 

U = slope equation for plot of 234 U j232Th vs 238U /232Th. 

The method used for sample 87-014-32c was to take a set of 

samples of nearest age that were likely to have a similar detritus 

source, namely those samples of ages 230-255kA (87-82-l 53b, 

33a, 06-019, 25-5lc, and 256b). The 230 Th/ 232Th ratios for these 

samples were adjusted to reflect the age differences between each 

sample and sample 87-0l 4-32c 

i.e. (230Th/232Th)corr = (230Th/232Th)orig /exp(-A(t(kA)-222.4 )) 

The adjusted 2 3 0 Th/ 2 3 2Th ratios were plotted against the 
234 U / 232Th ratios to give the (2 30Th/ 232Th )o ratio of 87-014-32c, 

from which the age was recalculated. 
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Final Results. 
After eliminating the dubious results and excess thorium results, 

averaging the duplicated results (by averaging 230 Th/ 234 U ratios 

and recalculating ages), and correcting for detrital 230Th and 234U, a 

final results list was obtained. This is given in table (3.5), along 

with the other major parameters useful in further analysis - the 
uranium concentration and the 2 34 U /238U ratio at the time of 

formation of the sample. 

Table 3.5 Final results of U-Th analysis. 

Sample no. of [U] Age (+) ( -) 2 3 4 ll.( t = 0) s 
samples (ppm) ( k A) 23su 

87-253a 3 23.1 88.6 3.0 2.9 2.83 0.04 

87-105-204b 2 12.8 100.9 1.6 1.6 2.97 0.03 

87-85a 2 20.7 100.9 1.3 1.3 2.97 0.02 

87-85-157b 2 20.9 100.9 1.1 1.1 2.97 0.02 
87-254b 1 21.4 102.1 1.7 1. 7 3.05 0.02 
87-06-019A 1 13.2 112.9 2.6 2.6 3.91 0.03 

87-61-130b 2 11.2 112.9 1.5 1.4 3.91 0.02 
87-69-140b 2 13.9 116.2 2.0 1.9 3.50 0.02 

87-96a 1 17.2 130.8 2.8 2.7 3.04 0.02 

87-024-48c 2 15.3 184.5 4.8 4.6 3.70 0.04 
87-L1W3 2 2.5 206.8 4.7 4.6 3.86 0.02 

87-L1W4 1 3.1 206.8 2.6 2.6 3.86 0.02 

87-L28 1 18.9 231.3 1.9 1.9 4.11 0.01 
87-82-153b 1 11.5 232.1 9.1 8.5 4.43 0.03 

87-014-32c 2 11.9 241.8 16.1 14.3 3.59 0.04 
87-025-51c 1 45.0 249.2 7.4 7.0 2.43 0.01 
87-06-019C 1 23.5 247.7 18.1 15.8 3.35 0.04 
87-256b 1 12.0 254.1 13.2 11.9 3.50 0.06 
87-031-66b 2 16.0 261.2 9.4 8.7 3.01 0.02 
87-017-38b 2 17 .5 269.4 11.5 10.6 3.50 0.03 
87-95a 1 14.8 270.2 10.9 10.0 3.22 0.02 

87-033a 2 15.2 279.5 22.6 19.2 3.32 0.04 
87-S37 2 21.4 285.1 3.4 3.3 5.40 0.01 
87-L26 1 2.1 290.7 11.3 10.3 4.16 0.05 
87-74a 2 14.8 293.9 7 .1 6.7 3.33 0.02 
87-91-189b 2 15.1 298.2 15.0 13.4 3.22 0.03 
87-036-76b 2 15.3 298.7 30.1 24.4 3.39 0.04 
87-86-160c 2 20.2 332.4 14.7 13.2 3.12 0.02 
87-06-019B 1 14.7 378.7 29.4 24.0 3.90 0.04 
87-67a 2 64.5 infinite 
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Full results are given rn Appendix C, with some additional dating 
carried out reported in Appendix B. Original sample record sheets 

are given in Appendix D 

Additional Results 

In addition to those above, a further set of results was available. 
These were prepared by Dr C. Hendy (Univ. of Waikato) at the 

Lamont - Doherty Geological Observatory. Although one sample was 
analysed in common (87-254b ), they were apparently different 
specimens of the sample - thus no cross- calibration of the methods 

is available. However, samples 87-253b and 253a were different 
specimens samples from the same site, and gave similar ages, 

suggesting no major disparity between the analyses. Spike nuclide 
ratios for both sets of samples were, however, determined with 

some care. Both data sets are therefore likely to be 'cross

comparable'. 
Since the second set of results are from the same sample collection 

as those prepared here, they have been included for further 
discussion. The additional results are given in table (3.6). Uranium 
concentrations were not available. 

Table 3.6 Additional U-Th results 

Sample Age (+) ( - ) ~ s 
(kA) 238 (t=O) 

87-05c 257 50 36 2.42 0.01 

87-011 190 10 8 1.24 0.01 

87-012 284 14 12 3.26 0.02 

87-013c 237 48 34 2.38 0.01 

87-087 84 2 2 2.38 0.02 

87-087c 97 3 3 3 .11 0.04 

87-116 177 7 7 3.64 0.03 

87-204 178 6 6 3.76 0.02 

87-253b 81 4 3 2.84 0.03 

87-256b 115 3 3 2.75 0.02 

87-257 216 9 9 2.63 0.01 

87-Ll-W2 125 12 11 3.17 0.13 
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Chapter 4. 

Analysis of Results. 

Introduction. 

The Taylor Valley. 

The samples dated came from the Taylor Valley, one of the Dry 

Valleys of the Antarctic in the McMurdo Sound region (figure (4.1)). 

The Taylor Valley runs through the Trans-Antarctic mountains, 

from the East Antarctic Ice Sheet to the Ross Ice Shelf, and is kept 
largely ice-free by katabatic winds descending the valleys to the 

sea. There are several major basins along the length of the valley, of 

which the "Bonney Basin" is of interest here. The Taylor Glacier, 

flowing out of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet currently terminates in 

the Bonney Basin, as do several alpine glaciers on the walls of the 

valley. Lake Bonney (7km long by 1km wide) occupies part of the 

basin, receiving meltwater from the Taylor Glacier and alpine 

glaciers. In addition the valleys contain many deposits assigned to 

earlier expansions of the Taylor Glacier, and to paleo-lacustrine 

deposits. Throughout the valley floor thin fragments of limestone 

(and other lacustrine deposits) are found incorporated in glacial 

drift. 180 / 16 0 determinations on these have been used to 

distinguish between carbonates deposited from waters derived 
from the East Antarctic Ice Sheet via the Taylor Glacier (8180 =::-42 

per mille) and those derived from local alpine glaciers (o 180 =:: - 3 4 

per mille) (Hendy (1979)). Most of the published results indicate 

that the carbonate clasts have been derived from the Taylor Glacier. 

In addition a series of strand lines and moraines on the walls of the 

basin attest to former limits of glaciation. 

Quaternary history of the Taylor Valley. 

The Taylor Valley is a typical U-shaped glacial valley carved 

through the TransAntarctic Mountains by an outlet glacier from the 

interior of the continent. Drilling into the sediments at the eastern 
end of the valley has yielded fjordal drifts of Miocene age beneath 

numerous poorly defined younger terrestrial drifts, presumably 
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deposited by glaciers which were cold-based, and doing little or no 
active cutting of the valley floor. Many of the upper drift sheets 
contain basaltic lithologies derived from the McMurdo Volcanics, 
including kenyite, which is only known to outcrop on Ross Island; 
while the deeper drifts contain lithologies of continental origin. 
These suggest that the valley floor has been occupied by glaciers of 
two different origins, namely the East Antarctic Ice Sheet and 
McMurdo Sound (Robinson, 1985). 

Morphology of the valley floor shows numerous subtle 
glacial/proglacial features, including morarnes surrounding the 
alpine glaciers, a set of at least four drift sheets of increasing age 
enclosing the Taylor Glacier, and a extensive drifts sheet originating 
from McMurdo Sound. The most recent of these is also associated 
with lacustrine features (shorelines, deltas, silt, algae, and drop 
structures) filling the valley from the Frxyell Basin to the Taylor 
Glacier. Dating of algae within these sediments reveal that it was an 
Isotope Stage 2 (25 ,OOO -12,000 yrs old) glaciation. Further to the 
south, Judd (1986) has found, proglacial to icesheets in McMurdo 
Sound, sediments dating Isotope Stage 2 (25,000 -12,000 yrs old) 
and Isotope Stage 6 (135 - 185,000 yrs) in the Marshall Valley. 

Clayton-Greene (1989) has found similar Isotope Stage 2 
sediments in the Miers Valley. Denton (1989) has demonsrated that 
these drifts have been caused by the Ross Ice Shelf grounding on 
the continental shelf of the Ross Sea, flowing around Ross Island 
into McMurdo Sound and finally terminating in the glacial valleys 
opening into McMurdo sound. The last such glaciation has been 
named the Ross Sea Glaciation. 

At the upper end of the Taylor Valley, as suggested above, there is 

evidence for advances of the Taylor Glacier (an outlet to the 

McMurdo Dome of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet) down into the 
valley. Pewe (1962) first described the drift sheets and assigned 
them to four glacial advances; representing expansion of the East 
Antarctic Ice Sheet during glacial times. He correlated these with 
the four European Pleistocene glaciations known at the time. 
Lacustrine deposits were assigned to interglacial periods. Denton et 
al (1971) assigned the earlier drift sheets on the basis of the K-Ar 
chronology of lava flows separating the drift sheets. Taylor V, the 
oldest glaciation was placed at older than 3.5 Myr, at which time 
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the Taylor IV glaciation began. The Taylor III glaciation was dated 
to at least 1.6 to 2.1 Myr ago. Denton et al ( 1970) also suggested 
that the glacial expansions of the Taylor Glacier were out of phase 
with those of the Ross Sea Ice Shelf (and local alpine glaciers). 

The deposits of the younger Taylor Glaciations (the Bonney or, 
Taylor II, Drift) were dated by Hendy et al (1979), on the basis of 
the U-Th chronology of limestones found in the western end of the 
Bonney Basin.In situ deposits gave many ages of around 87 - 100 
kA, with some 70 - 75 kA samples farthest to the west (upper end 

of the valley). A few samples gave ages of 120kA, assigned to 
apossible earlier expansion of the lake (these were assigned to 
limestones formed in water from the Taylor Glacier, on the basis of 
oxygen isotope data). Clast and lag deposits suggested lake 
expansions at 190 - 200 kA (oxygen isotope data suggesting lakes 
of both alpine and Taylor Glacier origin), and at 300 ± 40 kA (Taylor 

Glacier expansion). The· advance of the Taylor Glacier and alpine 
glaciers was suggested to tbe synchronous. 

Hendy et al (1979) suggested that these deposits were due to 
thickening of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet causing ice to flow out 
down the Taylor valley. The 200 kA event appeared to be much 
less extensive than the 100 kA (Taylor II) event. The distribution of 
the samples yielding ages around 300kA suggested a very large 
expansion, possibly right down the valley to the sea (also Hendy 
(1979)). These expansions were correlated with global interglacial 
periods (Stages 5, 7, and 9 respectively). 

Hendy et al ( 1979) inferred that during interglacial periods sea 
ice retreated and atmospheric moisture capacity increased, both 
causing an increase in precipitation on the interior of the East 
Antactic Ice Sheet. This outweighed the increase in ablation due to 

higher temperatures, causing a net advance of the Ice Sheet down 
the Taylor Valley. Since ablation also increased (although not as 
much as did accumulation), the proglacial lakes also expanded. As 
global glacial conditions took over, the precipitation rate decreased 
relative to the ablation rate, and the glacier retreated by attrition. 
This has been confirmed by recent ice-core studies (Jouzel et al, 
1989) using the 10Be record. They suggested that during the last 
glacial maximum (16000 yrs ago), the central East Antarctic Ice 
sheet was several hundred metres thinner than at present. 
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Further studies in the Arena Valley (off the upper Taylor Glacier) 
and in the upper Taylor Valley were based on cosmogenic 3H e 

decay in sandstones and granites from moraines (Brook et al, in 
press) suggested glacial expansion around 68 - l 77kA (averaging 
116kA), 95 - 280kA (averaging 210kA), 304 - 578kA (averaging 
423kA) and 893 - 1550kA (averaging 1130kA). 

Sample Description. 

The samples analysed were collected during the austral summer of 
1987-88 from the Bonney Basin. They are limestones precipitated 
by algae from lakes formerly in the area; and were collected either 
from the surface, from within pits dug in mounds on the valley 
floor, or from stratigraphic sections near the LaCroix and Suess 
glaciers. The general area was between Lake Bonney and the Suess 
Glacier outlet (figure 4.2a), and includes recollection from sites 
dated by Hendy et al (1979). Most came from the area of the valley 
floor in front of the terminus of the LaCroix glacier. The samples 
were typically plates ranging from 3 to 15 cm across, and from 1 to 
2 cm thick (figure 4.2b). The high uranium and low thorium levels 
make them suitable for U-Th dating, as evidenced by the results 

presented. The samples also conform reasonably to the 

requirements of U-series dating, as discussed in Chapter 1. Post
depositional leaching or addition of critical nuclides is unlikely to 
have occurred, as the extremely low temperatures in the area 
preclude groundwater movement - the only reasonable vector for 
nuclide movement. High levels of 230Th were almost certainly 
present in several samples at the time of formation, however this 
has been corrected for in most samples by the methods given in 

Chapters 1 and 3. Most samples showed no such need for correction. 

Time line for sample a2e distribution. 

The principal analysis of the samples dated 1s their temporal 
distribution. Samples show a distinct clustering around certain 
periods. The LaCroix (prefixed 87-L ... ) and Suess (prefixed 87-S ... ) 
section samples are presented separately, as they come from 
distinct sections exposed by meltwater streams from the respective 
glaciers. A separate assignment for these samples is also suggested 
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on the basis of their uramum concentrations (see below) (less than 

4ppm, cf all others > 10 ppm). The initial 234U/238U ratios of the 

LaCroix and Suess samples are all greater than 3.80 (except 87-Ll

W2, 3.17), whereas all others are lower then 4.0; 75% of them m 

the range 2.0 to 3 .5. 

Samples 87-L28 and 87-82-153b show parameters common to 

both data sets, with 87-82-153 having a 2 3 4 U / 2 3 8 U ratio 

comparable to that of a LaCroix section sample, and 87-L28 a much 

higher uranium concentration than other LaCroix samples. The 

similar age of these samples, both around 232kA, makes their 

assignment difficult. The uranium concentration data is more 

convincing, and both are assigned to the bulk of the samples. 

Time lines for the data sets are given in figure (4.3). 

Figure 4.3 Time line for sample age distribution 
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There appear to be several clusters in the data. Definite events are 

evident at 80 - 130 kA and 175 - 190 kA for the main sample set, 

while the LaCroix/Suess Section samples show three distinct groups, 

at 125 kA (one sample), 206kA, and 285 -290 kA. The pattern for 

the bulk of the samples around 210 to 320 kA is more difficult to 

decipher. If 87-257 and 87-86-l 60c are left as an outliers, the rest 

of the dates fall between 230 kA and 300 kA. Although there are 

possible clusters around 242 - 261 kA (6 dates, 2 replicated), 269 -
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270 kA (2 dates, 1 replicated), 279 - 284 kA (3 dates, 1 replicated) 

and 294 - 299 kA (3 dates, all replicated), it is also likely that the 

dates represent a single event from 240 to 300 kA ago, with the 
spread due to geochemical factors such as 230Th adsorption or U 

mobility etc etc. These factors become increasingly important as the 
230Th/234U ratio approaches secular equilibrium. 

Uranium concentration and isotope ratio. 

Uranium concentrations and initial 234U /238U ratios are plotted 

against age in figure ( 4.4 ). While no obvious distinguishinging 

trends are apparent, it is confirmed, as suggested above, that 
several samples have anomalous parameters relative to the bulk of 

the data. Samples 87-L26 (290.7 kA), Ll-W4 (206.8 kA), and Ll

W3 (206.8 kA) all have uranium concentrations an order of 

magnitude lower than rest of the samples, while 87-S37 has a much 
higher 234U /238U ratio than the other samples, and 87-025-51 c and 

87-67a (not plotted) have much higher uranium concentrations 

than the other samples. It is possible that these samples record 

extreme conditions with respect to the events recorded by the 

majority of the samples. 

Figure 4,4 Uranium concn and initiaJ23 4fil238U ratio vs age 
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Figure 4.5 Sample Location by Age, 
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Geo2raphical Distribution of A2es, 

The sample ages were plotted with respect to their locations 
(figure 4.5). A number of samples were obtained outside of the area 
for which an aerial photograph was available. There is no marked 
pattern to the age distribution, suggesting that the Taylor Glacier 
has advanced through the area and ploughed up most of the 
samples and redeposited them over a wide area. There is, however, 

a grouping of younger ages at the eastern end of the sampling area. 
This suggests that the deposits of this age were generally 
distributed further east than previous glaciations, i.e the proglacial 
lake around Isotope Stage 5 was more extensive than that of the 
previous event (175 - 190 kA). 

Oxy2en Isotope Analysis. 

Samples were also analysed for o 180 content. As oxygen isotopes 

are fractionated between the hydrosphere and atmosphere, with a 
temperature-dependent degree of fractionation, it is possible to 
distinguish between carbonates precipitated from water from 
different sources (since there is a definable relationship between 
the o 180 content of the water and that of the carbonate precipitated 
out). In the Antarctic region, a variety of o 180 values have been 

noted for precipitation, snow and ice. Taking the Standard Mean 
Ocean Water standard (SMOW) as a reference, values of -40 to -55 

per mille are found for current precipitation at the South Pole 
(Epstein et al 1963; Epstein et al, 1965); values of -40 to -42 per 
mille are found for the ice currently at the limit of the Taylor 
Glacier (Hendy et al, 1979); -28 to -34 per mille is typical of the 
alpine glaciers in the Taylor Valley region (Hendy et al,1979); while 
the Ross Ice Sheet varies from O to -30 per mille (Hendy et 
al, 1979). Subsequent analyses (Hendy, in press) have shown that 
lacustrine carbonates deposited during Isotope Stage 2 in Miers, 
Marshall and Taylor Valleys had been precipitated from waters 
with o 180 values of -30 to -37 per mille (mean of -34 ), but those 

deposited in the Marshall valley during Isotope Stage 6 ranged 
between -38 and -47 per mille (mean -43). If such a lake had 
occuppied the Taylor Valley, it's carbonates would be difficult to 
distinguish from those deposited from Taylor Glacier water, but 
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would tend to be slightly more negative. Morgan ( 1982) also 

showed that in general the Antarctic Ice Sheets display an 
increasing 8180 value with altitude. 

The carbonates are compared to the water 8180 values by the 

relationships between standards. Samples were analysed with the 
local Waitomo Limestone Standard (WLS) as a reference. This is 
converted to the PDB standard, currently accepted as normal for 
carbonates, by the relationship: 

8180PDB = 0.999846 + 0.0098845 - 1.84 

This in turn can be converted to the SMOW standard. Assuming 

the lakes existed at around, say, 4 °C, then: 
8180H20(SMOW) = 8180 (CaC03)(PDB) - 3.25 (per mille) 

Samples were ground up and reacted with 100% phosphoric acid 

in a sealed reaction vessel under vacuum at 50°C. The C02 formed 
by the reaction was taken across to a Micromass 602 mass 
spectrometer for analysis against WLS (above). Results are given in 
table (4.1). 

8180 values (wrt to SMOW) were plotted against sample age. 

Results are given in figure ( 4.6) 

Figure 4.6 Age vs 8 t 8 !l 
(of the water at equilibrium with the carbonate (at 4°C)) 
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Table 4,1 ~P 8 Q analysis results 

SAMPLE 8180 wrt PDB 8180 wrt SMOW 
(per mille) (per mille) 

87-L26 -3 7. 7 4 -40.99 
87-L1W3 -38.56 -41.81 
87-L1W4 -3 8 .5 6 -41. 81 
87-L28 -40.31 -43.56 
87-86-160c -37.62 -40 .8 7 
87-82-153b -37.65 -40.90 
87-S37 -40.28 -43.53 
87-74a -35.49 -3 8. 7 4 
87-85-157b -37 .69 -40.94 
87-67a -38.08 -41.33 
87-253a -36.52 -39.77 
87-024-48c -35.08 -38.33 
87-105-204b -37.74 -40.99 
87-36-76b -36.20 -39.45 
87-96a -35.98 -39.23 
87-256b -37.29 -40.54 
87-06-019 -41.2 7 -44.52 
87-95a -37.33 -40.58 
87-254b -3 8 .20 -41.45 
87-61-130b -40.02 -43 .2 7 
87-91-189b -37.62 -40.87 
87-85a -37 .66 -40.91 
87-33a -35.54 -38.79 
87-69-140b -40.09 -43.34 
87-14-32c -38.50 -41. 7 5 
87-31-66b -40.09 -43.34 
87-17-38b -41.95 -45 .20 
87-25-51c -37.14 -40.39 

The results suggest that none of the samples could have formed 
from the Ross Sea Glaciation (Isotope Stage 2) waters, and show 
little influence from local alpine glaciers. They could have formed 
from either Taylor glacier or Isotope Stage 6 Ross Ice Shelf 
mel twaters. 
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Epstein et al (1970) analysed oxygen isotope ratios from a core 
taken from Byrd Station. o 180 values were shown to decrease 

sharply at the termination of the Wisconsin cold interval (Isotope 
Stage 2), from about 8180 = -33 to -about -42 (wrt SMOW), and then 

to slowly rise again to around -38 at the termination of Stage 
5.around 75 kA. At interglacial Stage 5 o 180 values rose again to 

around -33 (the latter dates are less certain as they come from the 
base of the core where thinning due to ice flow occurs). Later 
results from the Vostok core (J ouzel et al, 1987) confirmed this 

variation in trend, but suggested a lower magnitude of change. 
The results given in figure ( 4.5) show a possible similarity to the 

results of Epstein et al (1970). o 180 values decrease from -39 to -45 

through the Stage 5 samples, then rise to around -39 again for the 
final sample, which is closest to the Stage 5/6 boundary. As the 
carbonate o 180 values represent that of the ice terminating in the 

Taylor Glacier, there are two possible explanations for this. Possibly 
it represents glacier ice coming from higher altitudes, in which case 
it could be postulated that the ice reached maximum thickness 
around 115 - 120 kA, plus the.lag time time between precipitation 
in the interior and melting from the Taylor Glacier. Jouzel et al 
(1987) estimated from the 10Be record that precipitation reached a 
maximum in the interior at 130kA, with an error no more than 5%. 

It is also possible that the changes in 0180 values reflect changes in 

the flowlines of the ice coming from McMurdo Doome between 
glacial and interglacial times, i.e during interglacial times the ice 

terminating in the Taylor Glacier comes from higher up on 
McMurdo Dome, where ol80 values are more negative. 

The low o 180 value of the single sample dating around 180 kA 

confirms the suggestion that this was a minor event compared to 
the Stage 5 and 230 - 300 kA events. However, o 180 analysis of the 

additional samples (table 3.6) dated to this event may show lower 
o 180 values. 

The o 180 data for the samples 230 - 300 kA old do not resolve the 

question of whether one or two events occurred over this period. It 

would seem that the samples dating around 290 - 300 kA do not 

represent full interglacial conditions, if compared to the trend 
through the Stage 5 samples. Possibly the meltwaters forming a 

lake around this time came from an ice body that attained 
maximum thickness around 260 - 280 kA. 
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Chronolo2y of paleo-lake formation. 

The absence of any intact stratigraphy makes interpretation of the 
chronology of lake formation difficult for the earliest cluster of 
dates, when the scatter in ages approaches the interval between 

lakes, however there was at least one lake formed by meltwaters 
from the Taylor Glacier between 300 and 230 kA, from which thin 

lacustrine carbonates were deposited. Typically these contained 10-
25 ppm U with a 234U/238U ratio of 3.2 to 3.5 (carbonates from this 
lake(s) have been incorporated into till by the Taylor II glacier 
advancing down the Taylor Valley, and left as a prominent part of 
the drift sheet covering the valley floor and lower valley walls 
between Lake Henderson and Lake Bonney). 

A second, smaller set of dates between 177 and 185 kA, with a 
234U/238U ratio of 3.70 and a uranium concentration similar to the 

earlier event above, could have formed from a second lake, around 
the end of Isotope Stage 7 (Stage 6/7 boundary placed at around 
184kA (SPECMAP, 1984)). 

A third set of dates ranging between 131 kA and 81 kA; with 
234U /238U ratios of about 2.5 to 3.5, and a uranium concentration 
again of 10 to 25 ppm; form a geographically distinct group, 
presumably corresponding to lacustrine conditions in Isotope Stage 
5. o 180 values suggest that this lake was formed from Taylor Glacier 

meltwaters. The youngest set of samples include the in situ deposit 

of the Suess Stream Section, and clasts which appear to have been 

only slightly disturbed on the south wall of the valley (87-252 to 
87-257), plus clasts at the eastern (distal) end of the drift sheet. 

It would appear that the Taylor II glaciation can be bracketted by 
the sets of lacustrine carbonates. The glacier advanced into 
sediments containing 230-300 kA, and 177-185 kA carbonates, 
incorporating them into it's till. The Isotope Stage 5 carbonates 
(131-81 kA) are incorporated into drift at the eastern end of the 
drift sequence, are in place or only slightly disturbed towards it's 

margins, but are absent from the main body of the drift; suggesting 
that they were deposited in a lake proglacial to the Taylor II 
glacier, and thus provide a minimum age of the glaciation at 84 kA, 
with a maximum age of 131 kA. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions. 

Methodology. 
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The Uranium-Thorium dating method has been applied to the 
lacustrine carbonate deposits of the Taylor Valley, Antarctica. These 
samples have high levels of detritus, seldom less than 5% and 

frequently up to 30%. In the past this has made the separation and 

purification of uranium and thorium particularly difficult. A method 

has been developed to increase the yields, purity and resolution of 

the sample mounts required for U-Th analysis by the alpha

spectroscopy technique. 
The basic method was a general one used by the Lamont-Doherty 

Geological Observatory, and was gradually modified to suit the 
Antarctic lacustrine carbonates samples. Samples were dissolved in 

dilute nitric acid, with some emphasis placed on the need to 

minimise excess acidification, and to minimise contact time of the 
residue with the acidic solution. This was in order to preclude the 
leaching of uranium and thorium from the detrital phase into the 

solution phase; but most importantly to prevent titanium and silica 
from being leached into the solution (which ideally represented 

only the carbonate part of the sample). Samples were boiled for one 
hour to drive off C02 and to equilibrate the uranium and thorium 
isotopes in the 232U _ 228Th spike (added after dissolution) with the 

sample nuclides in the solution and adsorbed to surfaces. The 
solution was centrifuged down and the solution phase decanted off. 

Since organic compounds were a possible source of uranium loss 

(via complexing), I Omls of HCl was added and the solution boiled 

for 5 minutes further. FeCl3 (aq) was added in order to help 

coprecipitate the uranium and thorium. This was done by adding 

aqueous ammonia to the solution in nitric acid while still hot (to 
prevent re-adsorption of C02). A double scavenge method was used 
to ensure complete removal of the uranium and thorium, while 
Ca 2+, Mg2+ and other ionic cations were left in the solution phase. 

The uranium-thorium-iron precipitate was redissolved 1n a 
hydrochloric acid matrix and reprecipitated to ensure complete 
removal of Ca, Mg etc. 
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Initially samples were separated on an ion exchange column at this 
point, however the column was frequently blocked by a mass of gel 
at the column head. Analysis suggested this to be a silica gel, this 

was confirmed by XRF analysis. Since it was difficult to predict the 

occurrence of this gel, all samples were treated to remove silica 

prior to loading onto the first column. The method used was to 
dissolve the final precipitate in HN03, add a couple of mls of HF, and 
boil down to dryness over several hours. A further quantity of HF 
was added, and the solution boiled down very gradually overnight. 

An ion exchange column in chloride form was used to separate the 
uranium from the thorium. Once silica gels had been removed this 
column presented no major problems. Loading and washing in 8N 
HCl eluted thorium, while uranium and iron were washed off with 
very dilute HCl solutions. Organic breakdown products were found 
in both eluates, and both were made extremely oxidising with HN03 
to remove organics. The thorium eluate was further boiled down 
and converted to an HN03 final form, for further separation on 
another column. Another trace element problem became apparent 
here, the occurrence of a precipitate of a hydrated form of titanium. 
This caused very low Th yields, as Th was readily scavenged by the 
polymeric titania. The suggested method was to centrifuge out the 
precipitate, load the supernatant onto the column and redissolve 
the solid phase in more 8N HN03. Low thorium yields still occurred 
using this method. An alternative way of dealing with the problem 
was developed, whereby maximum volumes were maintained 

throughout the conversion from chloride to nitrate form. The eluate 
was boiled down to a volume of about 30 mls, at which point nitric 
acid was added to a volume of around 80mls. This was boiled down 
gradually until no more colour existed in the solution (all HCl gone). 

When distilled water was added to make the solution 8 molar in 
HN03, this gave a total volume of IOOmls. This took up to an hour to 
load onto the next ion exchange column, but no further white 

precipitates were noted during this stage of processing, while yields 
became higher and more consistent. The thorium was then purified 
on an anion exchange column (15 mls resin) in nitrate form, to 
separate out aluminium, and any remammg Group I or II metals. 
This process was repeated on a second, smaller (2mls resin), 
thorium column. 
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The uranium eluate was boiled down and converted to chloride 
form. The iron was extracted out into an isopropyl ether solution. 
Although the aqueous phase should have been colourless after 6 
extractions with ether, it was still frequently a strong yellow colour. 
The extraction procedure was varied in a number of ways to 

maximise uon extraction, however the colour still persisted. 
Occasionally incomplete iron extraction occurred, but often it 
seemed that the colour was due to a further trace element, possibly 
manganese. This was supported by the common occurrence of red 
crystals on boiling down the solution (MnCl3). The final purification 
necessary for the uranium was separation from any other 
remaining trace elements (particularly transition metals) on an 10n 
exchange column in nitrate form. This phase of processing was the 
most likely cause of the low uranium yields. The parameters of the 
column process, such as resin quantity, wash volumes, and loading 

volumes were variously modified, with the aim of losing less of the 
uranium. The resin volume was halved to around 1ml, while the 
volume used for washing was also decreased. Uranium yields 
became more consistent after this. 

The final stage of sample preparation was electrodeposition of the 
sample on planchettes suitable for alpha spectroscopy. The method 
followed only occasionally gave reasonable yields, and the whole 

electroplating process was reviewed. The same cell design was 
retained, however the recommended silver anodes were replaced 
with platinum anodes. Samples were dissolved in cone HCl, rather 
than the previously used electrolyte solution pre-adjusted in pH 

(this solution failed to adequately dissolve the sample). After 
sample dissolution, the HCl was diluted down with distilled water 
before being added to the cell. It was then adjusted to around pH 3-
4 using a methyl red indicator and aqueous ammonia. Plating times 
were increased to around 3hrs. This was in order to marginally 
maximise yields, at no expense in terms of lab work. Distilled water 
was used to wash down the cell walls shortly before turning the 
solution off. The work of Mitchell (1960) on current density and 
deposition rate suggests that the cell used may have been 
underpowered. 

Some time was spent in determining the spike nuclide activity 
ratio. Various methods of spike calibration were attempted, the 
successful method used a ground silicate uranium-thorium mineral 
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standard (DH-1 a), treated by the above method (with repeated 

prior evaporation from an HF solution to remove silicon). From four 
replicates the spike 228Th/232U ratio was established as 0.97 

(s=0.02). 

The success of the methodology developed was evidenced by the 

increasing yields obtained as dating progressed. Yields for the final 

three batches of samples counted, at which point no more 

adjustments were made to the process, averaged 76.7% for 

uranium, and 75.4% for thorium. Such yields are quite respectable 

normally, and even more so for samples of such high detrital 

content. Yields for all samples counted prior to this averaged 52.8% 

for uranium, and 52.9% for thorium. 

Alpha decay spectra were accumulated, and data reduction carried 

out. The validity of several models used to correct for peaks under

ridden by tails from higher energy peaks were tested. These results 
suggested 216Po was an excellent model for the tail of 224Ra, but not 

for the thorium isotopes; while 238U was confirmed as a valid model 

for the shape of the 234 U and 232U tails. Several integration schemes 

were evaluated, showing the need for as wide an integration limit 

as possible (at least for the samples dated, which invariably had 

obvious tails extending through all regions of interest). Errors from 
the spike analysis were not included in the overall error, in order to 

preserve the relative accuracy of the ages. Samples with a high 
232Th content (232Th/230Th > 20) were assumed to have also 

contained 230Th at the time of formation and were adjusted using 
plots of 232Th/230Th vs 234U /232Th and 234U /232Th vs 238U /232Th. 

Most samples were dated in duplicate. Results were considered 

quite rigorously, and a number were eliminated as dubious, due to 

a variety of reasons; for example, apparent excessive leaching of the 

detritus, spectral shift, and extremely low resolution. The 

duplicated results were averaged, while dubious and excess Th 

results were eliminated; to produce a final date list. A number of 

other samples were analysed but recovery or resolution was too 

low to be worth counting This was due to the concurrent 

experimenting with methodology and sample processing. Of the 62 

sample analyses counted, 13 were eliminated for various reasons, 

leaving a total of 49 valid results, 34 as duplicates, one in triplicate 

and 12 as single analyses. 
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Analysis of results. 

The results obtained were analysed with the hope of building up a 
picture of both the chronology and nature of past events in the 
Taylor Valley. Previous work on the Bonney Drift (from where 
these samples were collected) (Hendy et al, 1979) had suggested 
advance of the Taylor Glacier, correlated to thickening of the East 
Antarctic Ice Sheet, in interglacial Isotope Stages 5 and 7, and 

possibly at Stage 9. The dates derived here largely supported that 
contention, with the dates clustering at around 90 - 130 kA, 175 to 
185 kA, and 240 - 300 kA. The large number of samples falling into 
the latter cluster were difficult to resolve, as there were possible 
groupings within this cluster at 240 to 260 kA, 270 to 285 kA and 
290 to 300 kA. It seemed most likely that the data represented one 
extensive event, although two events at 230 to 250 kA and 270 to 
300 kA were also possible. 

Uranium concentrations and 234U /238U data were used to pick out 

anomalous results, which probably reflected extreme conditions 
within the events described. Of particular interest were the samples 
from the stratigraphically intact LaCroix and Suess Sections from 
the valley walls, which had uranium concentrations an order of 
magnitude lower than the bulk of the samples from the valley 
floor. These could represent the first stage of paleo-lake formation. 

The geographical distribution of the samples ages revealed that 
the last major glacier to advance through the area had ploughed up 
most of the samples and redeposited them. However a general 
grouping of younger ages to the eastern end of the area sampled 
suggested that the lake associated with the Taylor II glaciation of 

Isotope Stage 5 was a more extensive event than that of Stage 7. 
Oxygen isotope analysis was carried out on all of the samples 

dated. o 1 so values were of a quite restricted range, from -38 per 

mille to -45 per mille. this confirmed that none of the carbonates 
were deposited from lakes proglacial to a thickened Ross Ice Sheet 
(Stage 2), nor from lakes formed by local alpine glacier meltwaters 
(from which far less negative o 1 so values would be expected). There 
was some evidence for o 180 values decreasing towards the middle 

of an interglacial period, due to either changes in surface altitude of 
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the interior ice-sheet or with changes in the flow-lines of the ice 

coming from the interior. 

By combining the results acquired here with those of Hendy et al 
(1979), the late Quaternary events contributing to the components 
of the Bonney Drift can be summarised as follows. 

(i) An extensive period of lacustrine conditions from 230kA to 
300kA, formed proglacial to the Taylor Glacier. The carbonates 
deposited contained 10 to 25 ppm uranium, and a 234Uj238U ratio of 

3.2 to 3.5. It is possible that two lakes are represented by the data, 
or one lake with two periods of extended volume. However, there is 
evidence that on this occasion the Taylor Glacier advanced at least 
to the coast at New Harbour (Chapman-Smith, 1975; Powell, 1976, 
1981 ); suggesting that one large event is most likely. Possibly this 
event climaxed around 260kA. All the carbonates deposited in the 
lakes at this time were redeposited by the Taylor II glacier (and 
possibly other glaciers). 

(ii) a less extensive event occurred around 210 to 175 kA ago, 
when again a lake proglacial to the Taylor Glacier formed in the 
Bonney Basin. The results of Hendy et al (1979) suggested that the 
earlier carbonates (210 to 190 kA) were deposited from alpine 
glacier meltwaters, while results here suggest that the later dates 
were from samples deposited from a lake largely composed of 
either Taylor Glacier meltwater, or possibly Ross Sea Ice-sheet 
(Marshall Drift) meltwater. The carbonates deposited by the lake 
from 190 to 175 kA typically had a uranium concentration ofl O to 
25 ppm, and a 234Uj238U ratio of about 3.70. 

It would seem that a change in conditions, probably due to the 
precipitation change caused by an increase in the proximity of open 

sea, was initially only responded to by the alpine glaciers, but later 
on may have caused the Taylor Glacier (representing the East 
Antarctic Ice Sheet) to expand (if the later dates were due to Taylor 
Glacier and not Ross Sea Ice-sheet meltwaters. As stated above, this 
event was probably less extensive than the other events 
interpreted here. The carbonates deposited were later ploughed up 
by the Taylor II glacier. 

(iii) an extensive lake existed in the Bonney basin, the Hoare Basin, 
and probably the Fryxell Basin from around 75 kA to 130 kA. This 
proglacial lake was formed by meltwaters from the Taylor glacier. 
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Carbonates were deposited from the lake, typically containing I O to 
25 ppm uranium, with a 234U/238U ratio of around 3.2 to 3.5. If the 

abundance of samples reflected the extent of carbonate deposition, 
this lake was probably at it's most extensive around 85 to 105 kA 

ago. 
The Taylor II Glacier advanced through it's own proglacial lake, 

shifting the lake down valley and ploughing up the carbonates 
deposited and redepositing them further down the valley. 

(iv) a couple of samples suggest that at least one other Quaternary 
event also occurred; given the pattern above it is likely that several 
other glacial advances have also occurred during the Pleistocene. 

Interpretation of glacial chronology. 

Assuming that the proglacial lakes described above are related, as 
seems likely, to advance of the Taylor glacier, it is reasonable to 
infer that they also correlate with thickening of the McMurdo Dome, 
and probably hence with thickening of much of the interior of the 
East Antarctic Ice Sheet. The dates obtained suggest that this 
thickening occurs during global interglacial periods. This 1s 
supported by the currently observed increasing lake level of Lake 
Bonney and increase in interior accumulation rates (J ouzel et 

al, 1987) since the last glacial maximum. The 80 to l 30kA event 
clearly correlates with Stage 5 of the marine o 180 record, while the 

175 to 2IOkA event relates to the Stage 7 interglacial. The 230 to 
300kA event does not conform to the marine record. It is likely that 
this due to both the sample age spread exceeding the actual 
timeframe of the event, due to geochemical factors in the samples 
and the inherent lower resolution of the U-Th method around these 
ages; and due to the poor absolute chronological control of the 

marine record around this time. Isotope stage 9 is placed at around 

300kA in the marine record, the dates above suggest that it may 
have been more recent than this. 

This can be explained by the mechanism of Hendy et al ( 1979). 
During global interglacial conditions sea ice around the continent 
retreats and atmospheric moisture content increases, allowing more 
precipitation to reach the interior of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet -
this exceeds any increase m ablation rate caused by increased 
temperature. this causes the ice sheet to thicken, whereas in global 
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glacial times, the extent of sea-ice prevents much precipitation from 
the open sea reaching the interior. Although this says nothing about 
the lateral extent and coastal thickening of the ice-sheet, it would 
seem that one parameter, interior thickness, of the East Antarctic 
Ice Sheet (containing 76% of the world's fresh water) could act to 

moderate such interglacial features as increased sea-level. 
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Appendix A 

Calculation of U - Th a2es 

Ages and initial 234U /238U ratios were derived from the calculated 
230Thf234U and 234U/238U ratios, using the BASIC programme listed 

below. This is the Apple Macintosh listing, in practice the 

programme was rewritten for, and used on, an Apple Ile. The 

programme uses an iterative method of solution. 

Other BASIC computer programmes were written for the Apple 

Ile. A simple programme integrated a spectrum between entered 

channel limits. A data manipulation programme was written, g1vmg 

options of subtracting a background spectrum file (or any other 

file), with allowance for time ratios; smoothing a spectrum file; 

subtracting or adding a constant to a spectrum; multiplying or 
dividing a spectrum by a constant; and saving the resultant file so it 

could be loaded back into the multichannel analyser programme. 

Computer programme for age equation solving. 

10 REM U_TH AGE CALCULATION 
20 REM V 02/23/1989 LDGO 
23 INPUT "SAMPLE NUMBER";SN$ 
25 INPUT "230TH/U234 =";TU 
35 INPUT "+/-";ETU 
40 INPUT "234U/238U";UU 
45 INPUT "+/-";EUU 
50 CA=.009219 
55 REM HALF-LIFE 230TH = 75,200 YRS 
60 CB=.002795 
65 REM HALF-LIFE 234U = 248,000 YRS 
70MT=O 
80GOSUB 800 
90AO=X 
100 TU=TU+ETU 
110 UU=UU-EUU 
120 MT=O 
130 GOSUB 800 
135 REM COMPUTE MAXIMUM AGE 
140 Al=X 
150 TU=TU-2*ETU 
160 UU=UU+2*EUU 
170 MT=O 
180 GOSUB 800 
190 REM COMPUTE MINIMUM AGE 
200 A2=X:AE1=Al-AO:AE2=AO-A2 
230 PRINT "AGE= ";AO;" kA" 
240 PRINT "+";AEl 
250 PRINT " -";AE2 



260 PRINT " (1 s.d.)" 
290 REM CALCULATE ORIGINAL 234U/238U RATIO 
300 UU=UU-EUU:TU=TU-ETU 
330 IUR=(UU-l)*EXP(CB*AO)+l 
340 EIUR=(IUR *EUU)/UU 
350 PRINT "INITIAL 234/238 =";IUR;"+/-";EIUR 
600 GOTO I 0000 
790 REM THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES 
795 REM THE AGES 
800 DEF FNC(X) = (1-EXP(-CA*X))/UU+(l-1/UU)*CA/(CA-CB)*(l-

EXP((CB-CA)*X))-TU 
810 B 1=1:B2=600:Vl=FNC(B 1):Sl=SGN(Vl) 
820 V2=FNC(B2):S2=SGN(V2) 
825 REM CHECKING FIT OF ITERATIONS 
830 IF Sl *S2=0 THEN GOTO 920 
840 IF S 1 *S2<0 THEN GOTO 875 
850GOTO 810 
875 D(2+S l)=B 1 :0(2-S l)=B2 
885 X=(D(l)+D(3))/2:MT=MT+l 
890 S3=SGN(FNC(X)) 
895 IF S3=0 THEN GOTO 940 
900 D(2+S3) = X 
905 RE=ABS(D(l )-0(3 ))/(ABS(D(l ))+ABS(D(3 ))) 
910 IF RE<.00001 THEN GOTO 940 
912 REM IF ERROR <0.000 I THEN AGE CALCULATED 
913 REM IF ERROR LARGER THEN ADJUST AGES AND 
914 REM RECALCULATE 
915 GOTO 885 
920 IF Sl=O THEN GOTO 935 
925 X=B2 
930GOT0940 
935 X=Bl 
940 RETURN 
10000 END 
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Appendix B 

Datin2 of some Kidnappers Group molluscs. 

In addition to the Taylor Valley lacustrine carbonates dated, four 

samples (in duplicate) of molluscs were analysed by the U-Th 

method. The samples were collected by Dr P. Kamp, University of 

Waikato. Sample KD came from the base of the Te Awanga 

Formation in the Kidnappers Group, while samples KA, KB, and KC 

outcropped several metres apart in the Clifton Sandstone of the 

same Group. The samples were expected to reflect periods of 

marine or estuarine deposition in the largely terrestrially sourced 

Kidnappers Group. Ages of around 120 - 125 kA (Isotope Stage 5e) 
for the KA sample, and around 180 kA ( "" Isotope Stage 7) for 

samples KD, KC, and KB; were expected. Results of dating are given 

in Table (B ). Carefully chosen multiple specimens were used for 
each sample ( "" 20gms each). 

T bl B R 1 f d . K" d G 11 a e esu ts 0 atmg 1 nappers roup mo uses. 

Sample KA KB KC KO 

%residue 0.18 0.28 0.20 0.31 

[U] ppm 1. 75 1.12 1. 71 1.29 
234U/238U (s) 1.71 (0.04) 1.67 (0.05) 1.71 (0.04) 1.61 (0.05) 

230Th/234U 0.149 0.127 0.145 0.161 

s 0.006 0.005 0.008 0.009 

Age (kA) ( +/-) 17.3 (0.8) 14.6 (0.6) 16.8 (1.0) 18.8 (1.1) 
init.234U /238U (s) 1.75 (0.04) 1.70 (0.05) 1.74 (0.04) 1.64 (0.05) 

The ages obtained were inconsistent with sample stratigraphy, and 

are ascribed to post-depositional migration of critical nuclides. This 

is commonly the case for mollusc samples (Kaufman et al, 1971). 
The low 230Th /234 U ratios suggest post-depositional uptake of 

uranium, either throughout or late in the sample history. The 
234U /238U ratios observed are inconsistent with those expected for 

marine/estuarine samples (marine 234U /238U = 1.15), and suggests 

that the uptake of uranium was from groundwater; which could be 

expected to have a much higher 2 3 4 U / 2 3 8 U ratio than the 

sea/estuary in which the molluscs formed. 

Despite the failure of the effort to date these important samples, it 

should be noted that the analytical technique worked well, yielding 

good recoveries of uranium and thorium. 
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Full Results of U-Th -
SAMPLE weigh l % [U] [Th] %U % Th Th lJDil1 O' z..J..4Jl O' 2JDib O' u.4Jl O' 2J2Ibl O' 

m recov recov deca 228Th 232U 234 U 238U 234 U 

87-06-019 10.001 8.2 13.2 6.3 45.4 20.7 0.9678 1.3173 0.01411.71930.0173 0.7432 0.0109 2.0745 0.0279 0.0664 0.0016 

87-06-019 10.001 8.3 14. 7 2.7 70.2 85.0 0.9823 2.1710 0.0119 1.8493 0.0183 1.1398 0.0127 2.0058 0.0200 0.0302 0.0003 

87-06-019 10.001 19.9 23.5 I. 5 44.8 41. 7 0.9870 1.7900 0.0200 1.68000.0180 1.0331 0.0220 2.1 '/00 (J.0260 0.0510 0.0020 

87-0l4-32c 10.000 33 .8 I 1 . 7 5.8 74.8 72.5 0.9900 I .2<,90 0.0090 1.2230 (l.01 (i() 1.0070 0.0200 2.3 160 0.0350 0.0730 0.0020 

87-014-32c 9.999 34.1 I 2 .0 5.8 80.4 62.0 0. 9 8 I O I . 2 6 9 0 (l. 0 1 5 0 I . 2 5 0 0 0. 0 1 3 0 O . 9 8 5 0 0. 0 2 2 0 2 . 3 I 6 0 0. 0 2 3 0 (). 0 7 2 0 0. 0 0 3 0 

87-033a l(l.000 13 .3 1 5 .2 2.2 66.2 67 .8 0. 9 8 7 0 1 . 9 6 <, 0 0. 0 2 I O 1 . 8 6 8 0 0 . 0 1 9 0 I . 0 5 2 0 0. 0 2 2 0 2 . 0 72 0 O. 0 2 2 0 (Ul 2 4 0 0 . 0 0 I 0 

87-03 3a l(l.000 10.5 14.8 2.9 87. 7 34.7 0.9840 2.05900.02101.85400.0190 1.0770 0.02202.05300.0210 0.0320 0.0010 

87-015-34c I 0.0()() 23 .4 3.4 5.7 15.4 42.6 0.9736 0.4275 0.00470.29150.0039 1.4225 0.0178 l.(1428 0.0312 0.3400 0.0080 

87-015-34c 9.999 22.9 3.2 7.0 82.8 28 .9 0.9745 0.3150 0.0042 0.2652 ().0020 1.1523 0.0176 1.5858 0.0172 0.3989 0.0083 

87-017-38b 10.00 I 8.9 17 .7 2.6 57. 1 80.1 0.9850 2.5930 0.02102.38200.0200 1.0560 0.01202.15800.0190 0.0240 0.0010 

87-0l7-38b 9.999 8.3 17 .3 2.8 54.5 90.6 0.9900 2.6140 0.02102.38500.0230 1.0630 0.01302.20000.0210 0.0250 0.0010 

87-024-48c JO.OOO 21.0 14.8 4.2 59.6 91.5 0. 9840 2.0980 0.0170 2.1610 0.0190 0. 94 20 (l.0120 2.6980 0.0280 0.0360 0.0010 

87-024-48c 10.00 I 20.2 15 .8 4.0 72.8 72.1 0.9920 2.0510 0.0100 2.1780 0.0190 0.9140 0.0090 2.5270 0.0240 0.0330 0.0010 

87-025-5lc 10.002 23 .3 45.0 7.8 42.8 69.5 0.9852 4.1692 0.02164.03740.0280 1.0017 0.0087 1.7105 0.0088 0.0335 0.0003 

87-025-5lc I 0.002 22.0 44.0 3.9 83 .4 2.5 0.9630 3.1196 0.06224.04700.0273 0.7477 0.0154 1.7232 0.0082 0.0167 0.0016 

87-031-66b 9.999 9.3 16.0 2.7 19 .2 85.8 0.9800 2.08100.01801.95500.0170 1.03300.01301.97100.0170 0.0280 0.0010 

87-03l-66b 10.001 9.5 15.9 2.6 66 .6 77 .1 0.9920 2.07 30 0.0 I 00 1.9330(J.0110 1.0400 0.0080 1.9670 0.0 l 10 0.0280 0.0010 

87-67a JO.OOO 6. 1 64.0 3.9 64.5 28. l 0.9338 6.0870 0.05724.70520.0257 1.2549 0.01361.14590.0043 0.0181 0.0006 

87-67a l 0.000 5.9 64.9 3.5 49.5 77.9 0.9209 5.4370 0.02734.65000.02<i0 1.1340 0.00851.11700.0040 0.0160 0.0003 

87-74a 10.000 7.7 14.9 2.6 33.4 46.5 0.9356 2.0966 ().0106 1.88100.0100 1.0812 0.0034 2.0067 ().0110 0.0294 0.0006 

87-74a 9.999 7.8 14.6 2.3 87 .9 59.2 0.9478 2.0786 0.01411.87810.0094 1.0736 0.00902.04320.0102 0.0261 0.0007 

87-036-76b 10.000 9.0 15 .0 2.3 64.7 45. l 0.9860 2.1550 0.0220 1.9320 0.0230 1.0820 0.0240 2.0660 0.0260 0.0260 0.0010 

87-036-761) I (l. 00 I 7.8 15.6 3.0 62.3 57 .9 0.9790 2.2090 0.0240 1.9770 0.0240 1.0840 0.0250 2.0070 0.0240 0.0330 0.0010 --00 



SAMPLE I weight! % I [UJ I lThJ %U % Th Th lJOih (J ll.1Jl. (J lJOih (J lJ1U CJ lJlibl CJ 

m recov.recov.deca 228Th 232 U 234 U 238 U 234 U 

87-85a 9.999 27 .1 21.1 6.3 57 .5 72.4 0.9544 1.9132 0.0089 2.8211 0.0119 0.6578 0.0042 2.6868 0.0116 0.0372 0.0005 

87-85a 10.001 27 .5 20.3 6.7 7.0 81.7 0.9611 1.9176 0.0330 2.7080 0.0255 0.6869 0.0069 2.6868 0.0279 0.0409 0.0005 

87-95a 10.001 6.4 23 .2 2.7 69.0 15 .6 0.9611 2.1565 0.0168 2.06340.0155 1.0138 (J.0110 1.3926 0.0096 0.0278 0.0003 

87-95a 10.002 6.5 14.8 2.3 84.7 76.3 0.9554 2.0921 0.0177 1.9284 (J.0135 1.0523 0.0116 2.0412 0.0147 0.0251 0.0008 

87-96a 1().001 8. I 17.2 2.3 77 .2 55 .2 0.9554 2.0(110 0.02022.60320.01810.76800.00922.413(10.0164 ().0183 0.0007 

87-96a I 0.001 7.8 41.3 I. 7 49.8 12.4 0.9687 2.0303 0.0159 2.6231 0.0225 0.7508 0.008'/ 1.0074 0.0064 0.0138 0.0005 

87-61-130b 1().001 20. 9 I I. 1 6.9 40.3 33 .6 0.9697 0.9692 0.0059 1.2219 0.0057 0.7694 0.0059 2.034(, (J.0112 0.1009 0.0013 

87-61-130b 10.001 2 I. I I I. 2 6.7 57 .6 7 2 .0 0.9573 0.9710 0.0059 1.2323 0.0070 0.7643 0.00(13 2.043.'i 0.0135 0.0980 0.0013 

87-69-1401> I (l.00 I 9.2 14.5 2.2 38.1 14 .0 0. 96 3 9 I . 8 5 2 0 0. 0 2 2 2 2 .'I '/2 0 0. 0 I 5 0 0. 7 2 6 7 0. 0 0 9 8 2 . 7 4 2 ,1 0. 0 I 7 6 0. 0 I 8 7 0. 0 0 0 9 

87-69-140b I 0.00 I 7.7 I 3. 2 2.0 70.4 92.2 0.9497 1.7(,29 (J.00932.39760.0123 0.7132 (J.00512.8'/(i(J().0]67 0.0170 0.0004 

87-82-153b I 0.002 6.6 I 1.5 2.2 66.3 20.3 0 . 9 5 4 4 2 . I 8 5 4 0 . 0 2 8 3 2 . 0 5 8 <, (). 0 I I 7 I. 0 2 9 8 0 . 0 I 4 6 2 . 7 9 2 3 0 . 0 I 8 6 0 . 0 2 2 9 0 . 0 0 l 3 

87-85-157b I 0.00 I 28 .3 21.4 7. l 46.5 55 .8 0.9273 1.8599 0.0093 2.69800.0127 0.6672 0.0044 2.56080.0121 0.0427 0.0005 

87-85-157b I 0.001 28 .0 20.3 6.8 38. 7 40.2 0.9459 1.8507 0.0104 2.6223 0.0121 0.6846 0.0049 2.6261 0.0128 0.0438 0.0006 

87-86- l 60c 9.999 25.9 21.9 4.3 82.8 34.9 0 . 9 4 1 2 I. 8 92 8 0 . 0 1 7 3 1 . 6 8 0 9 0 . 0 0 8 5 1 . 0 9 2 3 0 . 0 1 1 5 I . 8 (,3 2 0 . 0 0 9 9 0 . 0 4 4 5 0 . 0 0 l 2 

87-86- l 60c l(l.000 26.5 18.4 4.6 33 .2 61.7 1.9020 0.0073 1.6786 0.0083 1.0991 0.00691.81390.0091 0.0455 0.0005 

87-91-189b 1 Cl. OOO 6.8 15.2 2.4 54.7 78 .4 0 . 9 6 2 0 2 . 0 9 3 6 0 . 0 I 6 2 I. 8 6 5 2 0 . 0 I <, 0 I . 0 8 8 8 0 . 0 1 2 <, 1 . 9 3 I 4 {l. 0 l 7 0 0 . 0 2 7 8 0 . 0 0 0 3 

87-91-189b I (J. OOO 6.9 14.9 2.2 52.4 90.4 0.9535 2.0811 0.0122 1.89420.0176 1.0657 (l.0119 1.9979 0.019 l 0.0251 0.0006 

87-105-204 3 .933 34.2 12.7 3.7 86.5 8 3. I 0.9459 0.4247 0.0029 0.6011 0.0034 0.6853 0.0060 2.6770 0.0234 0.0360 0.0009 

87-105-204 1 (J.000 36.1 12.9 4.1 45.8 51.6 0.9544 0.9797 0.0087 1.5038 (l.O I I O 0.6319 0.0073 2.6(,97 0.0241 0.0397 0.0011 

87-252b 10.001 31.3 9.1 5.7 3.8 2.7 0.9630 0.6999 0.0 J 67 I .3(i42 0.0402 0.4977 0.0140 :L208<, 0.0707 0.0650 0.0041 

87-253a 10.003 I 3. 5 22.7 3.4 l 1.8 38.4 0.9910 2.0340 0.0240 3 .2540 0.0600 0.6060 0.0130 2.4 220 0.(1400 0.0210 0.0010 

87-253a I 0.001 10.5 22.0 3.7 19.9 18. 8 0.9900 2.2330 0.0380 3.3 200 0.0 I 10 0.65 30 0.0130 2.4670 0.0 l 00 0.0230 0.00 l 0 

87-253a 9.999 13.0 24.1 3. l 18 .8 15.1 0 . 9 8 9 0 2 . 0 9 8 0 0 . 0 3 7 0 3 . 4 4 3 0 (J. 0 5 I O O . 5 9 1 0 0 . Cl I 4 0 2 . 4 0 7 0 0 . 0 3 l O O . 0 l 8 0 0 . 0 0 l 0 

87-253a 9.995 I 3. 3 22.6 2.7 I 1.6 17 .3 0.9880 1.9910 0.0370 3.2<,800.05()0 0.5910 0.0140 2.4470 0.0370 0.0170 0.0010 

87-254b 10.002 7.6 21.4 2.6 49.6 38. 7 0.9563 2.3]J6 0.0207 3.4]58 0.0220 0.6588 0.0073 2.5409 0.0149 0.0145 0.0004 

87-256b 10.000 11.2 12.0 3.4 29.3 79.4 0.9535 1.74,12 (l.01151.(12270.0214 1.(M26 0.01542.21.080.0383 0.0418 0.00101 ...... 
...... 

'° 



SAMPLE I wei2ht I % I lU1 I [Th] I % u % Th Th 2JDib (J lllli (J ZJDib (J lli.lJ. (J 2J2Ib1 (J 

recov.recov.deca 228Th 232 U 234 U 238 U 234 U 
87-LIW3 10.001 21.8 2.8 2.7 103.7! 46.9 0.9046 0.3643 0.0020 0.35170.0011 1.0048 0.0064 2.34030.0118 0.1384 0.0021 

87-LIW3 I 0.000 22.2 2.2 2.5 92.8 85.3 0.9136 0.2921 0.00220.28010.00211.01140.01072.34580.0281 0.1561 0.0030 
87-LIW4 I 0.001 14 .6 2.9 2.3 68.7 60.4 0.8948 0.4221 ().00200.3825().0018 1.0704 0.0()702.29000.0167 0.0999 0.0015 

87-LIW4 9.999 14.7 3. I 2.2 62.5 91. 7 0.9173 0.4494 0.0014 0.4368 0.0017 0.9979 0.0049 2.4234 0.0146 0.0991 0.0010 

87-L26 I 0.001 18.0 2.1 2.3 83 .8 94.2 0.9073 0.3059 0.00140.27630.0013 1.0739 0.00722.4048 0.0195 0.1566 0.0018 

87-L26 9.999 17 .8 2.0 2. I 8 1.8 7 5. I 0.8289 0.3058 0.0024 0.2660 0.0022 1.1151 0.0127 2.3'J97 0.0324 0.1456 0.0038 

87-L28 10.001 15. I 18.9 2.0 97 .0 92.8 0.8781 3.0452 0.0069 2.8868 0.0057 1.0233 0.0031 2.6282 0.0054 0.0137 0.0002 

87-S13 I Cl.OOO 27. I 28 .8 2.9 7 5.5 53.3 0 . 8 3 6 4 7 . 0 5 3 3 CJ. 0 3 2 6 4 . 4 9 4 8 0 . 0 I 4 9 I. 5 2 2 I O . 0 0 8 6 3 . I l 9 9 0 . 0 0 98 0 . 0 I O 8 0 . 0 0 0 2 

87-S13 I 0.000 26.4 29. 7 3.9 87 .8 68.8 0.9182 8.8014 0.0404 4.61100.0177 1.8515 0.0111 3.0856 0.0110 0.0116 0.0002 
87-S30 1().()()() 21.3 25.8 2.4 40.3 5 9 .6 0.8389 6.6213 0.0308 4 .2167 0.0230 I .5 23 I (J.0 I I O 3 .027.'i 0.0146 0.0 I 00 0.0002 
87-S30 9.999 20.6 25.0 2.6 81.8 87.4 0.8877 6.5372 0.01944.12590.0120 1.5369 ().00643.00300.0079 0.0116 0.0002 
87-S37 I 0.000 21.6 21.6 3.0 74.7 81.6 0.8833 3.9044 0.01083.40460.0093 1.1124 0.00432.94500.0083 0.0157 0.0002 
87-S37 I 0.001 21.7 21.1 2.9 46.6 8 3 .8 o.87 20 3. 9194 0.0068 3 .4 t 93 o.oos3 1. 1 119 o.oo:n 3 .0226 0.0016 o.o 153 0.0001 

-N 
0 
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Appendix D. 

Sample record sheets 

The laboratory records for each radiometric analysis are 
reproduced below. 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: '?7- -<-.c, c~. r ·1 q 
Sample: -1., -

v 7 1..,,· ;:il6;t r;A, .. ,Jt,v<L 

Sample weight: IC'.~ ,c,'J 
Residue weight: t; i? 1 

Weight dissolved: q., 1~, 
Sample treatment: 

Lab number: I 't/1'/tJo 
,...,6(··-·f 

%residue: ii. '5 'Ye, 
%soluble: 11. :, ·;;,;_, 

3 

Date of U-Th sepn: /q/7/!c• Counting delay: / 't,t.-1, 228Th decay factor: (1 'i ~1 5" 
Spike activity: U:, .iu(~/.,-",Th: ,. J<,',?; ,1,,, . ..,<,, Mis spike: ;o 
Date of plating U: _)6/1/-IC' Th: ,;. 4/'f'f;,, 

UR AN I UM Count time: _1) 2/; /..J"' Stan: if 4 f., n-,llS/'lo Stop: ,f .• iS_p 11,,,t'fau 
Channels counted: -Jo -,.Jo ,, l( / · _,, _,, • ) r m:?) 1 1Jro-w, h-<--~.-s c~·--C~crv- ( 'JI- c,.(.T". 

Count std dev bground tai I n e t %std dev/100 

23su I <:'lOI 31 I .-, .; ;2 <} .;- 1.:.·1v1 0 '(1()"6j 

234u 3/J :u. 63 I:-;? lf.'6 ~l~'II o. () C) )- 7-
232u /t.r,'J3 rr / 104 --- lb l6Cf CJ. <.'.)O ~ B 

-B ground : .J 1/'t>,1.-," f J.t.. 

Tail method: ,H{; ,....,,.tt't::; 

THORIUM Count time: fot. Stan: ,.!4U,,? 6/Zl,i'<I<"' 
Channels counted: -30 ,110 

I 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

232Th ]l,y/ I I':/- I .h) U,o ~ ?<?,. t), <> I "g4' 

23°'f h JJ. ~:ir:t 140 I 4 r ,;ic:.;0 I )'6010 o.oo.,;.g 
228Th u..,2SI qo I !oi nto 1;.,4"!,&b 0, L'O 4- I 
224R a SHJ'T .2fJ/3ft 600 c:z <;; "5 (:, 0, {)() "1·,;J. 

234U/238U: .].oc1 <;t: std dev: c, .oJoo 234U/232U: t .-i-1<?$std dev: c,. t'I g S 

[U) ppm: /"'f·. 7 u yield: ·- lO 1%, °: 
228Th-0.054Ra: b1;w.1 228Th/decay factor: bJSo<.- 228Th-232Th: 5!'.•iv8 (o c•o+ l) 

230Th/228Th: 2. !'no std dev: o <111'1 

[Th] ppm: .l. t Th yield: o).Qc.70 

230Th/234U: /. / 7 SI std dev. o. :,; 1 3 u Spike 228Th/232U: 0 . 9 1 

Correct 230Th/234U: /, / 31 f. std dtv: c;.t•1J7 232Th/234U: o.c>Su.i std dev: v "'-'u 5 

Age (kA): 5 1 'i 7 (+) .,;t; 4 (·) ..J-4- C:' 

(234U/238U)t=O: { f 'l </ std dcv: c .c-) ,; 234U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES, 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: ?:7-oOc, ,:>1<1 Labnumber: .:J1/b/<IO 1-
Sample: ),~]/..,. i/...L'J t,:..,,..,1 /,.;"" v-'6c, ..... /e 

Sample weight: 
Residue weight: 
Weight dissolved: 
Sample treatmen1: 

/Cl c·,01'} 

I •t 'iO 

1'i'. (I I I 
%residue: /1. q 
%soluble: f;'O. I 

123 

Date of U-Th sepn: ).JklfL, Countingdelay:.1]a..:,_1 1 228Th decay factor: {).trl'il 

Spike activity: U: /-c,C> 1}'/lo.Jfh: r h·-1:,./1.:~..«,Mls spike: 10 

Date of plating U: Th: ' 

S'" l';,i:, .)/7 
~---c:;.--~-~e 

(f. 4-5,-.,., 4/ -,. 

URANIUM Count time: 4c,•l,;,h. Stan: Stop: _:,._...1...-D,........_i 17-
Channels counted: 

Count std dev 

23Su ..}o bC/ 3 
234u q443£; 

232u .,l $'"~, <11 
Bground : i,;,/?/-,c, _,1; •. 
Tail method: . .n-rco .~-.. tdt; :'J 

THORIUM Count time: 4 7t,., 
Channels counted: 

Count std dev 

232Th .) ; -,, -,, 
230J' h 4'1.h.\ 
22srh '{( 6 7 ,-

224R a .,2{:. (lD / 

bground 

.J ?Sa 

b 61 

/0 y 

Stan: /)1..., 

• )) I f-10 

bground 

I 7') 
6 t'> ~ 

(6., ? 

{ ('I 

tai I 

.52) 

.2 " • .2 

-

t ai I 

c;u 

lo" 

1/ 7 7 

L/-·00 

net 

1006~ 

4 7s-,;-· I 
.) S lSlS '1 

Stop: /(..t 

II et 

.J J,},'), 

,1-3'16 .2 

j'o q 6/ 

.) ~ 3 c.-~ 

234U/238U: J./70 stddev: tJ.o)_b 234U/232U: / bZ>Ostddev: o-<>t'b 

[UJ ppm: _2 ? . ) 

228Th-0.054Ra: 

U yield: 1t-.tJ·- 5 

228Th/decay factor: 228Th-232Th: .}714). 

230Th/228Th: / -Nc)O std dev: c>. l'.WO 

[Th] ppm: Thyield: 41-7 

230Th/234U: /. oi:, )- std dev. c, c">) ~ Spike 228Th/232U: O ff 7--

%std dev/100 

(_I • (. \,. l:.:; 
( co) 

[ l 1 O(, 

%std dev/100 

() ,; ) 1i 
(). oos· 

(l . C• tl (, 

(). ''1.:Jb 

Correct 230Th/234U: .o f std dev: C' c,.; 5 232Th/234U: o.oy,c_) std dev: £).c,c) 

Age (kA): YI?- 7 (+) ff-.,/ <·) ''>· ·r: 

(234U/238U)t=O: 1 ~ 'I std dev: u. ,·,.t 234Un38U age: std dev: 

Comments: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: r,7-orcJ -3.2c. Labnumber: 1.:)('1f1~) / 
Sample: '"].71.,/ t,!i/~1 f.:w~ln-..; .c.v£.,_,,,..,& 

Sample weight: 'i 174•11 
Residue weight: S 'ic/c 
Weight dissolved: b ~- ·11 

Sample treatment: 

%residue: .:' '"I / 

%soluble: £.f.'~ 

Date of U-Th sepn: 11/1/'io Counting delay: /'/ci,;, 1 ; 228Th decay factor: c•. 'Jo I 
Spike activity: U: / lfvll,)/,{i.-.,/) Th: 1 ?r d1110o11j Mis spike: IV 
Date of plating U: Th: 

UR AN I UM Count time: ,,,. .f /.). /, Stan: 7 · J4; .1 Y '1 Stop: J,.> J ff, 
Channels counted: - er, o, ,,_ 10 

Count std dev bground ta i 1 net 

23su ) i'.Cf 3t' L!,/ 5 c, J :) (:: '?C') 

234u 6 JJ f 1-- ),7 3 75 ( (,JJc;~ 

2320 4'1'1S-1 !lb - 49611 
Bground : 1.?1-.. 
Tail method: :i ~u . ...-4:.;.! j 

THORIUM Count time: .Flt. Stan: 11 Jo,,_ Jo/7 
Channels counted: - I a/ t 10 

Count std dev bground 1ai I net 

232Th .:J ;r, 1 I._;.;;) 1-0 ,1.245-

230Th )':,) /(r:, ?i YI r I <f-0 -~/6 )) 

228Th / 't<b(;, r, ,j 5 (. : '"I _./ )~·y; 

224R a ,'·/01 J l'f ~ sou ,..lc/cYi} 

Bground: 731--. , :><J/;,_s 

Tail method: .1-,e,,.i • ....,,.6/ ,,£- ?.lf/~ 

RESULTS: 
,'r-71'...<.',;./ 4 •' "'~ J 

234U/238U: l- :ltC., std dev: o.o;;J 234U/232U: 1 ,?(.:., s1d dev: c c- •.,c, 

[U] ppm: I.} o 

228Th-0.054Ra: 

U yield: "6,·, · 1 

228Th/decay factor: 228Th-232Th: J 'I 'I:; CJ 

230Th/228Th: / .Jl'io std dcv: t,.,,,so 

[Th] ppm: S . t, Th yield: co .J ·<- 1 

230Th/234U: / Ot c; std dev. .:.>. o ;..> .:S Spike 228Th/232U: c• . ·i 1 

%std dev/100 

L.J · OC:(;. 

C. c.,o,f 

0 OC•f 

%std dev/100 

c:, . C:-' ..l ./ 

C ('1Cl6 

(., ,,o 6 

Correct 230Th/234U: c> · '/8~ std dev: 0 · 0 ) 2 232Th/234U: c.> ll l2 std dcv: :J u. :s 

Age (kA): :J 1G · ;i. (+) ; J.o (.) / /. [i 

(234U/238U)t=O: ~- ~ / std dcv: u. ,, 5 234U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 

Sample no: 
Sample: 

Sample weight: 1 C· c ,,o') 
Residue weight: .? ;-9.;i 
Weight dissolved: b. b 16 

Sample treatment: 

UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Lab number: ~-'2. c:, '}c) 

%residue: ; '( ~
%soluble: c 6 ;;i. 

Date of U-Th sepn: .'2•1/"/'1r:, Counting delay: q ,.,d;.-y':,. 228Th decay factor: l' <') 'ic 
Spike activity: U: , l5< 1 <~ /P--"Th: t , :i 1 S,· /,u.~'1 Mis spike: tv 
Date of plating U: Th: 

UR AN I UM Count time: .) N, Stan: Stop: l,) Ji/ 7 

Channels counted: / 1.c_,, · co 

Count std dev bground tai 1 net %std dev/100 

238U /))JC, 14.s '.l Jlc, I /~J/ q ,., (I',..;'' 

234u J 7'1 r q J:,-c; .:i •f s- ) 73 11 -0.()L'b 

232u ).)4.J} ')" ,q - - .2 J .ft:' 3 0 00b 1 

Bground : lf'?/'10 -,,9, (K.2/;,JJ 
Tail method: .:.i ?15c_) ,..u ,4:~C::J 

THORIUM Count time: '711, Stan: 11 ). (, nn Stop: 1c:· ;,;, .. 10-;z. 

Channels counted: -1 10, .. q-o 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

232Th b"6b2 ,,2 '1 '1 '.JY,:; 6.J.? ~ (1. ~I 5 3 

23°'f h 'f:4 'TO 6 /I 5· I .,.! ~-CJ t5 ~ UC 1- I'). oc>i 9 

228Th 75'01 :.I.<) ..Zc"/ ]', I )' ," l t, l?·1 0 • (.J(I \ ·,z:_ 

224R a 3 ~-os:· ,4'1 7 /.2 ;;{) _s'c3,:.,2 
Bground: b('?/<:,o 13t.. 

RESULTS: 

-' 1"1l, •. -.... 4.-( 1: .. - J:.J~~..1, 
ok·-f J '"r,:..,_IL; 

Tail method: 

234U/238U: J._2,Jo std dev: 0,0.Ss 234U/232U:, .2::~"-'Std dev: o o 16 

JI 7 [UJ ppm: 

228Th-0.054Ra: 

U yield: 

228Th/decay factor: 228Th-232Th: 6 f 3 _s-6 

230Th/228Th: / . .2G'lo std dev: Q Cl (1 

[Th] ppm: s· .i Th yield: 1.1-~ 

230Th/234U: /. LI -~zj std dev. ( I .·,, .__, I Spike 228Th/232U: C' ·11 

Correct 230Th/234U: I c.•L• 7 std dev: ,, '-'.I.._, 232Th/234U: o e> 'J 1~' s1d dcv: o ,><•..,lo 

Age (kA): ))(i",(; ( +) /1 L/ < -) 1 ) · I 

(234U/238U)t=O: 1 4 '1 std dev: o. {, ~ 234U/238U age: s1d dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 

Sample no: 
Sample: 

?J'7- os 3, .. 

7,':) !. . //.Jtj 

Sample weight: 10. ooo 
Residue weight: , 1 .J. l 
Weight dissolved: Z l J J 
Sample treatment: 

UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Lab number: 

W.C · <A,b 

%residue: 1 .( 3 
%soluble: B6. 1 

126 

Date of U-Th sepn: Counting delay: l~c<A-yj 228Th decay factor: o. '3 -07 0 

Spike activity: U: / r,00,1;.r~.~h: / 1 s· ;3'l/"'·~~ Mis spike: /0.---6 

Date of plating U: Th: 

UR AN I UM Count time: ,Jq 1,; '-- Stan: / ..,,.~ 
Channels counted: - )-LO, / / 5 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

23su .J ::,· 7 '7 '1 /'-lo Lt f.,- •1 2S-/,J(.l c• <•Of:,q 

234u 5)75 C ~c,6 .J ::;· 7 s·;. "; ,; 3' r. ,,,,., ~ 
232u ) I '1) ,E, b 13 - .J ?·t.S 't:, (, (,C•(:, D 

Bground : b/7/'1 " It"- _,.·i·r:,;0 J 

Tail method: J sc, 1 • _,_ // 
~ ·-·"-"'<-V 

THORIUM Count time: :J?t; Stan: ,1 ss:, /?-/7 Stop: ;2-3~ 1t./7 

Channels counted: - 3 <,,·, , iU 

Count Sid dev bground t ai I net 

232Th 14 3r '{)6 ) i-() /OVb 

230Th <'fr, S'tO 3'-1:i IS.,- q 7 5fi S 

228Th 17H'O '1s- /I" I ){.;15...-,, 

224R a )oc,5,1 nn b 10 /'f I~'/ 

RESULTS: 

t./? ("fc, !SC.. (" 2 ''hJ) 
.1 1'/t .. '4..~.t I> no~-~ 

~ J-yr'.,c../y ~- ,rt::/s 

Bground: 
Tail method:· 

234U/238U: .J ,, I :L c- std dev: o o u.:.: 234U/232U: 1 z._ o std dev: o o 1 'I 

[UJ ppm: / S-. 2 

22 8Th-0.054Ra: 

U yield: 6 C:- ;J 

228Th/decay factor: 228Th-232Th: ;74 :J -15-

230Th/228Th: I. q (.. b std dev: o. o::i / 

[Th] ppm: .1..} Th yield: 61J. 6 

230Th/234U: I o) .l.. std dev. c.J c, 1 ::i Spike 228Th/232U: c, -'7 l 

%std dev/100 

0 <' S"'f·6 

0 CJ O "'f .6 

o.oc.-~:.::;. 

- " LJf.•'"-

Correct 230Th/234U: /· £".JD std dev: c- •'.27 232Th/234U: 0-u;.1-,c., std dev: c·, t,c,,o 

Age (kA): ;) 6 °O · -1 (+) ,)Ob (-) ;.J.o 

(234U/238U)t=O: ?. _17~·, s1d dcv: ci · l' ,;o 234U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 



URANlUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: 
Sample: 

"'17-03~~

J.,:r·' v1,/(,} 
Sample weigh1: 10 <"·~-<~ 
Residue weight: /. or 1 

Weight dissolved: ~ . 'f1'1 
Sample treatment: 

Lab number: 

C.c.: . ,;.J.{c, t,,<-<ti 

%residue: lcJ · f 
%soluble: -0•/ ·.1 

Date of U-Th sepn: Counting delay: /6 228Th decay factor: o. q (2f 
Spike activity: U: / 8"0 ~ 1tJ..i'h: i 75 '~;./,u ..... '1Mls spike: 10 
Date of plating U: Th: 

URANIUM Count time: J.SJ, Stan: ~-- }Or ;)5/7 Stop: 4·30r::i JG/7 
Channels counted: 1 /!-~ - C n 

Count std dev bground tai I net %std dev/100 

23su J (., ..,.-+<-' 15•/ C/:.20 .}S<j'(.:J CJ· oc, 6 

234u S ;?i 0) "3'62 ;) lb ~35c_, -,. - O· o<>Cf-

232u J {~ 3/[, b I j!S/S7 t) ,c_;C,(;. 

Bground : 
Tail method: .),15(..) 1_;1/, 

,"'\w·c.,CM.:r 

THORIUM Count time: (,. ( t, Stan: ,) 1/7 Stop: /( .. •, k(t 

Channels counted: , ic.; ':,",-

Count std dev bground t ai I net 

232Th <)_I_) z: ..) ')/ u /'or'7 
23°'f h (, s f-.} '/ 6-C::O I 5 0 "·-rI99 
228Th )S.H'i .211 Cl ?61 3· "{-O 'l--2 
224R a .) 71.10 q~{, S)C'J J(a, TC "i-

Bground: 
;) 

Tail method:· ''"d· ·=-41 "fL·'" .1 2 :113.._ 
{ ,,1.u' J r';, ""--fj 

RESULTS: 

234Un38U: .2, os 3 std dev: C• · o :it 234U/232U: l 6~-1 std dev: o N'i 

[UJ ppm: I 4- 'i: 

228Th-0.054Ra: 

U yield: "31· 7 

228Th/decay factor: 228Th-232Th: 3 t..J? I 

230Thn28Th: ), .:1 '>'10 std dev: V •0.,//C, 

[Th] ppm: ) . '1 Th yield: ~-1-- 1 

230Thn34U: !- 111 std dev. o.o:i s Spike 228Th/232U: o.'t7-

%std dev/100 

<., n:.> 3 

t"•. ~ '. '. I 

0 .(JO 6 

CJ .()(-1 <:-::. 

Correct 230Thn34U: 1- o /7c, std dev: t• ,,.J:; 232Thn34U: ,) o 52 std dev: c,.~,'-' 1 

Age (kA): .2 'I I 6 (+) ~ 4 '/ (-) .l.0 '} 

(234Un38U)t=O: 5 J 't> s1d dev: o o 5 234Un38U age: std dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: o:J-OiS--34-c Labnumber: ).l,/?j'io I 

Sample: .}-(,~_,, Ji~&r tf-<,«Itf.:u.: ,.,.,!,<-11.,·4-·· 

Sample weight: ,; ,)?,4 
Residue weight: ,2._d>-

Weight dissolved: 1-r'f
Sample treatment: <J, 

%residue: .n.•I 

%soluble: J:_-;z. i 

Date of U-Th sepn: .Jr/J/lo Counting delay: . .Jt-,.'6.yi 228Th decay factor: c). 'l:U<," 
Spike activity: U: 1 ""'0/',·····~ Th: 1. r•: <.<-; ;-,,.,1:, Mis spike: 1c; 

Date of plating U: ? 1/1 Th: ~/-a 
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URANIUM Count time: 711, Stan: /- 4~-, ,n/-c/<;o Stop: ~- ctS-1, .J.:>-/75,l<?o 

Channels counted: - 30 110 

Count std dev bground tai I net %std dev/100 

23su ,,,_qq() ,, I .J6 ~SI 14-(.,d c::> 00 8">-
234u ;i 4-4--f-S ,:i. I ;-,. /) 5·4- ,,J JI 7-4· o. ut,c. 7 
232u 'I :j4,()j o-1 ;z, 'B~?r7-- o.oo S-"+ 

B ground : ,,J. ·t/"E//C' Sll, ( 1' 14/y,) 
Tail method: .;,Jiu ...... 1,.(./,y 

THORIUM Count time: }fi, Stan: 1 4-~" .J2/t.f/9o Stop: ,•.4 \,? .H)l /;D 
Channels counted: -301-,.10 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

232Tb 4-lf 4- 114 I 11;,, .)4.u 3U-'1 0.0,~0 

23°'f h 100,s ~H /•;41 /)0 q~f.l. c.).v //() 

228Th Ji!:1.6 :1.ts I 31:i 3,Z-7:, ~- .?45l 0 / t· . oo b c) 

224R a JHO.Z 10!'1 I 1"1 7'/ ?'JO 33'{0 { 0- ""' >" 6 
,~ ?f/'51} 

234U/238U: ;.:;gs-[; std dev: O-D/1,:?234U/232U:J>.;?ls;:?.std dev:o-oo.io 

[UJ ppm: J . .2 U yield: tf). 'f'k: 

228Th-0.054Ra: 32 $"8 I 228Th/decay factor: ~ '?"/ 3 '., 228Th-232Th: :2 "'! 6 'if4- (c;.' ,., 'IY} 

230Th/228Th: c .. J, s·(.! std dev: <1 - ,,,,..,.2 

[Th] ppm: 7 · 0 Th yield: J'f:.'}'Y.. 

230Th/234U: '1'1.188° std dev. 0, u, 81 Spike 228Th/232U: t.'1 , 9 7-
/,,S'g 

Correct 230Th/234U: /:"'-Jlfifi, std dc:v:0.(•,16 232Th/234U: o.YJ'i-'I std dev: ,, .:.,oo S 

Age (kA): ~ (+) (-) 

(234U/238U)t=O: s1d dev: 234 U/238U age: std dev: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: ffl-Ol':>-J4c Labnumber: 1B/r/ClO 
Sample: --f. 1. / 1/ 1 ;,· 1. ~ 

~,:1.ytV· ld ·l7 r--<Ctt./ ,...-1,! c·.-;~,.,'"··-~..f.(: 

Sa~ple ~eight: 10 -cc,c 'f . 
Residue weight: .1. J ,;t %residue: J?. q 
Weight dissolved: ,.eo)'/ %soluble: 1t .t, 

Sample treatment: 

Date of U-Th sepn: ;•1/7hJ Counting dt:lay: ) l,.615 228T11 decay factor: {; <1 J 5C 
Spike activity: U:/ fCi· ;rO,l~Th: ,. i'\ 1:f;, /-:, ... ,~ Mls spike: 10 

Date of plating U: .h? 1/'J ,, Th: ,,J.4/1-

URANIUM Count time: ; 31/..... 
Channels counted: 

Count std dev 

23su f-:J./\ 
234u qgg;:i. 
2J2u ? O.:Z.2 q 

Bground : .;,/•!•tu ~~,,_ 
Tail method: .,... ... ,.(£/ ,,., :in:u 

Stan: 6 · ~>c_)..,, 

- .)0 I -f/0 

bground tai 1 

'H /iO~ 
.- .n s .. 

f"J / !'6~ C/5 2 

u/.Jt"f -

'/ /t>/fc, 

net 

s u-;-
>?' 7,(5 

')00 t,2. 

%std dev/100 

C•.tlt"t7-

C) ' ( , I .).(,' 

0 . ()C' ;i'C 

THORIUM Count time: 5.2 • o/; ,0, Stan: //· 4- S('._ t ~/8/90 Stop: 4-.2 ~ !-7/t/*> 
Channels counted: -3.S "''o 

Count std dev bground tai 1 II et %std dev/100 

232Th J:Z'i'J 1'1 /) 3 '30 Jt~U ().{)J?'; 

23°'f h /14,'lf 146 I >-c., iJ.v ,nc,.:,- o. (' o·ezs 
228Th 1(3;1.4- ID/ I f)'f- /0.),. 'l:,')°Jf] f).co)~-

224R a -n~,g 4-tO/ <,o.).. .) ;Jt) r2 ?7& c· .1,uS-6 

234U/238U: /.b4}'t std dev: ci.c,31,l 234U/232U: c<)~I> std dev: O,C10J'l 

[UJ ppm: J. .t'./-
228Th-0.054Ra: SS 5 '( t. 228Th/decay factor: ~ 4 :S.:.. 5 228Th-232Th: 3 I t.:2) (c .,a."- ) 

230Th/228Th: O, 12 15 std dev: O· clo+ 7'/ 

[Th] ppm: S. 1 Th yield: 4-J b "/.., 

230Th/234U: /, 4t.,6 ·:; std dev. c•-L'I CJ Spike 228Th/232U: (). '1 .. 1 

Correct 230Th/234U: /. 4)..) s- std dtv: c,. -.· 17 i" 232Th/234U: {I, S400 std dev: c, c.. c: tc 

Age (kA): 

(234U/238U)t=O: 

Comments: 

(+) 

s1d dcv: 

(-) 

234U/238U age: Sid dcv: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: '37-C•t 7 - -S ?h 
Sam p I e: A,J.-.,cti'c. (..--JI,,,,.,, tc 

Sample weight: t/ 9't 'i 
Residue weight: c, o 3 I 
Weight dissolved: q n, ·t 
Sample treatment: /71 ;~. i~--

Lab number: l.2/b/'1<-' 3 

%residue: o. 3% 
%soluble: ') I l '/c., 

,1/..lt.1 1,tl.•., ;,·/e oj /1,/Ac' ,~C.~----

Date of U-Th sepn: 
Spike activity: U: 

;4/1; ('JC' Counting delay: 
C I~,?,,, /-I Th: 0 1 'i'S' l~iJ~·' 

1 228Th decay factor: {' 1 '/ c, 
Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: -,-:t/1- Th: ,.:,;,.;, 

URANIUM Count time: .) I'/;. I.., 
Channels counted: 

Stall: // 4t'f'~ .J"f't·/<io 

i /(i/ • 60 

Count std dev bground tai 1 

23su /167 8 n7- 14 f•l) 
234u 40 ! 'iS'is JOO .5 8' .} 2'1 
232u Jf, zW ~ /} u CJ) 

. · , • ,)1'6 Bground . J5/6/'' ,14, (Jf)) (. ;,~ 1 
Tai 1 method: ;, ,cu ~-_, ... t,( 

THORIUM Count time: 18•1, /., 
Channels counted: 

Stall: q. 30 t•·-
11 <; 1 • 3 <; 

Count std dev bground t ai I 

232Th I', J;} 5 c, 60 
23Crf h b.J(.,/'J .2 '5 (.) t7 5 

228Th .} <;" ')) 7 I b I 17 / 
224R a ]45'5 

Bg_round: Jr;/6/40 ,.U-1, (~/2) (,1 ?o'·'J1;-,) 
Tail method: .;1, , f - :u~ v /f 

l ,, . .-,:...(a '*" IA, ".,.~,1 ,J .. y,t.,c.,'J 

RESULTS; 

-

I";' 

.) ') 

60 

net 

/ i, I.] 2 

?9 '56/ 
It: 116 

net 

144-r 

6 ;i LJ / '7 
,,),; (o r-; (;, 

(1/JJe;) 

234U/238U: :J.1 c·o std dev: CJ , , ) I 234U/232U: ). 3 'l <; std dev: o o 2 3 

[UJ ppm: /7 3 U yield: 

228Th-0.054Ra: i !()l!fo 228Th/decay factor: :J 3 'l". 't' 1 228Th-232Th: } H "I~ 
t' c-v;_) 

230Th/228Th: J. G 14 std dev: o. oQ.I 

[Th) ppm: .). °E;} Th yield: '/O. 0 '/c, 

230Th/234U: /. o ''tt, stddev. J:.0.,,1•1 Spike228Th/232U: {>.'ll 

%std dev/100 

{> '•(' 6' 
(I. oo S' 

Q. CJ('~ 

%std dev/100 

o o.ns 
(). (IC, ~f 

0 ('.)(Jt, 

[) (1 (.) "i 

Correct 230Th/234 U: /. o 6 3 std dc:v: o. ,, , 3 232Th/234U: O · () ;,J.-; std dev: ,, ,,,:, , 

Age (kA): J 71 5 (+) IJ. I (-) / I I 

(234U/238U)t=0: ~- \ 6 I Std dcv: 0·<'54 234U/238U age: / std dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES, 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Sample no: ?,,- {'/7-J'tb Labnumber: J1/c,j'f0 3 
Sample: ,µ..,..1,. ,,.A,.,,_.( ( c: fv- I"'/ JZ. 5;1! .rd'<';-J~,6,,_,i 

Sample weight: 
Residue weight: 
Weight dissolved: 
Sample treatment: 

Ii). i:1(l I 

O· f;t<;. 
c, . I I (; 

%residue: Z'f · ·/% 
%soluble: 'i I I "I.., 

;;·;,,,;,, ,J.,·., s ,;, 71, /,/,,· t,./ f: v,.-Lf ,1,,e /i"I._ 
s;,;_;,;, ·" ,'(,.,;, .,1,ifL,11 ,., 41,,,<,, 

Date of U-Th sepn: ) 6 - t, · ·IC' Counting delay: / S .C.y, 228Th decay factor: o. '} i ) 
Spike activity: U: (I If 1"1 r.l, Th: t I ls' ~lt ___ .t . Mls spike: fL) 

Date of plating U: J·tJ-6 ·1°· Th: J'i-<,-1<' 

URANIUM Count time: )41,, Stan: 10 15',,_ {-/?!•10 Stop: 10 tS'~- r/J;.,,, 

23su 

2J4u 

2J2u 

Bground : 
Tail method: 

Channels counted: - c,o, 1 1 <; 

Count std dev 

;;;; ,o 1 !Lt°! 

4?046 .J/7 

/~) i!,] 11-0 

6/?fflO ~(,/J) (;. Jff?,Y 

) ]t'.·1,( ....,,,;_,:_( -

bground 

ll I 
41) 

6~-

tai I net %std dev/100 

3'6 4- ,) 16$) 0 oo f 

I :J l 4(-)/(;, (i.,-10·; 
- I 'i O 1 ~· 00 f 

THORIUM Count time: J·!-11 Stan: 11 .20"- 11/7 /~o 
- •-lC,' I I 0 

Stop: 1/ J, .__ Oh )'I o 
Channels counted: 

Count Sid dev bground ta i 1 net %s1d dev/100 

232Th /146 -'11 L)(., 15'() JS'CU c·, ... -.1 ,5() 

23°'f h b 7 b SI )6 L/ J er,, JJ.o 6914) c, (> (, 4 

228Th .111 "i3 17 7 c..J (.) I q 3;). 9.t'lt JI ('· 00 b 

224R a ;i tC.) 0 16 t/ lb 'I ? ro )t.. t'-° I 0 · 0 (){::; 

Bground: 
Tail method: 

RESULTS: 

234U/238U: ).t<;B stddev: c1.l>1<i 234U/232U:)3:>i.) stddev: o,·1.10 

[U) ppm: I?, 'J U yield: J l- I 'f •. 

228Th-0.054Ra: )Fib)_ 228Th/decay factor: )666 / 228Th-232Th: J6)b) 

230Th/228Th: -7 S- '1 3 std dev: O <' iJ. I 
(cc,c;) 

[Th] ppm: ) C, 3 Thyield: '?,o 1c10 

230Th/234U: t C: t Cj std dev. 0 O 13 Spike 228Th/232U: (1 'IT 

Correct 230Th/234U: / o )(. Sid dtv: c' , /) 232Th/234U: i1 '-_,.) 1 s!d dev: ,, c " 1 

Age (kA): )6 7, > ( +) /,' · ') ( -) I c:• o 

(234U/238U)t=O: l. ·Hl s1d dev: () ., , .:,c, 234U/238U age: ,,.--- std dcv: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITI' OF WAIKATO. 

S:imple no: 'il-0)4--4~c 
Sam pie: A,,/,,-,,k uv!i,' .,.4 

Lab number: ;; 1/6/'W ,;2 

Sample weight: /0 CJ 0 0y 
Residue weight: .J · D c; q %residue: .11 . O 
Weight dissolved: 1- 'f O 1 %soluble: 7'i. u 
Sample treatment: .S~ ,_,..,,-,~<-e . . 

ij i -IZ.., ,· ,1., e/tv ,yl,-.,,,(, •. u :,I, If i.v "1 'I"' rw 
Date of U-Th sepn: .26, · 6 · 90 Counting delay: 228Th decay factor: o. q,g4 
Spike activity: U: o -1& 6t/-,/Th:o ,;s· tlf;,1-t Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: 1916 Th: .h'/6 

URANIUM Count time: )1 /1 Stan: Stop: 
Channels counted: -r101 -1 S 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

23su Jb.,1_/'-I I).? Ill 1130 ;41,;/J 0-00'1 

234u 11 (/ 0 .)0 3 52 lf YI'> 403~7 o.oos 
232u 1814 5 137 5.1.... - I F"b 9 / o.oo 7 

Bground : 
Tail method: 

THORIUM Count time: .lS4 Stan: Stop: 
Channels counted: ./ /C;J, _ 5y 

Count std dev bground tail net %std dev/100 

232Th .) I> 7- 4b -g'l.. 4-5' 202(, (l.o..;z4 
23orh S-~.U4 :)J<; .HI 'to f4'103 o.oo"T 
228Tb gco"?G rrs ~( f; IS- .::J<t/'i'V ().ooG 
224R a .,16 6 I':, /6 3 l'.iG J(;O H,OC/q 0.006 

Bground: 
Tail method: 

RESULTS: 

234U/238U:.) .b10 std dev: 0-0.Jo 234U/232U: .J.16 I std dev: O, v1<t 

[UJ ppm: 14-. g Uyield: )'f.6% Jf,o·-;.l 

228Th-0.054Ra: :nn-1 228Th/decay factor: .26163 228Th-232Th: .)514S: 
(0 ,OCJ-1) 

230Th/228Th: .}. o Cj ~ std dev: O.~/} 

[Th] ppm: .+- I 'o Th yield: qn%'jf'=o .22 ... 

230Th/234U: 0. q 11 std dev. o. O I) Spike 228Th/232U: o, 't t 

Correct 230Th/234U: O , q4) Sid dcv: o.0/). 232Th/234U: t).0 ·se, std dev: o. oc.::> i 

Age (kA): /°81.56 (+) S-0). (-) S· 3 lj· 

(234U/238U)t=O: 3 · o M std dev: o 040 234U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: <j,·7 .. 0J4-.43c 

Sample: A,rit-.~c. ,_..,1,,,1•1,(: 

Lab number: 1Jk/'i'-' ..1 

Sample weight: ;v.(>u 1 

Residue weight: J '"'-' '+ 
Weight dissolved: 7 ·I 76 
Sample treatment: 

%residue: .Jo .2 
%soluble: :,q '8: 

Date of U-Th sepn: 1-,/"rio 
Spike activity: U:t?48 41-1 

Counting delay: 
Th: o ,,, ,i1....A 
Th: .P/G 

lf.£~1 ; 228Th decay factor: c...n '/'!) 
Mis spike: 1u 

Date of plating U: !'1/rc, 

UR AN I UM Count time: ...2 /'!., /... Stan: 

2Jsu 

2J4u 

2320 
Bground : 
Tail method: 

Channels counted: ~ 1v, · 70 

Count std dev 

..IOi>fS'f 11-2 
,f<t)uG .}J 2 

2111,;n. 14 "J 

J'>/t/'ft.J ..,,.,,, { ~ ) ~ .:w~ .. ) 
--,./,,./ "', ~ rzvf 

bground 

J;)) 

.)? "? 

?/.) 

THORIUM Count time: 701)1, Stan: 
Channels counted: .J , v, -10 

Count Sid dev bground 

232Th r+o I n .).f-
230i' h /441- .St ~l) ~rt 
228Th 7-l}.,,.; :nt ~6 ( 

224R a .1::J 104 li>f )'14'1 

RESULTS; 

Stop: 

Lai I net 

;,J'1 i""1).)J 

3C) 4'iF'II 

- .J.J .. rc., 5" 

Stop: 

t ai I net 

/(., (.) t/)0 
I) v 1+4-f )<1 

C"16 fl, 3"9-J 
'5W :; ~·,~-s 

234U/238U: ;). 517 Sid dev: (),0.)4 234U/232U: ), 11 t Sid dev: c., . ._,,c, 

[U] ppm: 1 <;, Z 

228Th-0.054Ra: })il/f, 228Th/decay factor: -lo+l4- 228Th-232Th: b'i &. I 

230Th/228Th: J.c.,r.,· 1 std dev: o .u,o 

[Th] ppm: J t"j l Th yield: :).) . /1/.;, JI'.,..., )2 

230Th/234U: o 14 2 std dev. c.> c, ... ~; Spike 228Th/232U: o ,':/ 

%std dev/100 

{.) (,c..• (5 

(> c...-o .r 
0 c,u? 

%std dev/100 

(). 01,f 

CJ <·,u 5 
o Uc..:, ,f.. 

(.) 00 i 

Correct 230Th/234U: o 1it f Sid dtv: o,x'·i 232Th/234U: CJ.DJ 5 std dev: ,, , . .JO/ 

Age (kA): /"7'/ {:,, ~, (+) 400 (-) ~.ti7 

(234U/238U)t=O: 3· \ 2 std dcv: c,.c, -~ 234lJ/238U age~ std dev: 

Comments: 
?HLA e-.k ...,., .~ r.vlf,J . 

p I. •L I '',.1. 
• 'f,\t,AJD• /,.,.P, j ,r' 

~o ,,i, J 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Sample no: ·?,7-01r-<;1.: Labnumber: t&!?/qo ;i 
Sample: , ,. 

.._;.'":ff.,., ,,;./(.} tiu . .,1/~" c-1/-,_ ,-.,t-{L 

Sample weight: 10 c,v.;1 
Residue weight: ;i. s J-, 
Weight dissolved: :-; "-68, 

%residue: 1? 3 
%soluble: tp.r, 

Sample l rea tm en l: ,,._,J/ ... "", ·""· (,:f c,L ., ~.,, --<. ,,!", 

Date of U-Th sepn: 1·ljr/i() Countingdelay:IS,,t,1, 228Th decay factor: 0<)Z5.-:t 
Spike activity: U: ,-ifcij,;,,a ... ~Th: 1-,71-,~.'!C'~~Mls spike: /() 
Date of plating U: .)C./?/?c, Th: .)y--;r 

URANIUM Count time: I.? ?I 
Channels counted: 

Stan: t'. .3 .. '}:> cJ/6/<Jo Stop: 11-50,, ,sJr:;,,o 

-Jo' ~,o 1,-..u .J.;·-.-«• .,....~~--),();" -o c,~ J 

Count Sid dev bground ta i I n e 1 %s1d dev/100 

23su t.. 4-6 /~ +o/ 1.n /{,,f (, h J·~-t-:). {), ()O '/·/ 

234u I O 'ifl9 71-.2 S'4 I /7'.J foti 101-'l'f I l' (>O .$ I 
232u .2.6 ~3 7-- ~;7/.J/3 - .7bl,:.J + 0- ilO&.J. 

' B ground : .:J'fff/<7~ 4 3J... 

Tail method: .rnv ,.. .. all. J 

THORIUM Count time: 61/.... Stan: 1.J. ?.C):, ? /tfio Stop: 5". Jo? (,/c-'/'?o I . 
Channels counted: -301 f/0 

Count std dev bground tail net %std dev/100 

232Tb 1;3(.'is 1, I .1-, 34U cJai-.s o.c;110 

230i' h :1.,q4-qo 41 I 64 J)(} 2 t.t/ ;l Ci (:; 0- OOt'f 

228Tb -:,..qsgo 1:::J / ;.;i.o ~~">7 7-b 11) (). 00 '.58 
224R a ;1,is:,o :1.+1 /31& ~{JU h 7114· o. ()0 3 <; 

234U/238U: /. 7/u f Sid dev: O· <'•" g' e 234U/232U: 'r L1J 7+ std dev: ~;. (J) OU 

[U] ppm: 4 r;. 0 U yield: ,._4-.), ?";G ~ 

228Th-0.054Ra: 724,H 228Th/decay factor: ',fl') n 228Th-232Th: 64f"7o (o.,,"u) 

230Th/228Th: 4 .. /i;/f.l std dev: c,. c.J/6 

[Th] ppm: i. 8 Th yield: 6 y , )~, 

230Th/234U: /. c, Sl l std dev. c1.t•oZ'i Spike 228Th/232U: ti.<.JJ 

Correct 230Th/234 U: /. t'' 1 1 std dcv: t• ·' ,c, ~-;-? 232Th/234U: c, · P S ~ ·:; s1d dcv: c c •l ,. ~ 

Age (kA): (+) 7. -4 (·) "7. L:, 

(234U/238U)t=O: ,.J. f.l 6 std dev: .:i '' i .J '> 234U/238U age: s1d dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAI KATO. 

Sample no: g-:;-o)S:- fie.. Lab number: :l.6/r/t10 ..p:i 
Sample: ·Zy,c,.' r.,!~ ~,u.16~- ,w&,""4 

Sample weight: il"' oo:i'J 
Residue weight: .J. /t'f 6J %residue: .J.J. ('.) 
Weight dissolved: ::; . f,:0-1 %soluble: 7 ff.() 
Sample treatment: J';;/7 ~ h, .. , U "fl?..r u il.. ,,,4,_ .. ,.t.,e .,(, ,,.(.M~ ..,,.J. 

,r(jL // • ', '/{. l.4.v...._-.. 

Date of U-Th sepn: .)7/7/'1o Countingdelay:3<f>',t<•v> 228Th decay factor: c.'i650 
U:/ 1:-0 if'o...l,Th:1 /S s1/;c.....l) Mis spike: 10 
U: 31/?/'io Th: 1/t./•1~ 

Spike activity: 
Date of plating 

URANIUM Count time: .21/... Stan: -,.Jc~ .F,/~)io Stop: 4- ~t}., .; c./8 
Channels counted: -30 1 f/0 

Count std dev bground tai 1 II et %std dev/100 

23Su ·nuq Ill / i· 664-b 6 l01c; {' ()()"f J 
234u 11158&. tO I { .)10 3 1, s· -1- 1 t (' (,1{_.1 ~ 0 

232u .;l.',?5'Jq II I f .J3S H· (.) ( l J 5-,._, 

Bground: .Jr/tho 51.i.. f)4j51 ) 
Tail method: .nzu ,•=,4..:'t.'cf 

THORIUM Count time: !bS.i.... Stan: I.) /l;·:, .r,N/<10 Stop: CJ ,c.i,, 1cy<1fac• 

Channels counted: - 30, + 10 

Count std dev bground t ai I net %std dev/100 

232Th JOO/ 110 /sw.~ ;J.+o ,f C, s- c,. c:, 'I "6 'f 
230Th J'l / ,44. lJ'13 /1171 /VO 1-1?1? O· c;o ~ I 

228Th ;iu, IS~ / 4-c?) ·,oo ,s 16 ;;L 0 (J / s-o 
224R a if'H q+'t /ref-' .,240 f,li•J (1 0 .)..06 

Bground: J ·71~/'ic.J SI-<. (" 1t-s11) 

Tail method: -11 '-;L """'l,J ~;. .).2Z'Y7C: 
.T1 Y'J(, 1::,./ ,,C,· .1•~, nc,;,z;.,. y4,....<Z, .n~<-• 

RESULTS: 
/.);Jr) 4,C•<q'JO 

234U/238U: ~/ std dev: t" oc,i) 234U/232U: ~;i std dev: o-ofl 5 

[UJ ppm: 41·- t) U yield: '/ ~ . 4- % 

228Th-0.054Ra: S Tf7 228Th/decay factor: 6 / o ;J 228Th-232Th: S-6 '/'? (O 1_,1-c.7) 

230Th/228Th: J I I '16 std dev: o. o<:::,J) 

[Th) ppm: I '/ Th yield: .) . S '}~, 

230Th/234U: c,. l°i~B std dev. t~6'i1 Spike 228Th/232U: o. q -~ 

Correct 230Th/234U: c 7-IIJ std dtv: ,•o,S-"f· 232Th/234U: o <•It 1 std dev: o ,v 1 6 

Age(kA): 1)0. 4 (+) 4.cJ (-) 4 .. 7 

(234U/238U)t=O: ,J. C11 / std dev: o <-'I u 234U/238U age: s1d dcv: 

Comments: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Sample no: Zf t -0 SI -6 6- b Lab number: :;1/G/<i o 

Sample: ,4:../ 7a~,,,,,. ,,.../1, P.L«.at'>-._:.._.,_ ~£.:,,,..~. 

Sample weight: </ c;'-ICJ9 
Residue weight: O . '!.Jct· 
Weight dissolved: q o 71 
Sample treatment: --

%residue: .;; S 
%soluble: 9<...> -1 
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Date of U-Th sepn: .:Jl/l/'iL' Counting delay: .. .h' ,i..'/.1 228Th decay factor: o '/80 
Spike activity: U:, .f,:l -:s'1 /H:1.-1:fh: I· 7, ~;.,u~t; Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: ~?'11/o/t;o Th: .l·1!~1<,o 

URANIUM Count time: 711, Stan: 6 ,or' J 01/.,/<ro 

Channels counted: --t. S, ,. IL' 

Count std dev bground tai I net %std dev/100 

23Bu 1'17 b.) 14 I ..;c;s· c., ti/.2 £ 7- e) c,c-:,,: 

234u 7'ilb I l'i't tl 'i 4· 0 .?N7J 0 .()c-, S' 

232u 1'16.J I l4·U I'!!, () tti+J (, () .(,() f 

Bground : 
Tail method: 

THORIUM Count time: , 71.. Stan: 5- ""'," ,•/7/'io Stop: ,o ,;o,, 1JJr/'tcJ 

232Th 

230Th 

228Th 

224R a 

B g round: 
Tail method: 

RESULTS: 

Channels counted: -· .?~- t 10 

Count Sid dev 

/J6Ci 

4:J'1 f) .. 

.) ]o.,)O 

..}/t,c;~ 

b/7/'io ~1/i ((; ) 
;;,13 7Z '1 ; '~P.. :~"' !,.( 

~,.t..u, .J·r,··..f'-J 

I 

bground 

65 
.2 r .--i 
(u 

/I b 

• , 7 '13 

ta i I net 

7) 115 I 
CJ() 4Jo</o 

'if 40 ,l;J 1.2 () 

.JL>O .;J /..JG 1 

234U/238U: I ,q 71 std dev: () ,,, 7 234U/232U: /· <I SS- std dev: c· ,, 1 l 

[UJ ppm: 16 · Cl U yield: lc/-J </c. 
(,?) <[) 

228Th-0.054Ra: ,Jc>9 1) 228Th/decay factor: Jc).):) t 228Th-232Th: 1,1-&:J 1 
( C ,,c I) 

230Th/228Th: .J. o 'f,· 1 std dev: o . c I C: 

[Th) ppm: ) - Go· Th yield: 6 r- -ci·~ 

230Th/234U: /.ut,4. stddev. c,.c.,,3 Spike228Th/232U: D- 9=! 

%std dev/100 

(;.('~) 

0- {1c....)-

0 (.JC, -I 

0 (IC, 1 

Correct 230Th/234U: /· o J 3 std dev: O or 3 232Th{.!34U: t'J. o.i e. std dev: c1 u u 1 

Age (kA): J~ 0. 1 (+) //, 1 (-) /0- ·f-

(234U/238U)t=O: ,;; . ,;, 't 1 std dev: C-1 (I_} 6 234U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Sample no: ~]-031-Gt,6 
Sample: .,'f,,,.,fevr:~c.-- c;.,6('.1,,o;G 

Sample weight: 10-001 

Residue weight: t>. 'f ;; 'i 
Weight dissolved: '1 .O"I f, 

Sample treatment: U A}-,J 5 

Labnumber: r:i/.,/<ID I 

c. .:. .:-t.s~ I' l C,t, 

%residue: q .s~:... 
%soluble: ,,o. :i~;c 

/.7 .. ,1 ~,It. ~. 

Date of U-Th sepn: l't/1;/'i.J Counting delay: 8' c£..ys 228Th decay factor: o. <i<J.) 
Spike activity: U: o.,g $.j/../ Th: 0-th .tf'p...l Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: ,.,!{. ? Th: .:Jt/1, 7 

URANIUM Count time: ~--0 1~ A Stan: 
Channels counted: ~ 1v1 - 'l-0 

Count std dev bground tai 1 n e l %std dev/100 

23Bu "lii56 ).1() ~ ,1 1 J 5 6 410'8...l o. 00>-

234u 'iJJbt 3oS '1"-l .5 14 '1,)5"9t., ,,. uo3 
2320 ,fi:l.51 ;z 1C/ .:i 17 - '17911 o. uo:,· 

Bground : .J~/'(10 .;+., 11/JJ ("' W'•l;-,J 
Tail method: /_~ ,1s/i;., 

,';1,,0,a V "'', V7 

THORIUM Count time: 7() '~ J, Stan: 4 Jl}, P/~/"J Stop: ~;, .1!>/1,/'fv 

Channels counted: -110, -Jo 

Count std dev bground tail net %std dev/100 

232Th 4-<;J~ 61 /~)- .14u 4,::;·;~ o. ot7· 
230Tb /5(,9)3 3'1b b II /#0 1S61:iJ () . .:;,c, 3 
228Tb ''ii'.21 'if g )&7 5·+h ,n;; zoc, E I 0.004 

224R a .). -gg;:; t?O +.J s· I /ODO .) 3 ~(:;. q o. oc1 'i:f 
Bground: .,J.5'/t-/"IO .;.41, (JO) r,. 7U'¥.,,.J 

Tail method: ;)It?.,,....,,~./,.(·~ ;,:,-~71., v65 7 .yc.. 0 ~ 

RESULTS; 

234Un38U: /. </(, l Sid dev: 0,01/ 234Un32U: / . .:J 5 5 Sid dev: U. 0 II 

[UJ ppm: / i. 'f U yield: 6{,.6% y/.:U .J). 

228Th-0.054Ra: t15'l'O•f 228Th/decay fac1or: -15 3; 3 228Th-232Th: 7 4 7 11 
!o ,.,",,) 

230Thn28Th: J. o 7?. std dev: O. O 1 (} 

[Th] ppm: ;l.::, 7 Th yield: ?7,1'1., JI'; o .J2 

230Th/234U: l DI 5 Spike 228Th/232U: {) · '1 1 

Correct 230Th/234U: /. O q-U 

Age (kA): )b4 0 8' 

s1d d<.:v: o t•C•'-6 232Th/234U: o O.J 8 s1d dcv: o ,,ti I 
(+) 7-)f (-) .;.t'':," 

(234Un38U)1=0: J. u.n std dcv: O·LJ/7 234Un38U age: ~ Sid dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: '81-6 7c::.. Lab number: ,q/q/90 1-
Sample: ~v ~ .,&~~ u,vfu, ..... ~ 

Sample weight: 10.000, 
Residue weight: o. 6ozr %residue: 6. I 
Weight dissolved: 'f . .r+ .2 %soluble: 9 ?. 'f 
Sample treatment: /oi..., .:,.,-! ,..,4 /,,· e-4.._,(.,1 ttl'j u ~ 72-. 

Date of U-Th 
Spike activity: 

}1/11 
sepn: ).c-/C/ /qo Counting delay: bf.4.f 228Th decay factor: o. '1 338 

U: /$0 4,/,(kfffh: l·-1-S ~ /10,.~ Mis spike: 10,...,(i. 

Date of plating U: .)°'/'7 Th: ,1~/'I 

UR AN I UM Count time: 4-6/v) Stan: 4- 10 e :n/11/,o Stop: ) . ,op ;J.'i/11 (110 

Channels counted: - ,;·o ,o s-
Count std dev hground 1 ai I 

23su .)171)0 )c'4- ~lCYf 4J;}H 
234u JD~~t/ 4-'l'J ..,4,11 /0,fY, 

232u 4:;l3'67 q, '"=> 'i'J -
•Bground : t"1/t)/'i0 ,;,R 

Tail method: -~ ,,,1 "~u 

THORIUM Count time: 4'6t.J1 
Channels counted: 

Stan: 

-3s) --110 
I 

4-. t<P(l H/tt/qo 

Count std dev hground tai I 

232Th /¥1-J 14--':> u. ;40 
23°'f h ,or/,). S'1 67....,,. /i,0 go 
228Th 10619 ,4-':, -:::> 5~1' /0 'r ( 

224R a /'ll!-.;J. 33S"3~3'4-.1J /fi#7,/!1 I W 

B ground : /&/ /1 J./'lo tf..f'J.,. (lC 4~5) 
Tail method: P6A,,_/l_M ,(:r .i:.4fi 2 1f 

J"-;,,t,.,--; ,,g,. .:U:J. 1 zJO ; J14 n.C~ 

RESULTS: 

net 

!75/.,b7il 
,qqood.. 

+'>JQ4 

net 

15;:J..6 

/Oq0f8 

,gqq I 
155'8'"t-

234U/238U: 1.1"1-'S't std dev: O,OO"t3 234U/232U: 41-o'>J... s1d dev: o.o)5? 

[UJ ppm: 6f. O U yield: 6,f--S-% 

%s1d dev/100 

0.00.2.'1 

0 00,,l.4 

o oo+'f 

%s1d dev/100 

0.030.,,. 

0, 00~0 

o.o0"?8 

{).1)0'1'? 

228Th-0.054Ra: J '81+'1 228Th/decay fac1or: /44-3 6 228Th-232Th: /?&110 ,0.008"1 

230Th/228Th: b.0$10 std dev: .:J, 05'/J 

[Th) ppm: 3. C, Th yield: ,2 ~. / '7'o 

230Th/234U: / . .JQJ r s1d dev. £>,014-1 Spike 228Th/232U: o, q 1 

Correct 230Th/234 U: /. J. f 4•1 

Age (kA): 

std dcv: o. ()I ~6 232Th/234U: e>- o Ii I s1d dev: o. ooo 6 

(+) (.) 

(234U/238U)t=0: std dev: 234U/238U age: s1d dcv: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES, 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Sample no: i1-l,]c, 
Sample: --r •• J., "1,,: !. i. 

/., 7 - '·' '<J .. ca.ir.>•~ 

Sample weight: 1c, ,,c,,•'J 
Residue weight: o 'i•it 

Weight dissolved: 'i '/ <'"f 
Sample treatment: 

Lab number: .Jtf/'1 j,10 1 
.:N4,-v<L 

%residue: -" tJ 
%soluble: q4. / 

Date of U-Th sepn: Jl/-;/10 Counting delay: 1:°Jd....ys 228Th decay factor: t' •i)u<'i 
Spike activity: U: 1 :t;c, ·f/,,.t, Th:;.}<; 1!1 ;,,, ... 1, Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: ) 7/.i Th: ;t/•J 

URANIUM Count time: SS/, Stan: 1.., rs., 11/,J. Stop: .? ,~, ,.·,/, J 

Channels counted: - 50, ,15 
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Count Sid dev bground I ai I n e 1 %std dev/100 

238LJ 

234u 

232LJ 

Bground : 
Tail method: 

ll• '!C'!t., 4// 

n1144 ,f}15 

?"c•wS l<i 7 
1'1/tl / •JC/ 4- 51, /; 
..w,4t'tjr ,., ;-r,u 

().Cc)) .14 7 ?,834 
s.::,...1J U4- II 4-6 

1 •/v) I/CJ -

THORIUM Count time: 'i5J.. Start: tv S-><\ 11/1) 

Channels counted: - so, , 10 

Count std dev bground ta i I 

232Th S140 7J {(;,tJ n 4'6U 

/0 /9 JS -

/iO 594 

3 "is t'I) 

n e l 

,wo 
230yh 3)3-731 ', {.(I /~J) tor. )40 J.is·ooJ 
228Th vfU> JH Toll <..!) l~'i'i b.l IOJ. 

224R a '-' S'itb JS) 3_m} ,fi',) /(J(;(J s·zu, 4 
Bground: 
Tail method: 

t 'i(;}./-io t 'ih/) ''f-s 
r,u,,Gtt.";I "" J''f'c, /, '12~ ......t,/ ;it fJ,. 

ry/v=r .,.- ~t1-.,.t~ 
RESULTS: 

234U/238U: / ./17 

• [UJ ppm: 61, 9 

228Th-0.054Ra: SY'lJq 

230Th/228Th: S . 4-~ 7 

!Th] ppm: 3 50 

230Th/234U: t h,'l 

std dev: l'·l't'tO 234U/232U: 4 .i,;~() std dev: e>.CJ(, 

U yield: 4-'I · 5'!.., 

228Th/decay factor: b ,;,,,,o 

std dev: o 6) 13 

Th yield: 77. 'i/._ 

228Th-232Th: Yq+c.• li 

Ji = <) • ).J 

std dev. o oo"ifi Spike 228Th/232U: o 'I? 

c) . UU.)(;, 

O· 00 _) 4 
c, ·<·,0 SI 

%std dev/100 

(I c.°' 1t...S 

"(l(Jt'B 

0 .c,C,,f-.) 

() (}(•if-.; 

Correct 230Th/234U: I I J 4 std dev: o c•v-ls' 232Th/234U: <! 01.,0 std dev: c, ,sew~ 

Age(kA): ~ (+) (-) 

(234U/238U)t=0: std dev: 234U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 



Sample no: 'if7-l-4el. 

URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES, 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample: 7"-"fi>r rdk_J L~~',,(j, 

Lab number: ,)4/q /qo 
r;Nbo,.,.,C;, 

Sample weight: 10.ooC:':J 

Residue weight: o- tot 
Weight dissolved: q.;i.r!, 
Sample treatment: 

%residue: }. ? 
%soluble: cp. ~ 

Da1e of U-Th 
Spike activity: 

J"/11 
sepn: :it;/'1/9o Coun1ing delay: 6'4y> 228Th decay factor: o.? 356 

U:, ~o ~JO,../~ Th: /. ~ ~z./;o.~ Mis spike: ,o 
Date of plating U: ;,1jq Th: J..'i/'I 

UR AN I UM Count time: 116 Ar, S1an: J. ')p .ifjt1/qcJ Stop: IO·IS-... 4/1.2 /90 

Channels counted: - SO + 10 

Count 

23su DUb 
234u ,os-J;;i,;i 
232u 5'5'+5? 

B ground : 1'1/1.2/'lo .,_ri.. 
Tail method: ~ .,,., JJtu 

/ 

s1d dev bground 

.ll'f~Qb 

+)'t --''"'' 
qf--':::> ,;Jf.;J 

'"· (.: +.-) 

ta i I 

4-~S" 
303 

-

THORIUM Coum time: Ill, lv5 Stan: .:urp ;;9/t1/yt.) 

Channels counted: - 3c;1 ., 1 o 

Count s1d dev bground t ai 1 

232Th 4-:,.05 t,8-> r;r 400 
23°'f h 1n-1+J I { 6 ·--:> 4-0.:) )IO 
228Th 'i I €JS'i5 .s:i.s.-1~·1 .2 Z'36 
224R a '}(,t,O'f 55f !.-;>'firvO /l"10 

n e 1 

r,,~s 
/0.3'/ 1 '.i 
H°.')45 

net 

4-1.~0 
66'500 

':1 ~ +let 
6°l'JOq 

234U/238U: ;J. oe>G 1 std dev: o .c110 234U/232U: 1.815 tv s1d dev: o . 0 100 

[UJ ppm: /4-. <t U yield: 33. 4% 

%std deY/100 

(I. eoo4-r 
O· OOJ I 
0.004'5 

%s1d dcv/100 

o. LJl::/6 

0,00.;I.S'° 

o. 003 e 
0. c>u44 

228Th-0.054Ra: 7 ~'i3) "I 228Th/decay fac1or: 7 'o '1t7 228Th-232Th: 7+ 7'6 T O .oO+f-
1 

230Th/228Th: .).0966 s1d dev: o. 01c6 

[Th] ppm: ;J. 6 Th yield: 4-G.S% 

230Th/234U: /. //4-6 s1d dev. o. 0CIJ5' Spike 228Th/232U: o,97 

Correct 230Thn34U: I O'?I) Sid dcv: 0 oOJf 232Th/234U: o.o:nq Sid dev: o. 0006 

Age (kA): .J 99u (+) 4 f (-) + ) 

.234U/238U)t=O: J J):) sld dev: 0 U/t 234U{238U age: s1d dcv: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

Sample no: -Z 7-? f,~ Lab number: l'i/<li'lu J 

Sample: 1'"1lcY r,:tL~ (,,t,,10/f~ ,i'-'6,.i,t,(t 

Sample weight: </ •/<ltf'J 
Residue weight: o · ? 8.f j %residue: -7 · <[";{_, 

Weight dissolved: '} JI 7) %soluble: t() J·Y._, 
Sample treatment: , , j ;.: ,. ., ~, 

f' I>.<'-' l"'"J JC,·' 'L 

Date of U-Th 
Spike activity: 

sepn: :iv/'~/o/u Counting delay: S 4,~s. 228Th decay factor: o. Ci4- 7 £! 

Date of plating 
U:1-oo~/1l)~ Th: 1-?'i ~,1,u,,../<;:.Mls spike: 10 

U: J 3/•/ Th: ) 5f'I 

URANIUM Count time: 1-11.,.lv> Stan: 1 Olp 1.J./,1/<?C) 

Channels counted: - SO 1 10 

Count Sid dev bground 1 a i I n e I %std dev/100 

23su 'i';,Zl'i'..6 I)>-.:, j';;i:l OS 51-fu S O-c:c;4-3 

234u /114-1 7 Ji'4-':>,i'(., :;?8 1/6 ).C~ l),e,,,.50 

2320 i, :711,() s, f -:::, r:JJ.. - 62oS:'lf 0, Oo ..,0 

B ground : 1 i'/•i/,tu .zµ.. 
Tail method: ,,.,;,4?l ,.,... •. .,,z,u 

THORIUM Count time: 4C//.)J.., 1 Stan: 1 Ob1:i 12/1 l'io Stop: .;1. 3~,., ,4/11/10 

Channels counted: - 30 , 1o 

Count std dev bground tail n e I %std dev/100 

232Th :i 4(,) )4 ~,;, 5-U .160 ;lcJ5- :J LJ.c}.,J6/ 

23D-f h '64-r 3'1 41 ·-';:, t'.i ..'.)4 L1 i,4- +(4- O ,OO:I;-

228Th 4SJ'6;:l :,41,-::::,501 2 ll',.) .,,f.)6 i' 3 a. 0051 

224R a +4-Cltl t 3T7 "?fl+.J ~co 4143 I c,.,:,c,5.S 

234U/238U: .2, O.:tJ;J std dev: o, o 10.i 234U/232U: / · i:r& I std dev: o. c,c,<i + 

[UJ ppm: /4--. 6 U yield: '8 7 · qtf.., 

228Th-0.054Ra: 4-04-J 6 228Th/decay factor: 4-.J l t.. 3 228Th-232Th: 4<J 6 tl, () · o L• Yf; 

230Th/228Th:.),O ·7'36 std dev: 0-01,f/ 

[Th] ppm: J. 3 Th yield: 59. .2 ",<, 

230Th/234U: / /Dt., li' std dev. O, oO'ij Spike 228Th/232U: C1 'I 7 

Correct 230Th/234U: / o 7 J<, std dcv: o-oo '10 232Th/234U: <, L)J{, 1 Sid dev: o o,,c, f 

Age (kA): 

(234U/238U)t=O: J. N-·O 

Comments: 

• 

(+) q. 6 (-) g.9 

std dev: o tlt,7 234U/238U age: std dev: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

Sample no: "81- 0·5(,· -:JC:, b Lab number: i'3/&/",0 ~ 
Sample: /1,J;o,,t.l·ic I"'<..,,.,,_., '-....,lu, ...... ~. 

Sample weight: 10 ono"J 
Residue weight: o t'ib %residue: q.i_,· 
Weight dissolved: CJ. I o 4- %soluble: q I, 0 
Sample treatment: .,~.,6 ., ,/_.,.;, ••. , ,,f ···'""-

5 ~ 1/ '/,~/-, 'f"'U,•- ' •• t,. ~ ··/'" ·,.; • '."'· 
/)~."l :,...:•"- __......: .• .... ~··(~"-:·.:,/ .ft.. ,.,.,_.,1/ , .• .,, •. ~--. 

Date of U-Th 
Spike activity: 

sepn: 'I/,;., • .,, Counting delay: I L'\ ,,/"'11 228Th decay factor: C· <\ 'f; l, 
U:o tl5 ~1'...J Th: o 17'> <3t/""'( Mls spike: 10 

Date of plating U: 13/"r/9" Th: ,,;-;,;4,, 

URANIUM Count time: ;; 3 I._ Stan: i 4c;,,
, 1<;", -4-S" 

,,j;/1-' Stop: > .,,r-,.,... n;rh o 

Channels counted: 

Count std dev bground ta i 1 net %std dev/100 

23su ')) l3'.,c; I~) ;no :J J 't£i"I 3 L1 - C1 c,i 
234u 4J(:,0(> ~4-4 I 17 'l ~-1 o'i. 1 c '· o o s· 
2J2u ;111 G l5 '16 - ) I l 1 2 O· f'C1r 

Bground : 
Tail method: 

THORIUM Count time: 43h Stan: s 4-c',., 1H1/90 

Channels counted: t 101 - "5 ') 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %s1d dev/100 

232Th 154-b t1:>0 qo / )C-1 l> (·(;-<,", 

23°'f h ',bo+.;i b2\ '~ <; "l')'lS.2 r, [,() 4 
228Th :i ibl8 J :; / f,4-"'1, n i 3-t t.•· ('0{, 

224R a ')) goc-, }"i ') +so J.]Ob I (! 00 '/ 
B ground: ,1,,,.:t-,•"' ·J .1,h•' ,1;z Ju I ( ,,-4rn) 
Tail method: 

)•</., ,.....,{I,/ J~. ,/4·) !f''Y'(.,'u,t~ 

RESULTS: 
234U/238U: JoSS stddev:f>.O/q 234U/232U:1.'l3' stddev: o.,,n 

(U] ppm: /). 2 U yield: 61-.1% 

228Th-0.054Ra: JUA-7:> 228Th/decay fac1or: J -;1° b 228Th-232Th: 2 s- 141 
({>00t) 

230Th/228Th: ;J. 1 ~ I std dev: o . o, 7 

(Th] ppm: J. Ju Th yield: 4~.1% 

2 30Th/234 U: / 11 o s1d dev. ,, "J If Spike 228Th/232U: o q l 

Correct 230Th/234U: I c, 7 7 

Age (kA): 

std dev: t' ,,11 232Th/234U: o.('..J S" 

(+) /4 (, (·) /} / 

s1d dcv: , C L-, I 

(234U/238U)t=O: ~ li-; s1d dev: c,. , · 5 I 234U/238U age:,,...------ sld dcv: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Sample no: '8 7 - t1 3 l ·· 7{6 Lab number: 10/7-/t?o 3 
Sample: 7 . 

J"Y/d/ t,':.J-l:.J C:.u<-dft•·< 

Sample weight: 1 0 - <.-<..'('.J 
Residue weight: 9 J J z 
Weight dissolved: 0 . 7 7·1 
Sample treatment: 

%residue: ? · 6 
%soluble: •1 J. :; 

Date of U-Th sepn: //- 7 ·'lo Counting delay: .J lc-.•7 ~ 228Th decay factor: o '7;, q 
Spike activity: U: f,ti'0~/'°4h: ;; 7.1 ,1;,t-''··..O Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: Th: 

URANIUM Count time: 2 S 11., J... Stan: Stop: 
Channels counted: - 0 ".· r 10 
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Count Sid dev bground t ai I n e l %s1d dev/100 

23su F>r;~f 
234u "1 q. t, ,; 7 
232u Jj 4-g 7 

Bground 
Tail method: 

) .• 

THORIUM Count time: _sol, 
Channels counted: 

Count Sid 

232Th 4-JcJ<"i 
230Th 54116 
228Th .J)i,Jo 
224R a ,}q.) °<;.,l 

Bground: 

dev 

Tail method: .2,t/J, n-u.c.&1 /o' ,n-'fr:I, 
<>1'4n J''Y~;u'0. 

RESULTS: U 

/61 

411 
7( 

( "5'' 11 , _ '"{. TY 

Stan: 
101 .,. io 

bground 
I .Jc: 

40' 
II( 

,.le. •ct 

.J-cJG .,)J (' 'if b 

i_f"E, 443..J r 
J.)4!t:-

Stop: 

ta i I net 

;.._1k,OC) I 5,· / '/ 

z;'oo ~- ,'1415 

1 { '6.;l .265"?1 
.)400 .). 6G. .,l J 

234U/238U: .J.co I std dev: o t'.)f 234U/232U:; "ill std dev: 0 .oL"'/ 

[U) ppm: / f. e, 

(l {I() r 
C:,. (>U.) 

().(JO I 

%std dev/100 

O· cl,,!._:,-

C). ('_1C4· 

o .,x, r 

228Th-0.054Ra: 228Th/decay factor: 228Th-232Th: .) ,t.oS-q 

230Th/228Th: J. 2 c-'9c.> s1d dev: c1. <1 L fe> 

[Th] ppm: 5. o Th yield: J'1 '}<Yc 

230Th/234U: 1. 111 std dev. c• o.) G Spike 228Th/232U: o. '11 

Correct 230Th/234U: / O i: 4 O s1d dev: o o:J <; 232Th/234U: (I o 5 f c.- s1d dev: ,, 00 , 0 

Age (kA): 

(234U/238U)t=O: 

Comments: 

(+) u, <·) .2.,-.r 

( >-1 sld dev: o .__, "-( 234U/238U age: s1d dev: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

Sample no: '31- - BS <J. Lab number: 14/rt/'10 ) 

Sample: 7'"7/b.- /tal4J_ JA,uollA- <fu&,.u,~ 

Sample weight: '1 _qq°'J 
Residue weight: J. 7t1:, %residue: ~7. / 
Weight dissolved: 7. ;i-06 %soluble: 7). CJ 
Sample treatment: 

Date of U-Th 
Spike activity: 

sepn: _:5/0/vo Count!ng delay: 4-ld~c,, 228Th decay factor: o '154-4· 
U: t oo &zjto.,./~ Th: 1. 7s «z/1v.-/:, Mis spike: 10 

• 

Date of plating U: )o/q Th: Jt/ti 

URANIUM Count time: 'l]A Stan: ISJ,P 1/11/10 

Channels counted: - 5u ·t ,0 
I 

Count std dev bground tail 

23su '2310 l)t,--'>4'li Jb6 i 
234u )11 l'Ll lit-:>/1/b Ill+ 
232u 1&~'11 ~f -'>],)I -

B ground : t8/t°f8o ,;,41,. 

Tail method: .,..,,=le/ "'' :11lSu 

THORIUM Count time: q3 A. Stan: /. D;, ,j1t/'10 
Channels counted: .- :,(.; ·t I c, , 

Count std dev bground t ai I 

232Th IIOII n -> ,or:: 1>00 

23°'f h I :,en'!. I 4)-> /63 .<j-'30 

228Th IM'fDI ');10-:>'l'\\ 4400 

224R a 101:,'f::;!3 1416 . ..:,:,5¥15 :iooo 
Bground: t~fi/'1,.J .;4-t,. t5) 
Tail method: J'Ofl., ,....xU -rfor :z1tsn:_; .14 

es~-......~ .,,.,p,; .. ~~ 'J'"rv.4 
RESlJLTS: 

Stop: ~ f'jtl 
/"·?:Jo.. 

net %std dev/100 

7°!'18) (). 0031-
.2J4'8qq O,OOJJ. 

16tU, o-003G 

Stop: 10.5::,a. s/11 

n e I %s1d dev/100 

/0/06 0-vlO'S 

ll't+·~'8 o. oO;J..f 

/0"/-04·8 o.D033 
qq3::ix D. u0'.{4-

234U/238U: 1.6S6E std dev: o. Ollb 234U/232U: )_'t,)/1 std dev: o. 011'} 

[U] ppm: ;J /. I U yield: S' 7 · S-"/o 

228Th-0.054Ra: 'I 1f6'61- 228Th/decay factor: Jo 33 99 228Th-232Th: q,3;q J, o OO,f-0 

230Th/228Th: /.q13.2 std dev: o.oo,gq 

[Th] ppm: 6. 3 Th yield: ::u. 4-0/o 

230Th/234U: o 6 7~J.. std dev. o. 004 3 Spike 228Th/232U: o. 'r? 

Correct 230Th/234U: o.r:, s·:,~ std dcv: o 004:i 232Th/234U: o oJJ;J. std dcv: 0.0<>1.J~ 

Age (kA): /0/,) (+) /.O (-) /. 0 

(234U/238U)t=O: J) fU std dev: O t 111- 234U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF \V AIKA TO 

Sample no: S"l-~S:o.. Labnumber: 1/'l/itO J 
Sample: 71>-fl.:,,· V.~(,,".1 ~~ ,>-J-60~ 

Sample weight: 10. vo 13 
Residue weight: .l-'11-b %residue: :it· 5" 
Weight dissolved: ""'f • .J ~S" %soluble: -:,;; ·) 
Sample treatment: J..zj!/ o,.,,_ ...,uh ~ Ht= l,,e.../.-J 

-~ r'.llo...J o<>t....~ ""'"l'Mj =...,...·~-,., 

Date of U-Th sepn: 10/q/qo Counting delay: 4od...7s 228Th decay factor: cJ. q 6 I I 
Spike activity: U:/-60 ff;J10..l>Th:!-r-f 81/1v...l1 Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: n/q Th: 1 f:/<1 

•URANIUM Count time: Jb6'1:>-"-'s Stan: 4--1:lp )c:>/10/qo Stop: ·s u)p ~1/10/"to 
Channels counted: - SO 1 + tO 

Count Sid dev bground t ai I n e l %s1d dev/100 

23su 1.:1-sz1- 11JL1 i,·h )1'14 16(/} 5 C i'.JO '! I 

234u 4rS11 J.t, 7 ie·, :i 9:~S'° 4+361- () ,i( 1.)(.) 

232LJ 11004 6.~ /,1 '> I - lb .:;c,.f () l..d) t'..) 

B ground : J'ii/1/10 ,;.,/A 
Tail method: -.--M _ ~Jr:u 

THORIUM Count time: lbb'l:ilv1 Stop: 3 .o)1:J ,J 1-/io{'I 0 

Channels coun1ed: -~, +10 

Count Sid dev bground tai 1 net %s1d dev/100 

232Th ]J.111:, ). r; /1·;":\ [rs·:, J 1<;(.).J r:,. ,·_.c, ~ I 

23D-r h :;<:.1010 40 / .) :, ~- 4-o'-' 
36/ '" l '.

0
' • C) J I 1-

228Th ).;0(,10 ,,)i ,'Ji(h hii" 7) J ;n G / f)· u,.J). ~ 

224R a J.o6ob4 11.ib / 11 i':.14- )4£10 / 'i 1 '7, -t-0 ,·, ,,a.24-

234Un38U: j.1.f,{, "i, Sid dev: 1)·U.). 7 'I 234U/232U:). :,c,e.:.J std dev: C, -0.J ':;.; 

[UJ ppm: .)P · S U yield: 1 O'X, 

228Th-0.054Ra: )PI ]'f'I· 228Th/decay factor: .lt''i'I{ f 

230Th/228Th: I cl I }L, s1d dev: 1, J S $c) 

228Th-232Th: / 't't 4-G I ,) UL' .J 15 
I 

[Th] ppm: ~ 1 Th yield: </. t- / ·,;:.J 

230Th/234U: o. ·101: I std dev. 0 L' '-' 1 , Spike 228Th/232U: o.' I 7 

Correct 230Th/234 U: C:· 0, ·f.(/1 

Age (kA): ;o'i·+ 

std dcv: o C·C•l>'I 232Th/234U: c '''/-0'/ s1d dcv: ,, 

(+) /. F' (·) / -1 

(234U/238U)t=O: J JEJ std dev: () .... >:;f 234U/238U age: s1d dcv: 

Comments: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES, 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Sample no: '37-9~'1. 
Sample: ;,;..,..t> l"d4 

Lab number: t/iho .) 
(,,~~ ,;,c.,li.,,w.4. 

Sample weight: lo l'<-"IJ 

Residue weight: o b4! 
Weight dissolved: '/. j{,C) 

Sample treatment: 

%residue: (., · 4 
%soluble: 9] 6 
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Date of U-Th sepn: .2/"c/'lo Counting delay: ..f.0,~"}5 228Th decay factor: O 9(.// 
Spike activity: U:;.ZO &;}~./>Th: t- l, 4;10 ..... ,1 Mis spike: /O 

Date of plating U: r/1: Th: l/'t 

URANIUM Count time: .,2 7/... Stan: t.J .. 35°",P 11/1/Jo Stop: J. Jrp 1.l/et 
Channels counted: - 4'>; ; IS-

Count Sid dev bground t ai I n e 1 %std dev/100 

23su 4-1 'ic; q Ill / ') 3 .)() g<-j ?CJ{} 7 0, OGS.'5 

234u •5t, J:27 JtJ,,/ J..c,t, II? S- 'i 4-?:. 5 (;, o CJ 044 
232u ~bb"f-( t14-/ b6 )65-15 0.00{)/ 

Bground : .}."f/B/'!O J'/,l .. 

Tail method: J3C() ,,_.&,(?.,j 

THORIUM Count time: ;J'ZJ... 
Channels counted: 

Stan: 3 45;7 1.2/q,k-to Stop: 7' .t,ts;i 1e/q 
- 5(\.,, 10 

Count std dev bground I a i I n e 1 %std dev/100 

232Th 1;9..:, 11 I J.2 0 11-G) D,OJ.+3 
230Th 6+1oS 14- I Jt 0 f,4-/b ·7 ooo+o 
228Th .?4-??6 .n/1-.2 2//6 3:215/f O· oo ':i~f 
224R a J5'..206 .£,/ 4~ f.J()C' J+S65 0, DC, 5S' 

Bground: 2"'1/C/ro SI( (><l~i) 
Tail method: J' .. /l ,~ti.:t 7e, -'=n 

:rrfvt., / ,,C. 2 r~ H-'7l.; ,,..,f-"' :,> +;~< 

RESULTS: 

234U/238U: /. J9:l {, std dev: 0. cc'J'ie;, 234U/232U:2. (16.34-std dev: o O 15 5· 

[U) ppm: J3 . .} U yield: t,9.0% 

228Th-0.054Ra: fcJ.).9.;2 228Th/decay factor: J 151 '6 228Th-232Th: ~11 Y(, (t..> o c.,b 1'-) 

230Th/228Th: J 1<ii,) std dev: (l. 01bf, 

[Th) ppm: .} . 7- Th yield: /5 b 't 

230Th/234U: I o q..<;r std dcv. C• o 11 ~ Spike 228Th/232U: o '7 7 

Correct 230Th/234U: / c, 15 8 std dev: Q.t•//() 232Th/234U: t! u)?F std dev: [qiOU :S 

Age (kA): .. FU. 1 (+) If.<} (·) /4 .(.) 

(234U/238U)t=O: /. f:'1 J std dev: O ( 11) 234U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 



URANJUM-THORJUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: '3-7-1St. Lab number: (,/3/1,:> .?-

Sample: fa..th- r.tl~j t,~~ <..vtt>.t,:J-G 

Sample weight: 10 ()O;,lJ 

Residue weight: o. f:. . .µJ 
Weight dissolved: c; . .i S-3 
Sample treatment: 

%residue: 6 · Y 
%soluble: 'I].'.)-

Date of U-Th sepn: 7/t/c;o Counting delay: %,boy'> 228Th decay factor: 0-ti'>S'f-
Spike activity: U:t.&11%/1t1. .. I, Th: /· .JS- CJ;; /1ti,,/i Mis spike: /0 
Date of plating U: 4/'5 Th: io/ff" 

URANIUM Count time: .)Cl.. Stan: ..J /0 .lcJ/c...N° Stop: 5:1 o .:,,lj"f 

Channels counted: -4o .1 15 
I 
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Count std dev bground I ai I ne 1 %std dev/100 

23su .10 .5A.9'. .N / ,4) 6T) ..1CJ'714 C>· (,U ~C) 

234u l,O'ZO S s'f" I t ., ,}4 ~ {,0 4,1 7 o.o, . .74( 
2320 3/S-"i'r- 1.?2 I 14.J 3;3q4- c,.,·,o 51 

B ground : l'!/'i/4o .J./J.. 
Tail method: .:i1"l'U ,.,.,,c4,/7 
THORIUM Count time: ,,l-H-. Stan: 5"· 301? .)1/9 fo,, Stop: 5",JC:,Q .:>.J/'1 /11.:, 

Channels counted: -J01 t/O 

Count std dev bground I ai I net %std dev/100 

232Th /]70 )<, 1",0 J.26l 0-030$ 

230Th .0.lbJ 4-1 /10 ~J;oo {). ,,0+4 
228Th J·U,'11 J.oro 1r,JQ .l6'i:C6 o. ()065 

224R a .1/., :J6'1 /1/3? 4C\:..) ,,] 4-'13 {_, 0.()0b8 

Bground: t'tl~/,;c> iL4A (")4/J.4) 
Tail method:· l'f<,,,t( c;.1 .J'6,4, .,t'-~ 

.f·?4.,.'c,,,( .#· .112,210 77; .,../:_,fr ,/ ..,~ 
RESULTS; 

234U/238U: .).04/J.. std dev: 0.01+7- 234U/232U: /.•UU std dev: r•.()15-, 

[UJ ppm: /4. g U yield: <t+• 7% 

228Th-0.054Ra: .2 H-~71 228Th/decay factor: .) C-b-9$ 228Th-232Th: ~ n -z; / (o. oo 1-2 ) 

230Th/228Th: .J. Ml) I std dev: 0, u 111 

[Th) ppm: 2, 3 Th yield: ?6. S "lo 

230Th/234U: /. o 7> fLf std dev. o. C/ 11 c; Spike 228Th/232U: fJ,q 7 

Correct 230Th/234U: ,.os.J3 std dev: 0.0111;, 232Th/234U: o.o;,is-<f std dev: o.c,00'8 

Age (kA): ;; -:;o .J (+) /0. '1 (-) /0 0 

(234U/238U)t=O: ] )lb std dev: O 0.) ~ 234U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: "67 - C/ (o Lab number: 
Sample: --T.._,.. I,,, ~ // r.· r / ,1:;. 

I'' J Iv f,,U,,~j ; (,._,.,.J pvul, c.·...J <:>,>.w,C.C. 

Sa~ple "".eight: /c:.' ,y,i1j 
Residue weight: c ,;c'f.'j 
Weight dissolved: ,l f'f J Y 
Sample treatment: 

%residue: t,', I 
%soluble: '/ /. 'l 

l)B/qo 

Date of U-Th sepn: 7 /l /tio Counting delay: 4otl,i., 228Th decay factor: "' •1 ss+ 
Spike activity: U: ,. 'iO{y /ttJ..t Th: 1 · .h l~•/t·•-1) Mis spike: 1L·1,, /\ 

Date of plating U: 't/cj<iti Th: 1 .. •/t:>/.:;t-> 

URANIUM Count time: )611 
Channels counted: 

Start: 

--h",1,S 

3. ,<) ,;l.;.;j,; f ,1...:, Stop: 5 . 1 u .) ,/q 
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Count std dev bground 1 a i I n e 1 %std dev/100 

23su ))35l, If g / 1,J:li ss·~ 2..u3:,.S c,.oo 5'1 
234u ::i c;- 4.q.s· 1:t1 I Ji.;._,- 0.Su 74s-.20 (I ,{IC, j·y. 

232u ;i. '6b -J<1 '14 /-rs - :2"t 6.) {.., (1.(ICI '5'1 
Bground : 1<£:/'//qo .L/J... 
Tail method: ,,w,;fe,( .,.,... :Hl>'u 

THORIUM Count time: )1-I, Start: -:; . 3.:;., .J.ij'/ 
Channels counted: - ~c, , ,a 

I 

Count std dev bground 1 ai I ne 1 %std clev/100 

232Th /(1 5' /f :19 l'-0 901 (.1 ciJ f1 
23°'f h .,t 1(1(-., JS'S' 40 ?·?'tl/ ().(!C•<;J 

228Th ,)C' ).] u l''t n1, J,:l_'f'l 4- (,. (<1., s-
224R a I 'i{, c, _":, /'}'6 /6(.) !';!)47- (1, {, ( I , -:;· 

234U/238U: J. 4 1.3 t> std dev: l'· c, 11..,4 234U/232U: J. u,_; .1 std dev: e> 1' I f. I 

[UJ ppm: t 7.) u yield: -77.) 'Y""' 

228Th-0.054Ra: I £3 i <] 228Th/decay factor: l'I Mr 228Th-232Th: / £:, +£> (o ,ovi: 3 ) 

230Th/228Th: .J.c•t,1c, std dev: c,.O_L.(>j 

[Th] ppm: .) . ~ Th yield: S' .;-_ -< v/., 

230Th/234U: t · -19 It Sid dev. L,, (, ("f '>- Spike 228Th/232U: () ,; r 

Correct 230Th/234U: c>. 1 t.. i O std clev: r, , •o'I.) 232Th/234U: c, · o If;~ stcl dev: ( 1 ( t' c · -7 

Age (kA): l}O <t,. 

(234U/238U)t=O: ] l' J tJ 

Comments: 

(+) ,'!. z (-) .2. 7 

sic! dcv: o , •..JI 234U/238U age: std clev: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: '67- C/6"1 
Sample: 1"1 lo.- /I'd~ 

Lab number: I/ c/10 
~ Ji,./,__ ,;v6'-'"-"t 

Sample weight: IO C)ci JJ 
Residue weight: o- '177 %residue: 1· s· 
Weight dissolved: '-7 J.1 r:; %soluble: '12 _;J 
Sample treatment: S' ·1) · ;:;_ I ._x >,">1£_ I L.,(_ , • I f'/"J ,,,/;;, ,......._ . 

I 

Date of U-Th sepn: .i/c/9o Counting delay: JJ~..t,. 1 ~ 228Th decay factor: c.> vbf?.? 
Spike activity: U: /'60 ~,,O~ Th:/·?s ~jp,./', Mis spike: /O 
Date of plating U: 1f6 Th: 'iN 

URANIUM Count time: J.71... 
Channels counted: 

Stan: q .2 i:;,;:.. 1o/q/t?t1 Stop: 12 . .::i 5)> 11/"1 
-;,c;/-fl~ 
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Count std dev bground t ai I net %std dev/100 

23Su 'S"osos 
234u ,Ot,t,S 
232u (9141 

Bground : ;ic,/i>/'10 TIA 

Tail method: 2 'fr(.) /1'-<A~-tft.'f 

THORIUM Count time: /t~L. 
Channels counted: 

Fr(,/ '13 r;r;,1-
Jri s- I ).OC, /-77 
1+o I 11· 

Stan: 1.2 ·10,,_7 f/9/'7e' 
-t A::.'1 •. ]O 

-1-C, 'C!;f, 
j;.:_).).-:.; 7 

1'1/bl-

Count std dev bground tail net 

232Th I.) I{., I(/ 36 1.)0 /060 

230yh J-nss 14- I 4-S- ;{.,() Y7550 
228Th ;J6_V ;r I 7-4 14-1 {., 3<•01-il 
224R a c}CjJOO 1t I :r~ ~.:) .) o6,4-,J... 

Bground: .2?/-&/"%> 51,<_ 
Tail method: .;;1,;3 ,...:,~ jl.- .iZ"ZfJZ _ 

fr'}'Y-j,,..( .;J- >T7,.J.)l'l2; ~,/--4.,_ ;,;>'/.?, 
RESULTS: 

234U/238U: /.OO::/'(- std dev: OON,f 234U/232U:,.2.C:JJ/ std dev: o o;.:i,;-

[UJ ppm: 41. 3 

o. 004-5" 

c> ou1-5 
() (.)01 ~ 

%std dev/100 

o .034-q 
C>. 00 ,(--;)._ 

v-00£0 

0.0060 

228Th-0.054Ra: .2 '{ ,4-g S 228Th/decay factor: ;} 9 4-{J) 228Th-232Th: J '634) (o 0066) 

230Th/228Th: ...7- o .. k> 3 std dev: c,. ~) '5'f 

[Th) ppm: /. 7 Th yield: I.). f-% 

230Th/234U: D. 17-+0 std dev. 0-ooc;o Spike 228Th/232U: v. 9 7 

Correct 230Th/234U: Q. 7 S-0 'g Sid dev: c•. OOf.1 232Th/234U: o. c,fc, std dev: c,. 000 y 

Age (kA): ,ro. 3 (+) •t.') (-) 4 0 

(234U/238U)t=O: l C.I 1 / std dev: .:1 ''''6 234U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Sample no: i7- - bf - J5c6 Lab number: Wt/rro 01/Tkl 
Sample: -r / . ;,- //. ,:./, 1, · ? , -/ 

I~ ;v• l'•~·~y v~«) '<"-C. ,,V'C>L>,1,<.,a_ 

Sample weight: ,,, · v,,'J 
Residue weight: ;; . .:.-','!, 
Weight dissolved: 7 -,d 
Sample treatment: 

%residue: .) ~) ·7 
%soluble: :-7 •J · I 

Date of U-Th 
Spike activity: 

sepn: tc·/•tf,u·· Counting delay: 5 I ,.(1 J228Th decay factor: o •/C.,'i l 
U:1 'ff~ ,::1.;1a../1 Th: 1. rf '~/.t'.:> . .J} Mis spike: ,o 

Date of plating U: ,3f) Th: 1-4-/9 

UR AN I UM Count time: 11-<7!-v} 
Channels counted: - 60 

Count 

23su snc,1 
234u fO<, tJ;; 
232u '? > '/S.J 

Bground : ,,;/'t/·1<" .J4t... 
Tail method: , . ..,,r-t,I ,,.1 nru 

std dev 

Start: o-•ri17 
j 10 

bground tai I 

144 1-B·if-- 4-7..f 
'j."'4- /1l1J r <ID~ 

6(-, /410 -

net 

SJ3'16 
IC' f-',;J ;if 

'i'5 ss+;i 

THORIUM Count time: 11tl1v., 
Channels counied: 

Start: I) -4-JI' 11/t"f,;<-> 

.. ..,)() ·t 1() 
, I 

Count std dev bground ta i 1 II et 

232Th cc;un )6 //U 'S').G f{'t, (;). 

23D-f h I, TC4-+ ,4/ I .2<;0 .<J-00 6 rt 1! i' 

228Th '1\ 4- )('.• 1 J% I IH '7 -~li·o+ lfi/336 
224R a l{c. CJ ~f. /4-f~ I ~ lY. ~ ') C..,(J t,bG S' I 

- ' Bground: 101-1hc1 ,141-. (• •41(J..f-) 
Tail method: ,·•,-1, .. , .. t.J ,,:,·, ].u:.12. 

?)/,;~<. Jl•J~? ... ; 1·'''1(:i.-..1 ,.:, _•,/, ..,,, .. ,,, 

RESULTS: 

234U/238U:.:i-u'34·b stddev:DO/t) 234U/232U:1..2..i/"1stddev: 0-00-;7 

[U]ppm: //-/ U yield: 40. ~ 'lc., 

%s1d dev/100 

c; ,•u+:5' 
O· ,•(l {;) 

O·,V 5'-t-

%std dev/100 

{).uf{) 

C 1.." 1 Ji'/ 

(.) ()())t, 

0-uU•I+ 

228Th-0.054Ra: ·7 S 7 G 9 228Th/decay factor: 7 $ I ·~ 7 228Th-232Th: ~, <j 3;.1 s- c , 'u 4 1 
I 

230Th/228Th: c, '76</J. std dev: c,.() ns-<} 

[Th] ppm: b ') Th yield: ~ J. G '1c., 

230Th/234U: ,-). 1 'I .L/ std dev. o l'C'6, • Spikc_228Th/232U: (). 'l l 

Correct 230Th/234U: P· lL'H· std dcv: c .. , <>'5') 232Th/234U: (1.1 u,1'/ std dev: /l. ,)01 3 

Age (kA): / J J. t.j (+) /. t/ (·) /. C./ 

(234U/238U)1=0: J. fOf std dev: iJ Otf 234 U/238U age: s1d dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAI KATO 

Sample no: ~?-l/-1Job Labnumber: 1+/'t/ciu 
Sample: 7"7/o..- //.~ i;,uw~~ ,::,,..,.6o,~ 

Sample weight: 10 oo,5 
Residue weight: .J.107 %residue: Ji I 

Weight dissolved: ::; 89~ %soluble: -78.1 
Sample treatment: // ;(.·tL.. . .::~ ..,,,_.,, . ~ 0 · J 1"•1 r - /I c,,,...j ~·• ,-,..,. .} 

U .,t.,.J"/(.,6.:j ~r /.]w-<, 

Date of U-Th sepn: ,f /-1/'fv Counting delay: ,fL/ d.,s 228Th decay factor: 0. <JS 13 
Spike activity: U:, .go «t;,o ... 'sTh: 1. 7~ ~ ;1o-A. Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: Jo/'1 Th: .Pt/<! 

URANIUM Count time: tO'/i k,~ Stan: .u~I' .J"l/;o/qo Stop: 14- ~7 1/1/ 
Channels counted: · ';CJ -t 10 

I 

Count std dev bground 1 ai I n e l %s1d dev/100 

2Jsu 5S-4-l I 1i•t -::,.R"f 1% 34-C,o(:, tJ ()C, 5 4 

234u 1J.)"66 "JJS->'8oZ ;4-q ::11 .;~ q o.CJ0$~ 

232u 5<to'>b s(1 ~rn - r n~ 8" :s ~. o u4-J.. 

B ground : , &/<1/'fo ;;.,;,"-
Tai I method: IHL'04.,/ "'"' n~v 

(.: J!;:5.J 
).4· 

THORIUM Count time: t o•t, w~ 
Channels counted: 

Stan: .J·15";~ :;f!;o/vo 

- ~- ·t IU 

Stop: i -1 5;? i/tt 
/ 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %s1d dev/100 

232Th '114) J4__;.-:, 1 l ~20 &754- 0.0//.;1. 

23D-f h l,'ZC,<;4- -t.? -> 11·3 JA·D {,°'&:).71 o.[)o:5,c, 

228Th <lA·rJ.1 cllJ-">ti)1 '311(:;, 7-</?'B'ii 0.,,037 

224R a '? II Of 1+111->+HS / oo v 7,136 C). 0 0 .J ,, 

234U/238U: .:z.0+15 s1ddev:o.n1JS 234U/232U:/.23.23stddev: o oo? 0 

[UJ ppm: I/. ~ U yield: {7,6% 

228Th-0.054Ra: 7 5 l ~ 1 228Th/decay factor: 7 f?t06 5 228Th-232Th: "lo 3c q / o · <>0-1-V,. 

230Th/228Th: o.ct110 s1d dev: o- oosq 

[Th] ppm: 6. f Th yield: 7.J .0% 

230Th/234U: o. -::r rio Sid dev. ~ .C,06) Spike 228Th/232U: 0 9r 

Correct 230Th/234U: o · }· b4 "S std dcv: o e>06 5 232Th/234U: .:i. o '160 std dev: o o o 13 

Age (kA): I J .l. 3 (+) .J.r:.J (·) .).0 

(234U/238U)t=O: ). S /0 std dev: tJ CJ; 7 234U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

Sample no: Lf7- -(., 1?·!-f·(\I::, Labnumber: 1/'1/'1°, 
Sample: 7.7 1,;. ~Mj i,_,,..-,li,.,.,_ <N/,,, • ..,,.4,. 

Sa~ple '":eight: 10 ·C·•J/.1 
Residue weight: n .i};) 1 %residue: r7.) 
Weight dissolved: -1 .,., ,.-" %soluble: •;,c,. 'c., 
Sample treatment: 'l.; .• .I Ni--. ,,,;,(.A<./ /u 17, Iv ,.t:.1,/.;< ,h~-LJb, 

f,~/t (....,:,'" /1. (,,f.d,:,J ,,{ •< ........... 

Date of U-Th sepn: 1c'(1/:o Counting delay: S 7,.,1....,.~ 228Th decay factor: o •j{-, S<i 
Spike activity: U: /.6c1'>tf10.J~Th: I- IS ~:,;1,1-,A Mis spike: /0 
Date of plating U: 11-(4/qc) Th: ,-&;.;/1o 

URANIUM Count time: ?o'/.;I, Stan: ~- iT(J I 1/t0('lo Stop: 4-.) i> .Jcfo/,;o 
Channels counted: .)<; -rfCi 

Count std dev bground ta i 1 net %s1d dev/100 

2J&u JS'.}.;15· I.)&/ )/0 :f;r;- 2.+<;oc, L, ( 1(1 ) '"> 

234u ,; ') s-•/ (I no/ -H'J rb { '/"1-611- 0. 00 !c.~ 

2J2u .,j;#o i·/ I 1 '.1 J - ~~-) 7 \ l~. ' , () ·., , 

Bground ir/9/9.,, J--/1" ":w6k. 

THORIUM Count time: ?c.:.l'/,;;./,,,) Stan: ; rS'/ 1 ·rf/'Y"lo Stop: 4-..J~~ .,1.,;/lr>/fo 

Channels counted: - Jc, f-/0 
I 

Count std dev bground I a i 1 net %std dev/100 

232Th ~11 !6/ 10(:, to 6.S'S (I u ~; ~~ ' 

23°'f h )"iYl'1 +Jj /.2~ "7,() ;c:;Z,t,(-, C- 0 O<o S 
228Th IS"<fc?{ .).)j/ 06/ -1)4- i-tl.f14- c.u(JCJc 

224R a lf(?fl i'fl",J 4-1 S 1 J./-0 tJ'l'ob ( . , '.. I I ;). 

1/0 ( "'~L.·'..ih-4 

234U/238U: 1 t 4)f std dev: o 01% 234U/232U: ). ·4 ·1 J <-std dev: v ·>t~ 0 

• [UJ ppm: J1. S- U yield: 3 ?. / 0 /"' 

228Th-0.054Ra: '3, ·71 7 228Th/decay factor: I "I- ) / ) 

230Th/228Th: i 'i~ std dev: ,, ,);)}.) 

228Th-232Th: 1 ~b8(-, , r, ·,.', ,~J 

[111] ppm: J.) Th yield: /4. 0'/u 

230111/234U: o. -r1 C/ J. std dev. v 01 ,.J t Spike 228Th/232U: O · 'I l 

Correct 230Th/234U: o l J,>f s1d ch:v: :> u<Yii', 232Th/234U: r,. 01S1 s1d dev: cc,,,.,,-., 

Age (kA): (+) .}. C, (·) .J. 6 

(234U/238U)t=0: J. f),f- std dev: t'-O)J 234U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 



-
URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 

UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

Sample no: 'if 7- -UI-U-Ob Lab number: l4-j'1/4 0 3 
Sample: 7"1/;, va."' UUIA4M ~lx.,-..1~ 

Sample weight: 
Residue weight: 
Weight dissolved: 
Sample treatment: 

,o.oo/J 
C·'.7:11 
.r;.;;i.JJ 

%residue: 7· 1 
%soluble: 4), T 

Date of U-Th sepn: 1f'/"l/'1v . Counting delay: 5)<>UJ...,s 228Th decay factor: 0.14 'l'f 
Spike activity: U: / Z\D~O~Th: /·?) ~ //0.../J Mis spike: 10.-4 
Date of plating U: ;,c.,/•/ Th: .i, /'I 

URANIUM Count time: 531-, Stan: to·fl,. f/#/10 Stop: ( Sb r/11 
Channels counted: - ,;·a,+ \0 

Count std dev bground tai I n e l %std dev/100 

23su +1S<IO l)L -'::>'J/-.f 10'1~ 4t3J.1 o. C,()~/ 

234u I )•151;} r1.<; -:;:,61'1 1)3+ 1.J"HoCJ O . .:JcJJ.l 
2320 ,;;1,311 <.·l -;:, 130 - s-3,i, o-00-13 

Bground : IS/,r/;-,o .,141,, 

Tail method: m,<),l.d .. ~,,.. i3$u 

THORIUM Count time: J34 
Channels counied: 

Stan: 10-%.,. r/;l/4o Stop: :s.S6;, 1 /II 

Count std dev bground t ai 1 ll et %std dev/100 

232Th s~4-S" J7 -:-) bO Do J 1,,; o . .:J.).06 

23D-y- h 11 et 9 b ,;- tl-> qi 4BO J /C/ 3q4- O. oO.:i'f 

228Th "-14-lJo J':J.o~db s 5?-4 ]0760 t)· c,0-4-0 

224R a } I t>f41 14 I~-;, 31.2S JbOO 67t.J4 o. 004-1 

234Un38U:.) .3766 std dev: 0.011:, 7 234Un32U: J.'VF16 std dev: D o/1) 

IUJ ppm: 13 :Z. u yield: '}o -1-"lo 

228Th-0.054Ra: 6 7 I 3 5' 228Th/decay factor: 706 'l I 228Th-232Th: 6 71 J 6 I O. 0°4-1 

230Thn28Th: / 7{,)Cf Sid dev: o. oO 'H 

!Th) ppm: ) .. 0 Th yield: 91 · 2 % 

230Thn34U: 0- 7 ~~3 std dev. o 0054 Spike 228Thn32U: o. 'i 1 

Correct 230Thn34 U: o. 113:)... s1d dt:v: O· 005' I 232Th/234U: O. o I 7 o s1d dcv: o. OOO 4-

Age (kA): /14 J (+) i. J (-) /. .J 

(234Un38U)t=O: J. f8J s1d dev: O. O.,J I 234Un3&U age: s1d dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

Sample no: 7{ 7 - ·ZJ · I 5 3 6 Lab number: 1.:.,/t}qo Jl-
Sample: T....,i,,,- y_.1"-J t ......... 1,,;4!. ~_,.(, •• ~.c:..i. 
Sample weight: /.:> ,x, J 
Residue weight: .:1 L l't 
Weight dissolved: (I ~"ft 

Sample treatment: .,;'. ;'( 

%residue: G .Lo ',{, 

%soluble: 'I .i 4 ~,:, 

7Z. .r V ,~,-c J ,_,,r( ·~; . 1.,._· ( 1 ,t;_ i_"J 

Date of U-Th sepn: it/ c;-,'-' Counting delay: + 7. ~--o 228Th decay factor: ,-., '/ 'f-t '-{ 
Spike activity: U: / h· ,,,/10 .. ,,(fh: 1 ?-; ,~, /11..1-~ 'l Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: ..i.J/£ Th: .J1 /t' 

URANIUM Count time: .,,,,,,;.,,.,., Stan: '/ s/,. I/10/·11..., Stop: /{I ~J'(i., ·~/1e,/qo 

Channels counted: -'f l), 1 10 

Count std dev bground 1 ai I net %std dev/100 

23su ~ 7 114- U>+/J1~ )71). -~"~J.4·'-1 (/ ,, l ) l:; 

234u ,ti J (;,15 .Jt6/ ,;4..,- Jv'II ,, '5 C:, s ).. (' (• L>) -~ 

232u 4t,c;.+i; 4<., I 1ic; - ,f-6+\-Ll (). c.."•t' £,. (;:. 
WBground : 16/'l/'f..i ,;.;..... 

Tail method: "'-'-'·/.·( .:·,, , Iiu 

(. 4-1 ·1, 04-) 

THORIUM Count time: ~'J 1,. J.JJ Stan: 'f·Jf;" s/1.:f10 Stop: ,c, · <1 i:~, 

Channels counted: -'30 ,10 

Count Sid dev bground 1 ai I 11 et %std dev/100 

232Th IC4+ :z+ I q-'i .~). C, b J s- 0 ,_) $ ~- 7 

230Th 1.,c r1s 11(1 I ) •f"( )4U ·tu..i'6 ,, (, 00-,c 
228Th 1BJ> JD. / ,/S4 D 11 -~ /4 ,,, 8 '. ()' O;J. 

224R a 111-=f":. 1+1,)../J<,j'{ c; o u 'f •H-1 c). ~.; oR 

234U/238U: 1 J'/J > std dev:c,. c.·•l'b(, 234U/232U: J .:,jt,(;std dev: o. <' 11 7 

[UJ ppm: //·) U yield: (i (:,. 5 '}".., 

228Th-0.054Ra: 15 'fl 1 228Th/decay factor: I 4 '> ~ :i- 228Th-232Th: 11 z:; l.., > 1 o c,, 1 (; 

230Th/228Th: .J I iS ;- std dev: o c .J 'i' 3 

[TI1] ppm: ) . ) Th yield: ~.:_1. ) 1'{, 

230Th/234U: J.1~16 std dev. c, c•itSO Spike 228'!'h/232U: o ·~, 

Correct 230Th/234 U: 1 · • ') ') ~ 

Age (kA): .; 3 .2 . I 

std dcv: L' <' ff6 232Th/234 U: 1J o 4 _;2 ·I s1d dev: ~· ,: . .J 0 / 5 

(+) '-1 / (-) g.) 

(234U/238U)t=O: 4- 1 JC/ std dev: 0. 0 JO 234 U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: i-;- ~) - I f76 Lab number: )1/'l/90 .2 
Sample: ~lo., //,,lky l'-<.LtSfr1:..t. ~1,,,_,_ 
Sample weight: 10. oo 1, 
Residue weight: ;) . 8)-,. 
Weight dissolved: 7 , I?- "S 

%residue: .)?. ~ 
%soluble: :.J (.? 

Sample treatment: , . / . s· :.-. -1·" ,,, '<-;;.. 
" :t-.- /,..-/ ::1 .. t...j ,'> ....... ,1 () ~ 

Date of U-Th sepn: J.1"/9/<10 Counting delayJf1;i. 76,ii:ys228'fh decay 
U: 1-~o dz./tO,./ffh: 1-?f 8t}I<',../:, Mis spike: 10,....t,J Spike activity: 

Date of plating u: ; r Jq Th: :n/1 
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factor: 0 · 1).. 7 3 

URANIUM Count time: '15A Stan: 1/1;,./tJQ 1 ·3'>,.=, S1op: 11/1;../qo ,:i.40p 
Channels counted: - ~o I or 10 

Count std dev bground tai I II C I %std dev/100 

23su 61511 ~C'.) ..;;, + 16 1006 /J,OFI 0· Ou40 
234u /'.105qq Bi--:>1$ 4)/ l6q;;i5 O -00,2~ 

2320 65.:J.31 'I> ---'? ;io I - ,1010 0-0Cl+Q 

8 ground : l'l/t;i/.,cJ ..;.SI.. ("-~ft,..;) 
Tail method: ,MJ)"-1 °" .2J11'U 

THORIUM Count time: qrt, S1an: ?-/1)/qo I !.('p S1op: ,rfof'lo l).+o,.o 
Channels counted: - 30, -r!O 

Count std dev bground 1 ai I net %s1d dev/100 

232Th </01).. ti·?I# 1ro in.+ o. o Ill 
23°'f h J7i6?66 15] ....pj;]'.I .)OO 1U,,;,,g 0,0().J':1 

228Th 'K.~/.4-'A 5.2 I -i> Jla(} :/~O~ ,oo-'-l? n .oo3r 
224R a 7q>35" ?~S' ,:71-f<':, ~ -:; !'1'60, O .OcJ,4-j 

234U/238U: ;i. S-608 s1d dev: o. OIJ/ 234U/232U: 2.6980 std dcv: 0.01.11 

(Li) ppm: ;.1. 4 U yield: +6-~% 

228Th-0.054Ra: 9-61~ ~ 228Th/decay factor: i:i.1 ;23 228Th-232Th: 1 ! 40 q, o. 004-;i_ 

230lh/228Th: /.ZrS'? std dev: o.DcJ93 

(Th] ppm: -::,_ I Th yield: SS'. 5'<>/o 

230Th/234U: D.6'8::,9 sld dev. o.oO,f{J Spike 228Th/232U: f> .q-:, 

Correct 230Th/234U: O, 66=/). s1d dcv: 0.004-4- 232Th/234U: t>.043;, s1d dcv: c.ooo!' 

Age (kA): /tJ4-. 0 (+) I. I (-) /. / 

(234U/238U)t=O: 1 () 85 std dev: 0- Ut~{,, 234U/238U age: s1d t.lcv: 

Comments: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES, 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

Sample no: '87--0S- 1rJb Lab number: 

Sample: 7.'1/c.,- r.~ fA4.<.0h1~ ,.,v~,;"'4 
Sample weight: 10 uo 1J 
Residue weight: .), ?tJC/. %residue: .lci".0°,{. 
Weight dissolved: 7 . .)0 %soluble: 7J-O''r0 

Sample treatment: .{!.,,/.:~'- , , u ll. >'f'·' c,.,t., .. :-- . ,,,.·h.~ ;,u;,. "''-"I" . .,,;~<'. 
II:/· h .:, u /-'~ .(.'1 ad f,,..,;1. / ... .,.. A:-j'1 Z) 

Date of U-Th 
Spike activity: 
Date of plating 

sepn: )o/ct/"'' Counting delay: f(, "21> 228Th decay factor: C1 44~-'1 
U:t 50 5.j/,c.1...I, Th: l 15- 1?1;,,1.,J> Mis spike: /0 

U: J1/q Th: ,l<;/~; 

UR AN I UM Count time: I /l 'I; lvl Stan: _1 • .µ.,,., ;,if,,j.lc, 

Channels counted: - <; o, -t I 0 
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Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

2Jsu bt;f ~<;;. ,;iq.-;,.65'.) il5J. t48~1 (1.(>04) 

2J4u I ?J"S~.7 .2'1:+~ 5,c, II r/ /~"111n u .0,,.,.1.s· 
232LJ C,~0-'H &0 -::>.Jc}.'f - ro41+r ,ri. 00 S'/ 

· .,11•1,. Bground . 1'8/q/<1u .JA 
Tail method: ,_ / .J.Jtu 

,r'k,ae,e <"71 

(• - ) _;,4. 

.THORIUM Count time: 117 'IJ.J....,, 

Channels counted: 

S .J. 1.'!., 1~/t,/•1v tan: .,..'"I Stop: 1 2 · ,c.:,., 1•/r1/"10 
- 3.:_,, I )LI 

Count std dev bground t ai I net %std dev/100 

232Th •l:1 )(1 JS -'-..> /);; loU ?SI '"f 0 01..J(;, 

23°'f h J".l lt:.S'J.. I+.)·-:> .lo 6 4ec.o I) 1.246 u ,,..::...1q 

228Th J"C(;..\25 J41·-> it5u .++Sl 7H"'3 I o .0040 
224R a ,z,.;; /(:, s 15'}4 --:,{/)/ 1:20(.J 7:J.:} 3(~ O. L00 +- I 

Bg_round: 1'6('1/<io ..)~t.. (•..!!/ 012) 

Tail method: ;)''-1?, ,,~t ,(.,r ;J.2C re. , _ -,,-f 
:t'"('"- tl,.- ;, P, ~\,,; ,.J . ..,._f.: I" · -lL4,'-<. 

RESULTS: 

234U/238U: ).6)61 std dev:O-L•J..16 234U/232U:.Z.c.:.V3 std dev: o.L)J.)/ 

(UJ ppm: 20, 3 U yield: 3-C, 7% 

228Th-0.054Ra: (,</U'oO 228Th/clecay factor: 7 30_;:, / 228Th-232Th: & 5')14-1 o ,c.,c, 4-Z 

230Th/228Th: /.g)(J7 std dev: o-0/0f-

[Th] ppm: 6. f Th yield: 4.0.) '.,Y.., 

230Th/234U: o. 7vS7 std dev. o o o ~- 1 Spike 2'.28Th/232U: ti. '7 ?' 

Correct 230Th/234U: o. C346 

Age (kA): /0 ~. 0 

std dcv: o "''f-9 232Th/234U: D 043b std dev: o uc.c6 

(+) i. cJ (·) / 2 

(234U/238U)t=O: J. i'/'/ std dcv: 0 c•;{, 234U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: S1-'t6-lb0c 
Sample: ~/p,,- /lr,.!4'; 6u..., *1·u.c 

Sample weight: Jq-1_99 "/ 
Residue weight: .J, j 'I,)· 
Weight dissolved: 7. + c •</ 
Sample 1reatment: 

Lab number: V1(c<( '/0 ~ 
~lj.o,ut,?t,, . 

%residue: ) 5". '1 
%soluble: ? 41 

Date of U-Th 
Spike activity: 

sepn: .).:,/ti/tro Counti11g delay:'"/II 614-y~ 228Th decay factor: 0-'141 :i.. 
U: / r:o ,JJ10...I, Th:,. JS" .o,1/!t:',., t, Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: .J;J// Th: .:i 5/'! 
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URANIUM Cou111 time: 5)J... Stan: 1J.2'B1J N/n/,u Stop: ,;... ; CJ'/' P/11/-,o 
Channels counted: - 5 0 ,~ If 

Count std dev bground I a i I II et %std dev/100 

23su 5614-(.., 137 .-9 )Q7 5f,/ fnt~ O. 00,f-'!, 

234u 10flb). so~ ~6f7. Jo~ /0:5.2r!O 0-00J I 
232u 6/YJ/ d-==, 13'1 - 61 { '14 0 00+0 

B ground : 1'e}1h'o .;..f.A. 

Tail method: ~ci£/ ~"' ,u-u 
THORIUM Count time: 5)t.. Stan: ,.2.)til', 1<i/N/,,o 

Channels counted: - ~o + 10 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

232Th .JOC/) ;;t; -;::. f 4 /1,0 I '38 I 0. 0 .2 5"'('° 

23CJ-r h 4-1 tlf- <I I -"-:> '$ q /.]j) 4-7-iP> o . on 4-/,, 

228Th J~83r [;/4-1~ s:o J S'oo 2f/~I S- 0-00l',t:-. 

224R a J~iH /.5 H ~ .J'f?, fiO :ZS4J..0 {}-007 ( 

234Un38U: /. 363:2 std dcv: o-oo'l'f 234Un32U: /. b&itf std dev: o. c>o'b'5" 

[UJ ppm: JI. q U yield: 'lJ. 8'% 

228Th-0.054Ra: .:2S'+4.:Z 228Th/decay factor: ;i:,03 / 228Th-232Th: .2S'l~O C'. DO? C/ 
~ 

230Thn28Th: ,.rqn Sid dev: o.or,J 

[Th] ppm: ,f. 3 Th yield: J4. q 

230Th/234U: 11 l 6 I std dev. o u/18 Spike 228Th/232U: o. 'I J 

Correct 230Th/234U: t oq,25 s1d dt:v: o 011f; 232Th/234U: o.o~ std dcv: o 001-;i_ 

(+) l-7.0 (-) 1).0 Age (kA): 3)~.o 

(234U/238U)t=O: ]. II I std dcv: c.> 01 7 234Un38U age: s1d dcv: 

Comments: • 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 

Sample no: 
Sample: 

Sample weight: /t> ••<'•C•7 
Residue weight: .Ji s·<-) 

Weight dissolved: i'· 3YD 

UNIVERSITY OF WAI KATO, 

Lab number: 

%residue: .){, ~ 

%soluble: l 3' S 
Sample 1rea1men1: Ljl ,;,, J, O;. 
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Date of U-Th sepn: J r;,;/c,u Counting delay: Ft>,,,;,,s 228Th decay factor: 0 q :J ~ I 
Spike activity: U:/ cu 6j/1ti~.Eh: I ?1- '~/,(;• . ...t'•Mls spike: ,o 
Date of plating U: .J l/1 Th: .:r3/i 

URANIUM Counttime: 14)/vJ Stan: 1)S"fl) 11j1.1f10 Stop: It) r&a 17/0/c;o 
Channels counted: ·re!..:, 10 

Count Sid dev bground tai I net %std dev/100 

23su ,; iJr.J. .10 <1 I e-~ rns 6.2tsZ> C t1 c.; 0 

234u //4)<- s LI 11/ 1 ~+ 7 .)a f 10 ?-13 (; 1,,.lC•iO 

232u 6 ;14+6 c, ~-1 k.c, ·- 6}/qt, o . ..:.1c.·,5q 

Bground : 1•1//-'/.w ,;~,,; 
Tail method: ) j 'c) ,~?~(., ((. ·-:; 

THORIUM Count time: l4]h1 Stan: IJ · f-r.p Stop: ,c1·i"tf,, 1?/12/-10 

232Th 

23°'f h 

228Th 

224R a 

Bground: 
Tail method: 

RESULTS: 

Channels counted: ·· ~ > r ro 

Count Sid dev 

/C,/C•( 

,).716?2 

,?s'{t:3 
I-:) q~~j{, 

/ 4j/•..l/1c.' 4' 5-L 

.7 If. I), ,.,.._..4,./ ~ - n /i4 ,--z 
(• ~ .:Fy4'""~'1-

bground 

10/~J/ 

JC, \'/4'Ei'i 
_.. :; b /It.· 'i J 

i'S?<;/Jc,,(,<jl 

( .... 14 2,<+ ~-) 

ta i I ne 1 

.? :i 0 '1 s· {;,c, 

"'I 0() .) s (., c.;, ,f-]' 

4_?5q I ,') / .S .s t:; 
I .200 II ?<=. ·1-6 

234U/238U: /.z,,39 s1d dev: (1 c,o'i1 234U/232U: 1 6 ;t'lstd dev: o ,,rc-,-e-3 

[UJ ppm: i P ·t U yield: LL2 'Yc, 

%std dev/100 
c.,· l' I c,?.J 

() . ~-' l·i ..J I 

() .: )(.:)..,1 '/ 

C'. ',' •S ;,, 

228Th-0.054Ra: t.:Jo "1 ";· 228Th/decay factor: 1 ]c:/1 i' '1 228Th-232Th: 1 i , f-1., (c:., uoJJ) 

230Th/228Th: r ·') 0:1 c s1d dev: ,, <•c .. ,, 1 

[Th) ppm: .4 6 Th yield: £; / 1%. 

230Th/234U: I I 5 } I std dev. c1 , ·'·'I I Spike 228Th/232U: <' q ~ 

Correct 230Th/234U: r ·''1 "I s1d dev: o <'•<'C·, 'i!32Th/234U: c, '' f ~ <;· s1d dev: 

Age (kA): f.f-O (+) // '} (-) 10 'I 

(234U/238U)t=O: {1L1 f: s1d dcv: ,··c,,'>b 234U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: 'fj7-q/-!Vi'6 Labnumber: 1/8/90 3 
Sample: 'A,tt-' Kt/4,y t?C-<A.d~~ (j/V6<"•-v<.4 .. 
Sample weight: 10 c-cc::_1 
Residue weight: o. 6 -e; :r 
Weight dissolved: q: 51 l 
Sample trea1men1: 

%residue: 6. 'i: 
%soluble: <-/J .:l 

Date of U-Th sepn: :J/"6/10 Counting delay: J't.47>' 228Th decay factor: tJ 'fe,;lo 
Spike activity: U: 1 'l'-'6J_/!CW., Th:;. /Y t1·/'c·,,..;~ Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: +f E Th: 4/f; 

URANIUM Count 1ime: .27/.... 
Channels counted: 

Stan: 

-- 40, -110 

Stop: 
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Co uni Sid dev bground I a i 1 n e 1 %s1d dev/100 

23su .)o'6-1 I 
234u ('Jl., '5 s-
232u .;l /() '60 

..2~ :/9(:1 Bground . ~ 51t.. 

Tail method: .JJeu ,.,,..,.,4:/~ 

THORIUM Count time:.) 7z 
Channels counted: 

/ s- I 'tJ 
.)q I 1 3 
13 I "}-

( .,,;r:r/51) 

S1an: 

- '50, -f/U 

Count s1d dev bground 

232Th i S{,6 12 I b 
23Crr h ~,6)4 13 I ·y 
228Tb ?JC)(j .)J. / I J. 
224R a .]tJ '>4-4- l""f ;q 

Bground: .:F?/61*' s·IA. (" ;i. 7;f;1) 
Tail method: .:>1'-1l ,.<c,,,fl ;t. P~l -

.7--y,l~ul ,e .,w,2172. .;s.l:.-r..~ J.}~~-

R ESUL TS: ' 

c; /2 .)O 3 s- / 
]/6 J'13ob 

,;Jlo--r 3 

Stop: 

I ai 1 net 

,fCJ I 5·:z 0 

(,O olf-S-r 
It'/ 3 .I / 3.)4-
1!/{) 3vos5 

234U/238U: /.9~11- s1d dev:001,0 234U/232U: 1.Ct>:r.) s1d dev: 0-0160 

[UJ ppm: / $".;) U yield: 51-. 7% 

o-uu:.?J. 

o. ()05 ( 

o oo6q 

%s1d dev/100 

o · <.:),),64-

0, (lQ 40 

o.oosq 
()005'1 

228Th-0.054Ra: J.C/70 I 228Th/decay factor: 3o'i7 4- 228Th-232Th: .)q 3~ 4- ( o. c1066) 

230Th/228Th: .2.0 C, 3(;, s1d dev: O. 016.)._ 

[Th) ppm: J. 4 Th yield: 7? 4-c{J 

230Th/234U: l-1)..J ') s1d dev. c,. c.l / fO Spike 228Th/232U: O .CJ '1 

Correct 230Th/234U: 1-0l{C: s1d dev:c,,c,u(., 232Th/234U: 0 ..::-J?Z s1d dev: o c_.003 

Age (kA): J/.J. 6 (+) 17.1· <·) / r-:; 

(234Un38U)1=0: .J..}] £ s1d dcv: CJ c,.) C/ 234U/238U age: Sid dev: 

Com men ls: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: $1-1( - /'B'C/h Lab number: 
Sample: --r / //. /. I. / .,1._ 

/tl.1/0" /~t{C,f V<<-i<.4/r~ u'<•.:,,:.>,w.-,W 

Sample weight: /0. c,Qcy 
Residue weight: o. <:.-'74-
Weight dissolved: q. JC•b 

%,residue: b ·' I 
%soluble: q s. 1 

3 

Sample treatment: 
U ,.._...,,~ ,«.k:,,4-,_.-.:,..( ./ h~ ,./y,:. <,;.v/v,j µL,{2 / 6..zl.:,y 
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Date of U-Th sepn: r/r/'10 Counting delay: 4-'l",tf.1s 228Th decay factor: (I ,:; ~--r ~ 
Spike activity: U:, i"oi·/ll'-/, Th: 1. 1, :1 /KJ . .J<,. Mis spike: ,u 
Date of plating U: q/"tr Th: 1c:>/"6 

URANIUM Count time: )./-1... Stan: IV 1'>~, /q/,;/f;"' 
Channels counted: ·- 4V1 -i 10 

Count Sid dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

23su /'l.}6 o ~I J2S- 1.JCO"f- o.oo'-lB 
234u 343q4 D f{;,;tJ 3397 °5' 000-:;5 
232u ;'iO,f-/ 106 .- !t '1.5 .;- (l ()tL/ S: 

r n i't 1 <i'l' ..,4 ..... ,.24/ Bg OU d . I I 
Tail method: ,...,o.;,~/' ""' .nr;u 

( ')4-) 

THORIUM Count time: 40/... Stan: !:. · >'~> 2-1J.1f1o Stop: C).5s;,, ..14-/'l/<to 
Channels counted: - 5()1 .f 10 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

232Th i/7 fC, FI /tJ't. /be? .,)4,5,/ 0 O.,l..11-
230Th /0 ,,. q,{4 )(,'/. 1431 )4-o /0,f-:) 71J o,OO:f/ 

228Th s+c:t:~o Tf I t.l.o /{,S-1, ).) 77G O· c,04-'::,-

224Ra JO.,J '6~ /'7 /3:).~ bOO f-<1 ~5-1-- (.). OO,f-6 

B round: $/-t/r<-· . .1.-h, ( ,;4<;.)4 

234U/238U: /. •)t/ :,9 std dev: o. o 191, 234U/232U: I- t'f·O std dev: 0. o 11 b 

u yield: SJ. -1-% [U] ppm: 1+. '1 

228Th-0.054Ra: sc•1/1 228Th/decay factor: ,·.is-s-s 228Th-232Th: -s-o,u-'I (C• vo>c) 

230Th/228Th: ..7. o·'if I I std dev: o o tJ 1 

[Th] ppm: J. ·) Th yield: </0. ,+';{, 

230Th/234U: /. oq C 1 std dev. e> <' I .Z 1 Spike 228Th/232U: O Cj -:r 

Correct 230Th/234U: /. c, l, ~- 7 s1d dev: l' ·L' 1 I '1 232Th/234U: o · o :J 5 1 s1d dev: c, i,oc,(;, 

Age (kA): .}'6.f-S° (+) /.), C.j (·) 1/. 7 

(234U/238U)t=O: ] . .) I O std dev: o L°' JI 234U/238U age: s1d dev: 

Comments: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

S:imple no: S 'l- loS-).04-b 
Sample: :7""7,(..,- v-,,.t~ {;;tcu~~ 

Sample weight: J. 9:JJ'] 
Residue weight: / · .J 4 7 
Weight dissolved: 'l. S-1% 

Sample treatment: u ,.,,;;.4. f:'" 

Lab number: l4f1/t?{J 
~6,,,r,,~ 

%residue: J 4 .. ; "/o 
%soluble: 6 ~:8"1., 

~ l.}lvs 

Date of U-Th sepn: 1~/q/10 Counting delay: Sb ~.,s 228Th decay factor: o. <l+-S-9 
Spike activity: U:t?O &i/ia..1 Th: /-?S-~/10.~ Mis spike: 10 

• 

Date of plating U: :i."/"' Th: ;1.i/'I 

URANIUM Coum time: 69A 
Channels counted: 

Stan: ; , S'l,..a 4/1t/f1J 

-s-() I -t-lU 

Count std dev bground tai 1 

23Bu I (j 1 ~ S l Jb-:::, ~.2 )l'<\ 

2J4u ~ ,J..) ~ t, )0~76i 3~+ 
2J2u <{$")C.,<-\ S'rS ·-:>/bt -

Bground ,-o;q/qo ,;i.,r1-... ~,<_§_"I 
~-

Tad method: -1..L ,,... )1"5U 

THORIUM Count 1ime: 69Ji Stan: 1 n,o •1/11/lf<> 
Channels counted: - 3.:.-,, ., 1 L) 

Count std dev bground ta i 1 

232Th /'f tic) l4 ·-:~ t, q /:LO 

23°'f h .34-o.~·" 4-1 --:>II'$ ;)OO 

228Th iftl~ J 4b -::;;, ·w; 3151 
224R a 'Z /OtJ'b J .~ 1 ~--p ~'WI 1000 

Bground: l"D/4/4~ .;i#-, ~ 
Tail method: ~'"J1> ,..ui.·ltd /:,-· p'11ll )..if 

J"r' i.,,( ;:,.. ~71, u~n_ ; ... -';,,.,.,t; "'''i-~ 

RESULTS; 

Stop: ,.1..,'? 1..i/t1 

net %std dev/100 

I 'IOCi'I· o .a o·-1 s 
5" I/lo 0 · 004-'5; 

~ro-t'J. 0,00:.S"f-

Stop: 1;. ·!>lp 1:2/11 

II et %s1d dev/100 

171- I O· o.::z6.,1. 

3 3 +4-/ o. oo..S.5-

'?50fl~ ().O()~f 

lb/.1 / O cO/C/ 

234U/238U: .l 6 77 std dc:v: o 0)31 234U/232U:o t- 0 11 std dev: 0.00~4 

[UJ ppm: /;J · 7 u yield: 'gb r% 
228Th-0.054Ra: 16~.)f 228Th/decay factor: "6 f.) I E' 

230Th/228Th: tJ. I/-J.4-l std dev: o oo;iq 

228Th-232Th: ~tf#1, O 003'} 

[Th) ppm: J. 1- Th yield: ~J. / % 

230Th/234U: 0 ,or,,,; std dc:v. o OOb Spike 228Th/232U: O · q 1 

Correct 230Th/234U: O boS-3 st<l <lcv: o.o<>c.. 232Th/234U: o o 360 std <lcv: o. OOO'/ 

Age (kA): (+) i. r (-) /. ( 

(234U/238U)t=0: J. )6J std dev: O ,:..J)C/ 234U/238U age: st<l dcv: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

Sample no: 17-·ICJS--.;i.u+b Labnumber: 1f'1/•10 + 
Sample: 7"71., .. //.,,lfe<j /,A<,.,..,/,,:..t c,;.,/,c;,,v.,le. 

Sample weight: /O-oou1 
Residue weight: / t,107 
Weigh! dissolved: t>· 3.;ei 
Sample trea1men1: 1 .,.,., >1.,_,,<-1 

%residue: 3 6. / 
%soluble: {;,.5,'7 

Date of U-Th sepn: IV/'i/qo Counting delay: 47-,:(,.y, 228Th decay factor: 0-'i>'ft 
Spike activity: U:t-pu •,%;10..!~Th: 1-7S-/J1;10.-,,,s Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: 13/•t Th: 1? / 'f 

URANIUM Count time: 4-'it-.. 
Channels counted: _ c; 0 

S1an: 

/ t 10 

Stop: J'. c' 'f> ,U/N/q<7 
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Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

23Su ,ioi\-~ t19 --/ JC,t l"r/ 
234'u 4-1-1> 3u l'JJ--:, ?'\O / f;6 
232u -~ 14- 7, Of <j'6 -"> II (:, ·-

Bground : 1!/'l/-iv ,14t.. 

Tail method: ,.....~ ,.,,, .1.:JTu 

THORIUM Count time: 4-'th 
Channels counted: 

Stan: J ,:,) '> I' n/1v/,;c? 

->L' I ·t tO 

Count std dev bground ta i 1 

232Th J.1G 4 )._ ~--:, ",0 boo 
23°'f h ·;s,. 2q 4J -'> tS~ ,,, '80 
228Th 44-3C:. ~ ))b-:-"> +5). 7105 
224R a 4-o4e.:'1 t ,+lb -;:, ;nn ~ .)ooo 

B ground : 0/4('10 _.1.41- (,i f.!,/;,.i..) 
Tail method: ., '~l'o , • .,,,,.(,../ ,.(?,. -''~1(_ 

... ~---4,. »•~;:Jr"''4j .,i- iO,llu 

RESULTS; 

IJG4+ 
4?104 
J ,~.:i :s 

net 

)l/4 
?Sob,; 
3brJ6 
JfS7-:r-

234U/238U: 1-6bCf1 stddev:o.o..:i4/ 234U/232U:t-fos8 stddev: o.O//t 

(UJ ppm: Jl, a, U yield: 4-), 'i %., 

a.corf 

0- 0<-1+-1 

t),c,O')] 

%s1d dev/100 

O.<';J?6 

0.005,t 

0,006..2 

O.DOGO 

228Th-0.054Ra: 3+io 5 228Th/decay factor: 36 4-b Z 228Th-232Th: 34 ?,~ 1-, o .0010 

230Th/228Th: o. q't'IJ Sid dev: O VD'S7 

[Th) ppm: 4-.//p,il Th yield: 51. 6 "lo 

230Th/234U: 0. b <; 6 std dev. o oo 1<; Spike 228Th/232U: o.'tl 

Correct 230Th/234U: o -<:,3/q 

Age (kA): 

s!d dcv: o oo -~ 3 232Th/234 U: o O 3q7- std dev: O o 0 1 I 

(+) I 7 (-) /, 6 

(234U/238U)t=O: J, / 8.) std clev: 0 · cJ.J •7 234U/238U age: s1d dcv: 

Commen1s: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 

Sample no: '!7-)S-)4 
Sam pie: -;t:-..~;/" - t/...,tf•J 

Sample weight: /<' · ,,n,1 
Residue weight: 1 . I) 2f 

UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

. Lab number: 1 S/'6/10 5 
~,,--L,j f,;l.C.. ,_,,_,i,J,,PL..,.,(al 

%residue: J ' < 
%soluble:'"'!'< ; Weight dissolved: .-Bf-3 

Sample treatment: . 
A-:_y/, 1>, 5, () 

?1., /' t. c-.J ~· .•.. '"'j',. ·<, IC ,, 

Date of U-Th 
Spike activity: 
Date of plating 

sepn: l•/6/l<> Counting delay: ).'l.r ... 1 ,228Th 
U:1 ;ii'c'CS;;./1,.;~,liTh: /. 7) .t.1 /tc'~.t,Mls spike: /L' 

U: .Ff/ir/·iO Th: _)(jcj-,c; 

URANIUM Count time: /t~;,1_; .v!> 
Channels counted: - -40 1 10 

decay factor: 0 . Lit 5 o 
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Count std dcv bground t ai I net %std dev/100 

2Jsu 474-S Iii / -:J?,0 I 1. <Jt ~-H6 Ci-01'76 

234u I ~ 'ii'/ Ht I ,.; 3., la l J -)0 b t' U/U/ 

232u <l+c!( ,,,; fw-:, ~ 'le.' J ). n Ot/0 

B ground : J'fl1,,W, J+A. 
Tail method: ,.,,.,kt.. ,,1 ;;ro 

THORIUM Count time: /{,'$:J/JN> Stan: /c:-.;c),_, .)-f/cl/io Stop: 10,Sc, .• i/n/•iv 
Channels counted: · 3c , t \Li 

Count Sid dev bground 1 a i I net %s1d dev/100 

232Th lnl :l."1 / 14- J"{>U n-1 "(). (.) :i .-, ;; 

23°'f h 'I<,; IC:, 4J I J ~; i,iOO 'fO) ( V '' I I I 
228Th 1101,;; 'kf.0 

/ 1441 J.JJ+ A~So -0 U I 8. C 

224R a 1+:ni 14-J~ /iooo1 r;0u s ·7 t, 1 ('. (,4.0 5 

234U/238U: J. J. 08'6 std dev: O L) Jo; 234U/232U: I k, 1 :,i std dev: O () .{ ,,.,-

[UJ ppm: L} / U yield: J. "!('7., 

228Th-0.054Ra: 6 6 3 G 228Th/decay factor: 6 8"'1 / 228Th-232Th: 6 ~ 11-, ci. 0.)1/ 

230Th/228Th: o 1:,•1•1'1 std dev: tJ Oto/ 

[Th) ppm: ) , 1 Th yield: J. }"'I:, 

230Th/234U: o SI } 0 std dev. o. c)1 +··'1- Spike ?~8Th/232U: o -"i 7 

Correct 230Th/234U: ,, 4'l77 stddc.:v:C1 <'140 232Th/234U: o. t'C,c, stddev:c'.••c-1-/ 

Age (kA): 6 8'- '>° 

.(234U/238U)t=O: _r. i JS-

(+) ,2.6 (·) .}.\ 

std dcv: {' o Z' I 234 U/238U age: 

Comments: h·:J"· ,1..,,..l.t.., /·'.J"-i ,,, c) r• 1"' . f.,.,__, ,.-,v 
11.t_.,1 /.;- -1.,./,./, 'Y 1~:i« /,I) , .t .'o·,~ t·<C{. 

sl<I dc.:v: 



Sample no: 87-)<;?.-. 

URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES, 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Lab number: /;J/;/c,U I 

Sample: A,,/,vvir,:,. ,:...vh,,.de 

Sample weight: rt. 'I 'IS-
%residue: 15 :i 'X, 
%soluble: il ?-X 

Residue weight: , J:; t 

Weight dissolved: '7 CA, "I 
Sample treatment: 

-;t.,11 /,"i <··':::.. L.'(1 
,-&'.J,,dl bt'.i,·1 L ht!,/ .·.-1 ·~c ~ 

Date of U-Th sepn: , 3/3/t.-o Counting delay: U ,~y1 228Th decay factor: o · 'I ~t5 

Spike activity: U:O 1&"8~/··1 Th: o 1 1Y di/-~! Mis spike: /0 

Date of plating U: 6/J Th: 11;,15 

URANIUM Count time: 4il'1 Stan: 6?·"' 1t-11/'i•' Stop: t>,.a,~ 1 E/J/'it> 

Channels counted: . .,· Jc:>, - q S' 

Count std dev bground 

23Su iOj"i n- I (-

234u 145)3' tJ I JO 
232u +<;)) ul '} g 

Bground : )l/1/',c.) ~-1'1' ( ... Et.,1) 
Tail method: /.. ;/,,· ,Jru """"' ' '::! '.,, 
THORIUM Count time: .)"',JI, Stan: 

232Th 

23°'f h 

228Th 
224R a 

Bground: 
Tail method: 

RESULTS: 

Channels counted: ,. ; 5~ . Z'O 

Count std dev bground 

.,-;..} 5 .)/ 1-

10':{t,v /.:, S IS 

{. oc I :; 1 7 'i 
.5 4-b ,; 74 .lu6 

.) I/ J/•1t) ~ qt, (" >+/.,_,) 
, ...... "-.,l:.:; ,.,, '"A . . ,t.:...- .).)~ 
.f~~, .. -.("'Y .,<.... :JJ.• ;n._., ;, ),I 7" 

ta i I net 

// <; 5-'/10 

34 lf-4S'1 

- 4~;74-

t ai 1 net 

I 55 .]$~ 

'JO /1./.,P. 6., 
I l-6 .PY6 

I c..) , .. ..1 s lb5 

234U/238U: J.447 stddev: ooJ; 234U/232U: J.2t-l3stddev: .;_;.c,c;i, 

[UJ ppm: ).2. S-6 U yield: // 6 ':.G 

228Th-0.054Ra: S4-·1'1 228Th/decay factor: !,Jc;.:; 228Th-232Th: ~ 1 q 2 

230Th/228Th: /. '/'I I std dev: o. <JJJ 

[Th] ppm: ) . b l Th yield: / ?· J ';.(. 

230Th/234U: D C.O '/ std clev. ,, . c·1 , :;· Spike 228Th/232U: o · q J 

%std dev/100 

(.) 013 

11 008 

O· ()/ S' 

%std dev/100 

o,O/l~ 

O. 0/0 

0. 014 
001£ 

Correct 230Th/234 U: o 5 'I I std dtv: O o ,~ 232Th/234U: o · o / C? std dev: o ,) u 1 

Age (kA): '157 4 7 (+) ) /)~ (-) ,J. ') l 

(234U/238U)t=O: .l ~ 5" std dev: O· c 4 234U/238U age: .,..-- std dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 

Sample no: '3 7-) t; 3,, 
Sample: Lt J ,-. 1 ~ nrr1,./'-"'C..... ,;,...,..,:A:·,Jw,~ 

Sample weight: ,(-l1'i 
Residue weight: , •, :; 
Weight dissolved: IS v, l 
Sample treatment: 

UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Lab number: O/S/)iJ J 

%residue: I_?. 1..> 
%soluble: 77 (J 

Date of U-Th sepn: t J/J/"!o Counting delay: ;/ ,/. ... ,n 22Bn1 decay factor: 0. (/ 31 
Spike activity: U: o !"litJi/~ 1 Th:,, ,75 .,J;1.~1 Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: , S/5 Th: /6/ :i 
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URANIUM Counttime: J11i Stan: f-iSp~ ,,;;s;,;o Stop: ,;-.4SI'.~ IL/J/'h> 

Channels counted: f Jc~ -100 

Count std dev bground tai 1 net %std dev/100 

23su cntJ 9 c; 7 S1 I '11"6~ 0.()J/ 

234u .);J) 1" J Nq I '1 ,so J.1 I t.J4 o. oo '1 
2J2u I-A77 ~o f7 - i, 4.10 0 od 

B ground : .lfJ/f/u J4 1-, (.., 2'1/Jq) 
Tail method: 

pw.,{;/t.~ ~· '3"<-l,,( 

THORIUM Count time: .)LI, Stan: //,,..-, .Jt/J/fL, 
Channels counted: ·t .20, - 1 o 

Count std dev bground ta i 1 11 e I %std dcv/100 

232Th +)'J .i I ~ r Q() 144 o .()(:,. 1 
23(),y- h J/')/6 10111£ I~- It ~ ,ng'if (> Cl O 'i 
228Tb bleo n-, /Ge) di <; <j ,q q o. u I 3 
224R a +7ll Ul Ji!PJi .)) { 140 -t- Ft 9 (I o It., 

Bground: P/3/'iO .l(j.'1 r .. ~·4) 
Tail method: P'i?. ,_..(.,/ ,f. µ~rz.., 1 .-..1 ,1....,.,'j f,:'_. ,m,r,, ~'"rt 11-·• ~ .,C/ .12 f,2_. 

RESULTS: 

234U/238U: ). 401 std dev: o "3 I 234U/232U: 3#3 std dev: o o c;; I 

[UJ ppm: 24 o'8 

228Th-0.054Ra: 5.7 I I 

U yield: / 'g. 8'c,lo 

228Th/decay factor: S 1 J 1 228Th-232Th: SJ 6 7 
(C, ,.,q 

230Th/228Th: .J 098 std dev: o.c,37 

[Th] ppm: 3 ii Th yield: / S. / '/c, 

230Th/234U: o. 6 0 9 std dev. 0.0 If- Spike 228Th/232U: O. q 7 

Correct 230Th/234U: 0 S 91 std dcv: O l1 1 'J 232Th/234U: D O I fi std dev: c,. ,, 1., I 

Age (kA): 

(234U/238U)t=O: ) . <i0 

Comments: 

(+) ~ 04 (-) J % 

std dev: (I. O'j 234U/238U age: .,,.--- std dev: 



URANlUM-THORTUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: 't 7 -2 '> J,1 
Sample: A,,/a.,,-t<c. <.A'~,,.1 ... ~ 

Lab number: 1.J/Jj1iJ 3 

Sample weight: ;o ,,.·,, 
%residue: 1v S-'/o 
%soluble: ~,,. c;<J.., 

Residue weight: / ,,:, J 

Weight dissolved: ff "/ 1 '7 
Sample treatment: (,,_.,/,. j''r &ff~ !t',iA.>, ~ Iv/-, kj · 

Date of U-Th sepn: 11/J/"IV Counting delay: IU ""Y J 228Th decay factor: o 'I '10 
Spike activity: U: o , i 1J.µ,../ Th: o t7'> f!iJ,... / Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: , ,;/5 Th: t '-/ J 

URANIUM Count time: J4f) 
Channels counted:., ll> _ 100 

I 

1'i/Jh'' Stop: /(J./Q;, ).tJ/Jt .. ., 

( .)41,,,..t ,f!.. s· ~ -""/ 
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Count std dev bground tai I net %std dev/100 

2Jsu I )l;,0 -,. 

234u 3lJt 3 I 
232u I I I 5 3 

Bground : ,11/f/liv .J.1~ (,, 1"91 
Tail method: ,...,,-l/ ,,., J.J~u 

THORIUM Count time: )JI, 

/)) 

i q .1 

Channels counted: 

Count std dev 

232Th ~) J .}3 

23D-f h !3!{'1/ 117-
228Th b ')JLf- fj 
224R a 4750 £. C, 

, :J C) .;,f. ~ Bground . .J/~ ..;(,,. ,;,J,,f) 

// 117 14?;'}4 

.l6 !'lb 3{, JU/ 
1$ -- I/05S 

Stan: 10-S,:.lr, )3/J/'fv 

bground ta i I net 

4 SL, 4-f, .2 
II .) ( /3 ))S° 

'61 I LI 61)/ 

/ Y. 'i /I~ 4441-, 

Tail method: _;)It;:, .~oc4/ ,,R- J>·r1l". ,,,t(/, J''/-'' .. l''J 
RESULTS: 
234U/238U: .].467 std dev: 0.010 234U/232U: S 310 std dev: o.01/ 

[U] ppm: 12. 0 U yield: /1 <j % (1/~ o.;7}) 

228Th-0.054Ra: l 'f 7 / 228Th/decay factor: ,&,O ?u 228Th-232Th: iooc; 
(,1.<'I f) 

230Th/228Th: J.) 3 J std dev: D .:: 3 i 

[Th] ppm: 3, 1 Th yield: fb lJ 

230Th/234U: D . £, 7 J std dev. o · G 1 1- Spike 228Th/232U: o. c, 7-

O 00<1 

0 oo:; 
u.u10 

%std dev/100 

f?. 0!.2 

0,00'1 

0 0 I 3 
.:.,. U I 6 

Correct 230Th/234U: c, · 1:. S'l 

Age (kA): /0/ ot 

stddcv: o.i;,3 232Th/234U: O OJ~ stddev: a.001 

(+) ~ Ol 

(234U/238U)t=O: } ,; 5 std dev: ,:J 01,t 234U/238U age: / std dev: 

Comments: u ,,:;,,,J ,<J•.,. 
~ J....J( 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Sample no: 'g,1-11>Ja Lab number: 1)/5/10 q-
Sample: A,,,·l..,.;;hl, (.,A.16,,,.J~ 

Sample weight: 1.J •' o 5 

Residue weight: 1 · YI i 
Weight dissolved: S e:c;s-
S ample treatment: 

%residue: 1 J· S-,.,.v 
%soluble: gl ,;'"'/., 

Date of U-Th sepn: '~/5/',u Counting delay: q<1~1; 228Th decay factor: 0 'I'! I 
Spike activity: U:•"'B ·!1/.-J Th: o 1?~ ,?1/-I Mis spike: ,o 
Date of plating U: , '.,/:, Th: , •IS 

URANIUM Count time: .J4fi Stan: ,v ,c,, - .Jvl~/',v S1op: ,v,.-i-~ :,,/J/'<v 

Channels counted: 1 .2 .5~ - 110 
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Count std dev bground I a i I n e 1 %s1d dev/100 

23su ) ~ I -J ··1"-1 -:; qg sq. I.) u. 01 q 
234u I]!(:,) II '>. -1. I.) n 1StOli o.ac.", 
232u ~o·iu 6q {; I - qo .1 C; v.Clll 

Bground : ;;1/t/.:,v ..11;.. (, 21r-'1) 

Tail me1hod: , r :l1-(Ju 
/'"(/{•t:ffl:~ ,·,1 . V( 

THORIUM Counl 1ime: .)4 '/1-h S1an: ,.,._;, •. ;,2JJ/'lv S1op: "' •-L .JJ/f/'lv 

Channels coun1ed: -1.2£; 1 • &O 

Coun1 std dev bground I ai 1 n e 1 

232Th ii.}/{) 3) 4- J.). <) "i(i; 6 
23°'f h .1651./f- tb1 I/ tiJC' .Jl.J.'63 
228Th ('f-f-18 1)0 8'1 .2ll ( +1 .l.8" 
224R a 'iJ 1.lb 

" 5 
.;o I ]00 ?31'1 

Bground: .;1/s/-1"' .),fn (,1 J.J't(;,.) 
.JI(,, 't ,12~ , ' J ~ 

Tail method: ""'-'~,I o,·r A ~- i2, :;r'1'1" ,~ fi · .,~·,. 

RESULTS: 

234U/238U: .l 41) 

[U] ppm: )2.-, 

s1d dev: o o+o 234U/232U: 3-J~-f std dev: o.obO 
(~ 

U yield: I/. 8'% 

228Th-0.054Ra: I 3 {:, r '1 228Th/decay fac1or: t.J 9.2:). 228Th-232Th: I) 715 

230Th/228Th: '). 0 51 

[Th] ppm: 3-.SZ" 

230Th/234U: O· lJ. ~-

(i> '" <) 

s1d dev: O-O.J4 

Th yield: 3 Cl. ~c./ ... 

std dev. o O 11 Spike 228Th/232U: o 'i 7 

%s1d dev/100 

o,JjB 

O.OOb 

o,ooq 

t, ,0 I / 

Correcl 230Th/234U: o 6 L', b s1d dtv: o, ci, 5 232Th/234U: c>. ().:J. I s1d dev: 0-001 

Age (kA): 

(234U/238U)1=0: .J b'] 

Com men ls: 

(+) .;.'/) 

std dcv: ,, ,,5' 

(-) J &tf 

234U/238U age;,.,..----- s1d dev: 



Sample no: "?7 -.2<;41, 

URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES, 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

Lab number: 

Sample: 7"'7/.;,/ tU'j .l.c«/J/,v,.;;. c,.,{,.,,.,,4_ 

Sample weight: 1.::>-<>0J:J 
Residue weight: c.) n,.i %residue: l·6';i, 
Weight dissolved: 4 ,24-D %soluble: C(). 'f ii• 
Sample treatment: J._ /t,t,/ c,;e:-~ (/c.,-..}, ...,,.i( ,_,,.,(-:f~J5 ,,cy 

u ,;,,,i:.,.J (,..)l,(i>t,~y 
Date of U-Th sepn: /6 /;5 fJc' Counting delay: 4LJiyJ· 228Th decay factor: 0 1 /l 5 

U:tiOL~/'"-.JS Th:tA ,J1/d'"'~ Mis spike: /~J Spike activity: 
Date of plating U: }.J/-C Th: ;qg 

URANIUM • 
Count time: 49,.h Start: /J .J lp ;j,1/-,tJ Stop: q.) 1... J,l,<(qo 

Channels counted: - '"t">, ~ 11, 

Count std dev bground t ai I net %std dev/100 

23su 44(/.2 7 //Ci I.DZ, /t,U 4 ]CJ S '6 ,,.,,uso 
234u //OJ°/ 7 J4f/5S) t,(.C/ /OC,,]fr (.1• ()0 ,) i 

232u .f /(/SO -;·4-/rv1 - ,? / 6;} C/ () ·(JLi',C, 

Bground : !S,J.J}lv JI-A 
Tail method: ~-<;L.t' 0 ,1 .>5{j 

THORIUM Count time: ,f';?..1J Start: I)) 7,, ,j,v/.10 Stop: 4 ·1 7« .i/'o/'l·c> 
Channels counted: - .( r, , ,,-

Count std dev bground tai I net %s1d dev/100 

232Th /4-{; () ....J4/4.\ /l'O 1560 O-cJC/0 
230i' h ft,);i4 4Jh4 4-0 (?wS tJOC4-,"1 

228Th ...J'60i.) /Cl'i/J7 J !),// H3'1'6 0 oaE.r 

224R a .;J 61,t"f If.Ji /.Jt., / 6 .rfSC/ .) l'Z.21 0 •()(;., J 

234U/238U: :J-!;40"1 std dev: o C•lf'l 234U/232U: J 4Jf.ii'std dev: o o...,jc, 

U yield: ;f 'lb 9;;, [UJ ppm: ,; /. ~ 

228Th-0.054Ra:,; s 11.).. 228Th/decay factor: .J l.)(.. c, 228Th-232Th: ,),f.. 'lo<>,, o ,Ju·1 i-

230Th/228Th: J. E] 6 s1d dev: C c.). o ·? 

[Th) ppm: .}- 6 Th yield: ft'· J":(. 

230Th/234U: t'· t 7c;J s1d dcv. t, ,c,o 7 f' Spike 228Th/232U: O · CJ 7 

Correct 230Th/234 U: tJ. bf '8"8 std dcv: o .oo l ~ 232Th/234 U: [I. o 1 1-\ s1d dev: <'' o, ,c,q 

Age (kA): /0) _ / (+) I ? (-) I 7 

(234U/238U)t=0: ]. D SO sld dev: o. 0/ 6' 234 U/238U age: s1d dcv: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: 'i:7-.)S6b Labnumber: b/6/9t> 1-
Sample: ~ icY ~tt!:J ~~1~ cJvt,,,uz,Q. 

Sample weight: ,,, N'') 
Residue weight: ;. , J l ') 
Weight dissolved: "J,'57-fj 
Sample treatment: 

%residue: // . .2 
%soluble: 3'3, $ 

Date of U-Th sepn: 1/;;/f"to . Counting delay: 46,~"f( 228Th decay factor: (• · q n~ 
Spike activity: U: l t"0 8t//{),..J> Th:,.~, ~/o . ..l; Mis spike: Iv 

Date of plating U: '1(3 Th: iv/"t 
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URANIUJ\1 Count time: .J4f..- Stan: 1()./};<. ,µ1/<1/,vc, Stop: ,,, ... !,-,, 2 .:.,/q 

Channels counted: -4c,1 ·16-

Count std dev bground t ai 1 net %s1d dev/100 

23su "/416 + 100 ,2osS- =1,}t, / c,. ot+-8 
234u 1-7:?'if''C ,JJ{ I 'Jo>- /6;.JTO o. ov'86 
232u /0065 #I /0014- o. o JOO 

B round J'IS/q/tlo .:.14,:_ (" 2464-g J 
Tail method: .l3'~U ,.,..,.,u~/ 
THORIUM Counttime: 4-0t.. Stan: f-3~ ;z:i/1~~' Stop: 9.J)<, .J.#t?/"lo 

Channels counted: - Jo, ·t 10 

Count s1d dev bground 1 ai 1 n e 1 %s1d dev/100 

232Th :Utt/ .24 / 40 .iDO V·t q 0,0/'(,f-

230Th ~ .]eh r +; I :/v /)0 ·76 "'617 {). e>O 3b 
228Th 4-c, s·t,8 :J<"- I>+ '5 A¥t +7) 1-6 o,OO~ 

224R a ~t,(;,l,/;, 1+V/ ;.3~} ·loo 434-70, o.c·o 5' / 
Bground: ;r;/4/'f'-' .J4L.. (",+i.Y.4) 
Tail method: J,t1?, ,....,,(e/ ,f.- ;.25=;-z 

:r"f'""" ;(I.~ m,l):.)12, , .. d,;~ .)24,/3. 
RESULTS: 

234U/238U: J. .J 3 r,o std dev: o,c,;;·,,;; 234U/232U: / L .l.]7 s1d dev: o · .v.l!~ 

[U] ppm: I.), CJ U yield: 21, > c7c, 

228Th-0.054Ra: 4-4.£/.,JT 228Th/decay factor: 47/1'1 228Th-232Th: +4-0H:.> (c:.c,c,S!;) 

230Th/228Th: / ·? 4+-) std dev: V,o / t '> 

[Th) ppm: J "'f- Th yield: / 11- c./c, 

230Th/234U: ;.c, U-'1 std dev. o,OtS"6 Spike 228Th/232U: 0.1 t 

Correct 230Th/234U: !C•~16 std dev: 0.,,154- 232Th/234U:O u,+-tZ s1d dev:o-oot? 

Age (kA): .Jf.f. I (+) , _?, / (-) (( 8' 

(234U/238U)t=O: f. 5 I"} std dcv: CJ N.,c• 234U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 



Sample no:-67-·.L/ .tLrJ 

Sample: .J.· ,. .. ~ /< ·:r·' --et.y 
Sample weight: lo c•c·,7 
Residue weight: ) . , ?c-5 
Weight dissolved: 7. f;Jt. 

URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Lab number: 'fl( .. /qo 1 

%residue: .} / .c, 
%soluble: :,,,?. ). 

Sample treatment: 7, HF,-

Date of U-Th 
Spike activity: 
Date of plating 

sepn: .;1/,4•1v Counting delay:· 1c td475, 228Th decay factor: o '/D'I £ 
U:, fv "1 /1t?. • .JJh: ,. i'S ,.} ;,,•,"0 Mis spike: 1u 
U: 4-(,o Th: 6/1c 
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URANIUM Count time: .J<A I, Stan: /O Ji\, 11/1/•11 Stop: 1.../·>c,/ ~~j,/'tt 

Channels counted: .,. tl~ .. 5-CJ 

Count std dev bground I ai I 11 e I %std dev/100 

23Su {.oge; z:; Ne! 1,s~ IP.l ~, '.> •) O,J.U ( >. ()O,f-.). 

234u 14 z~~ .;- 1+s·!J"'1.u ;},f..)':, /J'i,,240 (j 00.,)Zf 

232u ic;.re,2s- 9c;/s-o - YI _3o 6 .5 Ci, (JU/b 

Bground : ;,1/,-.2;,;;.;, 'f'rl.. 

Tail method: :iJ"ou • .........t.-tt.j 

THORIUM Count time: 2U.A Stan: ;ci )"O"' ,,_;,;,, 1 

Channels counted: ./ l(i_;, --Jo 

Count std dev bground tai I n e I %s1d dev/100 

232Tb /,;>C,",1'7 (j;! / 40.)... 3)U.' '86 "6 ;- t) . .;,,, +~ 
230yh :Joor4 1ro lur- (,;,, <' () 6 ,Joo) 7 0 · ''"-' 4-4· 
228Tb ?Odl.o,;J.<126~ 1'14) 4itf /;Jq.x, 5.15t.,.;2 1:;301:1 o. t.JL, !, t 

224R a 111<-llf.l .~ J ?41/;Loli.· 1•Lu;o /l, 014 3 o.c,o :St 

234U/238U: ) . 3 4·C• ~ std dev: o. u II t 234U/232U: o. J:, If std dev: o. o<..> 1/ 

[UJ ppm: 2- 8 u yield: 10 3. 7 % (Jt -, ... n ... 4 J 

228Th-0.054Ra: UA·?v{ 228Th/decay factor: /f, /6 'lC: 228Th-232Th: 1 7- Jc, 1 J (c,. (•t:• J 3) 

230Th/228Th: L,..,, Ib•/ :S std dev: o oc.,;i o 

[Th] ppm: l, ~ Th yield: 4-6. 'l <X, 

230Th/234U: /. D; 5·r std dev. o .c,O(,(;, Spike 228Th/232U: o ,Q .-:,: 

Correct 230Th/234U: / t'L't/·6 std dev: u.c•c.)£:,4 232Th/234U: c,. 13 l'4- std dev: c•. C•<,.}/ 

Age (kA): ))G. 7 (+) 4 / (-) s '1 

(234U/238U)t=O: 5 S) () std dcv: o C· / r, 234U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 



Sample weight: tc>, •'<'•';) 
Residue weight: J n 3) 

Weight dissolved: 1 7 11.J 
Sample treatment: __ 

URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF \V Al KATO, 

%residue: XJ .. 2 
%soluble: 7 7- t'. 

Date of U-Th sepn: _2z,,<I Counting delay: -1!.<i<,;J 228Th decay factor: l) · •1 1 {(;. 

Spike activity: U:1-.l.:·~ /,~'- 1•Th: /· 7.., 111 / 1c•.~ 1 1 Mls spike: ,o 
Date of plating U: .2/1v/·1c• Th: :~;;,c/-lc 
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URANIUM Coumtime: ·70,<... Stan: 11,:,, .. u/,1..;.,.., Stop: 1/ 1 v ... ;1-1/,.2 h ~· 
Channels counted: ., le..\ - SO 

Count std dev bground t ai I n e I %s1d dev/100 

23Bu //t,.11 /I o/ 24 c1 3:U. I ID .ff- C). (.)/0() 

234u 1-:,r7s· 1..;.rr,/6't I 'If{" .) S-CJ 3 ~- ('). 0066 
2J2u c; .,l l .3 (_. '/(., /1~ C, 7) ~-~ 7- C, .::>O <; -~ 

B ground : 1•,;,.Lf-,,;; -,_9, 
Tail method: hl.6,-at.:7 c.-. iT'(J 

THORIUM Count time: JOA 
Channels counted: 

Stan: 119:, 

·tit)/ ... ) () 

Stop: 11. ,4, __ ..2~/a. /t>o 

Count Sid dev bground tai I n e I %s1d dev/100 

232Th .N.5Y 1c~/ 10{;, IOC...> .?"} . .2 c; c,, (..;/ 7 5 
23°'f h ,Prf·lf, in /no .;].C>O .24 I S-8 v . ..:, o 65,.-

228Th f ')t, l- I'> l#'f /177:, IZb.:;l. 23D4-J (i. 00 56 
224Ra i,e,q .n'i'r/,2~+ jc)Ot> ·7 ~3,5.-0 0 0 (.) ><-f 

B ground: 1<11i.2}1<, -IS/.,, 
Tail method: -'";J., -4-LL- .J.2-0:rt. · 

n, 1 Ju:-, , . 1,~ J, "· 1..z1v, 
, /<. f"r""'"Y, c-s""-'t? '""' 

RESULTS: 

234U/238U: .2 34)C std dev: o.o.;i./ 234U/232U:o )Zu1 std dev: O·<'cl..1. / 

[UJ ppm: .) . 2 U yield: Cl).89';;, 

228Th-0.054Ra: 1Y.,'(1·-f 228Th/decay factor: '6644- ~ 228Th-232Th: i :Ff/4 (c ,,,, -~,) 

230Th/228Th: o.J..'i.2/ std dev: o.0c1.J:2 

[Th) ppm: .} . _r Th yield: g 5'. 3°,G 

230Th/234U: /. C•-f..1 r std dev. 6. C' /h.• Spike 228Th/232U: 0, ,; l 

Correct 230Th/234U: 1 . .:,,14 

Age (kA): J ~o. <; 

std dev: ::Oh.1 / 232Th/234U: (i. /Et,! std dev: c• cK) :So 

(+) 7-) 

(234U/238U)t=O: ? :i G 'l std dev: (l c,4 ~ 234U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Sample no: f;7- - L IL,I"{- Lab number: 1/tv/.;,o ;l. 

Sample: 'J.,-yl,J 1~ti.y i-.'-"cJl,,w c,A_,',,,._.,41 /.:, l·~-...,< .l<'c !,';_.,, 

Sample weigh1: 1 1..· u~) 
Residue weigh!: 1 'f "I %residue: 1-f L 

Weight dissolved: ?, \·H· %soluble: z,; 1 
Sample treatment: //, ( ~ _,,,., .. (...,~;~ ( ,,;.,cc , l,k,-,.,,( c~.{..1"/.) 

·;i., ... /( c.,J ,£ IC 

Date of U-Th sepn: .Jj,c/10, Counting delay: tl.J ~-y-J 228Th decay facwr: c>.°C'/4-o 
Spike activity: U: I$ ,j;/10·•" Th:1 l> «i /1~· .. ,r, Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: 4/1'-' Th: 1/<-· 

URANIUM Count time: ):)c~, S1an: 
Channels counted: r ,u, - \. o 

Counl std dev bground tai I net %s1d dev/100 

23Bu Lf I 6 5' r,- ;•/) lt1F1 (814 ff68T l' C•Cbt 

234u t/'11.:f.J "f>:IO/J,yt /-'1-D It i·.J40_'? O· c;c•1·/ 
2320 ) I ',. c,·'i~.2 ['i I 'I .IS- .)1\-44 r l 1 (,-C•;).':I. 

Bground : 1•1/•i./1"' -1 rt. (· 22°,,.,,) 
Tail me1hod: n,'-1 ,.,."(.,ii.:j 

THORIUM Count 1ime: J..)OL. S1an: ;,'·~· ;iJ/1 _;,,- Swp: S"/''"' 1/t''' 
Channels counted: ,- t(~ ?() 

Count std dev bground 1 a i I n e l %std dev/100 

232Th J't-ftr 1_. I /. i .1'E' I (;C.• c, J.)t,O ~·1 c1 ,.S l 

230Th 7'/7-;F· / ..;: (/J 4-t r) fc, l 1- 7 2ro (•, ()C• ) f 

228Th 1 (:, f"{i L.·1 I s-.11/r,'Jt ./? 1/b i l 'i C/ C,><t c. ,,-:cj ,,L 7 
224R a t fj { NJ 3:i{ ~/ti"~i 6/C.-() l\'-J~44· C c., .. ;;,q 

234U/238U: .) . .)qe,,o sld dev: t'-t:> 1 6 l 234U/232U: c., _{l:.Y:,· sld dev: c, .001 g 

[UJ ppm: J. ·J U yield: t., ii. 7 ':{, 

228Th-0.054Ra: n I lo S 228Th/decay factor: 19/1f3 f 228Th-232Th: !c4.2 l4-(t,. r,t•.UJ) 

230Th/228Th: e• 1J:i1 std dev: 0.<( 1;.r, 

(Th] ppm: .J. \ Th yield: {.o. 1 <{, 

230Th/234U: 1. ,,:, 1-,· s1d dev. ,, <'•• 'I J Spike 228Th/232U: V CJ 1 

Correct 230Th/234U: , .,, /c·,1 Sid dev: , . •"' Jc, 232Th/234U: c> u'/'f'I Sid dev: ,, N', {. 

Age (kA): ..., -1 7 4 
,I. 7 ~. . < +) {, G <.) C. > 

(234U/238U)!=O: _{ l-7 c· Sid dcv: c u )7 234U/238U age: 

Commenis: V low 1~~ 11 

sld dcv: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

Sample no: 77- L I tJ </-
Sample: "Y H · I· . 

~'f £..,,. 11< ~.:f (,?,c ,v; />Vtl.! 

Lab number: .)7/q/c;·o ,; 
-c..-u{,,.-.,;;.,:6 ..6. G-i,,c.,., J(?c~b~ 

/ 

Sample wl!ight: '} 'i1'!1 
Residue weight: 1 ·,; 6C %residue: 14-· ? 
Weight dissolved: 8. S-.33 %soluble: f,J. ~ 
Sample treatment: _ 

Date of U-Th sepn: c,1'iJ!i/'iLJ Counting delay: 'i?,~y; 228Th decay factor: O. q/JJ 
Spike activity: U:, co.'j/1,.!..!)Th: / 1'> /.t /1:.1,,._,1, Mis spike: 10 
Date of plating U: J/,,,;-,c· Th: 3/iv/·N 

URANIUM Counttime: .J.l.JJ, Stan: JJ-20., .24)1/'it-' Stop: ,e:.J . ..1.0 .. 4/1/<tt 

Channels counted: -t Jc.' - _ro 
/ 
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Count std dcv bground t ai I 11 et %std dev/100 

23su -1-Ni"S- NB I !IS..,. 5Yt' 4JJ!0 o. ()0~-, 

234u /Ob:2.UJ ,g (, /.;r,o I ( .7-4. /0).24',;J.. 0. 0 C• '.U 
232u ;J ~1161 lil I c;(:. r - ;J .? 41 'I .. 0 . .:,c~ :.LI 

B ground : 1•1/1.zf,n' 4S7--
Tail method: ..t.iY'c_.J ,,.....,,. tt!i..:J 
THORIUM Count time: .2l.JA. Stan: 11.,Jl-h .2f/o/.,1 Stop: Ii.!-.],,.;., 4/t/it 

Channels counted: -r /o <3D 
/ 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/l 00 

232Th /00 I t,.). I re, 1 -z:~o 1a..c:,:i c, c::>. oo ·e c 
23°'f h I -.·.21g ', ;c; l' I ?,"C,f- IOOG !Sc)'fl 0. ()():.J_ (::; 

228Th }4.f, ~-.'Jc:; <;1-g /_~j'f c.2 s-;z 3 ·3, "7,•J '1 I o. or:-1-Z 
224R a 3)~6ts'7 ?.4 cf6lt'r"t,i, ·-;J:20 .3 o,e' o S" I D. oo 1'f 

B ground: 1•,(t:i./<t" 4_s I.. . 
Tail method: .,,e:/7, .,.~;t~,. ~221jl. 

n1 ZJ.,"J /. ,1-_ u..<: 
' /l J'. ; c'j/l""ft? --:e::, 

RESULTS: 

234U/238U: 2. t/ 13-f- s1d dev: (l, Cl,fG 234U/232U:D 4 5'68 std dev: o. oc.i / 7 

[UJ ppm: 3. I U yield: t..J. S" X. 

228Th-0.054Ra: :S204~(;, 228Th/decay fac1or: '3.of-<i341 228Th-232Th: s-S44tc ( 0 .oc'>1Ci) 

230Th/228Th: 0-44'14· std dcv: v. C"<:,14 

[Th] ppm: J. ). Th yield: 9 f. r % 

230Th/234U: /. ,:;).~?, std dev. D, oc,S- r Spike 228Th/232U: o . 'i 7-

Correct 230Th/234U: D. <?C/-:J'J std dev: c,. ,x_.49 232Th/234U: O,(}qr/1 std dev: o. ,>010 

Age (kA): ;u I 0 (+) .\ ( (·) ?. () 

(234U/238U)t==O: ~ l Liu std dcv: o l' i) 234U/238U age: s1d dcv: 

Com men ls: 



Sample no: '37-L.2 (, 
Sample: -, / ,/. // 

1F':3'Gt> ' rM-uy 

URAJ\TJUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Lab number: 'l/!Cj,lo f 
C,u-ol.-~ .,_,t, .. ..,,t.. J..a Cc-u s,, 6'.~ · 

I 

%residue: / 7- ?> 
%soluble: ;t ?,;> .,2 

Sa~ple ~eight: q '/Cl'y 
Res_1due _weight: ~- 7t·,., 7 
Weight dissolved: ~ . .1, ~j 
Sample treatment: ., 1 . rt',~ ,., 

Date of U-Th sepn: 1</,c'f·"' Counting delay: /8'/.6yJ228Th decay factor: ,,.f,;i<f:·7 
Spike activity: U:1&.>0/ai..l, Tlu.h~ /1C1.-h Mis spike: ;o 

Date of plating U: ,Jj,ouv Th: i:J/,,v-,c 

URANIUM Count time: £,'/h 
Channels counted: 

Stan: 5' -.fl_> 1 ·r/-,/<lr 
jlD·~·Q 

I . 
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Count std dev bground tai 1 net %std dev/100 

23Bu q-;J 7 ; 5t I go;.i ?// 6'114· 0.L)(f~ 

234u .J]c,'/,} )<l3/65J lC•4~ .) I Y'tl l' Uc> r -f 
232u °DO(:.oS· io I il; 'l5 c; 4·!>(;, 0. oos,: 

Bground : 1·11~1·11 3, 1 ".).i(.;J 

Tail method: .HZ<.- 1 ,, ,,,,,. (.. ,.-..,.·;:., ,tuy 
(" 6''lw1.t) 

THORIUM Count time: 6'11, 
Channels counted: 

Stan: 

t.l<::>1 -,20 

S- 'IS~:, 1 ?/1/-11 Stop: .l-'f-~> .2 •• ;-,/11 

(.1 .i-J ... .,.,_ ,.&tz ..... -b··.r·-J 

Count s1d dev bground tail net %s1d dev/100 

232Th ~ \Gh' +~ I Cf'f ,f()O .2 ,foti 0-0.1.I -1 
23D-r h JJB~ FI I 1b<t ).00 .J/'}64- O· CJO(;,'f 

228Tb 6 '} !O.!. JSl, / 773 :tnno b:>130 o. uo4 .. ,J. 

224R a hl 3 YI )JJC'f /,;,o.,t /'tOO s·,-.,444 CJ,Oc.>+-6 

234U/238U: J .. { '/9 r std dev: o ci 1.24 234U/232U: o . ..Lt..t.Os1d dev: o. oc.;i ..2 

[U] ppm: .J. O U yield: '// '°l'lc., 

228Th-0.054Ra: G I'! 2 o 228Th/decay factor: l-4 7C> I 228Th-232Th: 1 t "6 ! ..:.2 { o c·,o+o) 

230Th/228Th: £,. .{L' $. b std dev: o. '•0 ..i 4 

[Th) ppm: .J. I Th yield: 7Y./% 

230Th/234U: 1 t'f·'if:. std dev. c,. 0151 Spike 228Th/232U: o. '11 

Correct 230Th/234U: 1 11 5 / 

Age (kA): )0 •I S° 

s1d dev: c• o,;17- 232Th/234U: o. ,4-)G s1d dev: o.O,JJC: 

(+) /) '/ (-) /--1-. 2 

(234U/238U)t=O: ,t. J J 4 std dev: o- c' 5 f; 234U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 



Sample no:fflL-26 

URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES, 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample: -7 / , .• ,,,,. " 1 . ,71,•.' v1,-lC(C.;t U,:/i:t,.Jfrv.Jt 

Lab number: J7/q/1u J 
(;,._,,i· . .,,,. tf,, 4 (/1:,,; _xc/,b~ 

Sample weight: 10 <X·l'J 
Residue weight: 1 c~ .;_ ; 
Weight dissolved: o 1ri .! 
Sample treatment: 

%residue: 1 ii· O 

%soluble: ff.l O 

Date of U-Th sepn: 2z;/1/4u Counting delay: tJtf..,.t,'f) 228Th decay factor: O -1o 73 
Spike activity: U: 1 ""'111a~1>Th: 1.1r4/1Cl~ Mis spike:, v 
Dateofplating U: 7/10/"fc, Th: ~/•c/•!C· 
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URANIUM Count time: 1'-'P, 
Channels counted: 

Stan: ;,,. ~·~:-,.. 'i-/1~1~ 

-r IU, · S-U 

Stop: 10. ~·,,,,.. ,,/1/<1 r 

Count Sld dev 

23su :JN'l1 
234u 5~z 1 )'/ 

232u ,c,/o Yl 
Bground : t'i/12/1"' -1S1--
Tail method: .>J"c;..! ,_,.-a~c-j 

THORIUM Count time: 16?J-.. 
Channels counted: 

Count std dev 

232Th iG-4·.2J 

230Th 6'3 J'lt: 
228Th ~7.Jo:;S~I 
224R a ;l( 14.) I 

bground l ai I 

I'll /1d ;):; <;. 

4+'> ( 1661 /c,q 7-

'I c; I ? .. ,1 .. -
I,,. tl·'o,',,.,,) 

Stan: ,o, .f(.:, 4/,i'q/ 

l IV, -Jo 

bground ta i I 

64 / .)3q .:/ C/(·1 

1.r; J 1st i ',(.D 

q7, /;4{4 4-.:t: 'i (., 
?..W1 lt:iet. °j)..;,u 

ll et 

.2 7~.,s 8 

'iT4 5-1 

J c,c, ·:;z:c, I 

n e l 

tl7ff I 
e,·:,,orl 
Ji '6 7:i. I 
.l C/ c,- ! q 

234U/238U: ) . 4 (,,f-'/5 Sid dev: 0. C, ( .. r 234U/232U: 0.;] ;16J Sid dev: 0. c:.,,,rs 

[UJ ppm: ;l . I 

%s1d dev/100 

(~'. (i{')'-,6 

0. u,·, 'I 4 

". c,O l.). 

%s1d dev/100 
c,. c;,1of3 

O . vcJ :S ·1 

t), 0 ,, .;J;J. 

0. c,o.:,. 4-

228Th-0.054Ra: .)07 C 5' l 228Th/decay factor: .J 2,1 c, ;i ~ 228Th-232Th: .2 /1..2 q .2 ( u · on.i 3) 

230Th/228Th: 0, J.:..'S. .. 't sid dev: o, uOI '/ 

[Th] ppm: ;i . . 5 Th yield: '14-,}'/c 

230Th/234U: , . lv-'f/ s1d dev. c, .cc, 14 Spike 228Th/232U: o Ci :f 

Correct 230Th/234U: / . .;, 13"1 std dev: c, r,(,'.j?. 232Th/234U: (> IS-C6 std dev: o. co, 3 

Age (kA): .27/ 3 (+) 6 6 (·) c_; .s 
(234U/238U)t=O: 4 <X' J std dev: c,. t> ~ ~ 234U/238U age: std dcv: 

Comments: 



URANlUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 

Sample no: 'F 7 - LJ Z 
Sample: / / _ · . ·, La C......,, ,-,t..( _~("(/ta,:,/'\ 

I 

Sample weight: ~ ,<' .,,.,1 
Residue weight: , ,S-11) 

Weight dissolved: 15'. 40Cy 

UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Lab number: -~Jtc)/•10 1-
Jf1·' • t:,/47 ~~,.,,,(, . ..:, ,,,_.,t,..,t.t-:( 

%residue: 1.r ;·t 
%soluble: t?4.1 '7v 

Sample treatment: 
J,,( ~ C-v"-·--~ "7'°",a,)' ,J,;,....,_ J,S, ,:, /.r <<-'k•A-~' 

Date of U-Th sepn: t,/1c.,/<1c:1 Counting delay: I 3/J,.,-;:, 228n1 decay factor: o 7; r'i,/ 
Spike activity: U:; 8'04/,r...,D'h: ; i'S-d 1 ;rc--6 Mis spike: / 0,-,1 
Date of plating U: "Y/•}'n, Th: u/1'--'/'f'-' 

URANIUM Count time: .2J'f:'610) Stan: 11-.Jc,,. __ 1'{/.i/,;, S10p: 10 .. .1,/_j/;.,1 
Channels counted: - s-01 t tO 

Count std dev bground tai I net %std dev/100 

23su 3/1 l)qg' w~: I 'it: 1 .2 'iJ tO). 36.).21.::..· 0 Q()f f; 

234u '1t; ('l.](., 14-lr, I) Si~ //Jx.1 q ·r,C/?3 Q,00/u 

232u ~-530,'l.2'1 /,f, / 456 3 :iq.rn <) ("l()i:, 

-Bground : 1•ij,.2/<10 4JA. ( ..-· 2J?~4s-J 
Tail method: .nt;U """"4,lt'~ 

THORIUM Count time: ,'J.JfJ'6lvl Stan: 11-so ... - tS/.2/'l<I Stop: ;c, .... .25/::i/'if 

Channels counted: _ so .,. 10 
I 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

232Th 1611 '5 l<i I 34) '?.J40 /.J4 i;r, 0- 0//3 

230-f h 9JnA-1 iS.~ I t'tl ( 7-c.<.J q 3 415.2 0 . .:.)() / 0 

228Th <lq:74-0 '':j /'(; /2-14'>' .2/6'6':f .J,15308 f). O ,;20 

224R a ·~o/ ~6 ~ ~~·u f.r'o?l "°()0 .) ? 1.T'6,; l' ,QO :.2 I 

B round: /'I 12/'1<> 4S:-L- (., 11 !:l''.21. g f / .,..l ,,~ , /. ~ ·,n) 
Tail method: H 1, 2 J0 /Z_ 7,"¥'1vui.e-'tJ.._; "'' ,·s1'.........., 

., '"A, ,._,,'t, I /· ',1:nI/l_ 

RESULTS: 

234U/238U: .l.D.1'~~ std dev: o.c,c,<;;4- 234U/232U: .).l'lClf std dev: C:'"''':{1 

[UJ ppm: t'iJ, 'J U yield: 'I 1. o<-z .. 

228Th-0.054Ra: ) oo ·sJl/ 228Th/decay factor: 3 I '12</S° 228Th-232Th: .'Ju"-' 1.fll c,, ,,o..,o) 

230Th/228Th: 3.0,1-S) std dev: o,c,cib'j 

(Th) ppm: .J. () Th yield: 'f)."8%_. 

230Th/234U: 1 o S-4-9 std dcv. ci c,c,:, 1 Spike 228Th/232U: o.C>r 

Correct 230Th/234U: I C'.J 3 'S std dev: c cc.;:; 1 232Th/234U: o ,, , 5 7- std dev: .::1. c,c,c> .,I. 

Age (kA): ;J 3 I . .3 (+) I '/ (-) /. 'l 

(234U/238U)t=O: 4 /0J std dev: o.o~·F 234U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 
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Sample no: 'J7-Sl3 
Sample: J.-jt,., Kil~ 

URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Lab number: lfjlv/t',·O J 
(;,, •«1 ;:..;~ c.t'6_.,....,.6,, J:.,.,""' r1.1.<-~<" 

Sample weight: , v ''°'Y 
Residue weight: ,;1. 7 1 o5 %residue: J 7 · I 
Weight dissolved: J,.) 90 .J %soluble: 7;). 9 
Sample treatment: -1 £(.. ,, 1( 

/" /',,(t~~,, tj"- I'"<~" 

Date of U-Th sepn: ,41ufJc., Counting delay: ;cO":Ji 228Th decay factor: c•. '(;fof-
Spike activity: U:, r,v~1j1t;,,~/, Th: 1 J,; &;,.;1u-'i Mis spike: 10 
Date of plating U: ,Jj,</<?<' Th: U/,v/•iv 

UR AN JU M Count time: 1,,..!,1vJ Stan: // )1;;,:, o/4/0 1 

Channels counted: -110, ·· s· Cl 
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Count std dev bground tail n e I %s1d dev/100 

23su I ':/7',-lo I S•J/ .ff°'-' /'i"P64 I(; l6.:t.C:, o. 00..,.1.lf 

234u 49'6 tb 'i: ~,f-i /11_~[) ?6 7<j 4-'l 5 .~ S't «:i.0014 

2J2u IO'H 'iiCJ =,0/.1:;7 - I o 'i ":/ tJ. c,. ~·o.:,u 
Bground : tlf,t/<11 Jl't:,.i..n 

Tail method: )J'l(_) '"'"''t,et.:.y 
,,..All., 

( ,< '"1<,,,:,) 

THORIUM Count time: 10..lwJ Stan: 11.i.r..,.. i!/1}11 Stop: J:.J'l;:, 1.2/-f-(q/ 
Channels counted: ·t ).0

1 
-2() (_/c...J,.;-s,,) (:~h,l-.,..,.,,) 

Count Sid dev bground 1ai I n e I %s1d dev/100 

232Th 4-'64·{ tl I ,s\· v.Jo J](.;,(;, ". c,;.i 04 
230Th S3JfJI 1) h "{I; /;lv(i 5.3/.J.41 n. o,, 14· 
228Th 'f..2) / 7 :5 ·,t l;.:.r,,4- 10,;q -la-,. 7U (1. C,£"1'f·~ 

224R a '/e></ s ( J.)1:,c,l, ~44 ----~ 7'/'i6l O·OC>J/·0 

Bground: 1~/4/'11 .Ii'~/.., c • 1u'/s1•,.i <IJ'-' 

Tail method: "'yJ .~.-&,( -~·- .;;.?c-;? -''"· VP;z J"'P"l·''y; 
.... ,;;·~e. .U"/.I,, ("<;/ ~.,/(~,.~) 

RESULTS: 

234U/238U: J.1.1c1•} std dev: c1 ,>0·1t 234U/232U: 4-.<t-<i<t"8 s1d dev: o. 01+'1 

[UJ ppm: .J 'i. 3' U yield: 7 S. $""<.{ 

228Th-0.054Ra: b (;, 1 s-.J 228Th/decay factor: 7 ,; o<t / 228Th-232Th: ? ~ 5::J. S" ( o c,o..,.,,_) 

230Th/228Th: -1- c> ~-.~ S s1d dev: o c, :S .2 (; 

[Th) ppm: ..) . cl Th yield: J J.Y~ 

230Th/234U: /.Sc.,9) std dev. o.c,c,~<J Spike 228Ttin32U: o. 'lr 

Correct 230Th/234U: /. 5 J.:1 / s1d dev: c,. oo'56 232Thn34U: o. c, o 8 std dev: t). c:,oo:.i 

Age (kA): = (+) (-) 

(234U/238U)t=O: s1d dcv: 234U/238U age: s1d dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: ;;' 1- SI 3 Lab number: 5/l'-/'10 I 
Sample: , / ,,.~/ /;. L · ./ J r r- · 

,._/Jfv/ ' 7 r.HL<L.;1{#vx u>/,1(•,_.-<e/ .)<-ul-.(j J<!L If[,..._. 

Sample weight: Ii..?.~"") 
Residue weight: .; i +-'fy %residue: ...?£ · f 
Weight dissolved: 7 · I f6,J %soluble: 1 3. G 
Sample treatment: · 

Date of U-Th 
Spike activity: 

sepn: c/1~'/'i'-' Counting delay: '6t,t..v1 228Th decay factor: o. </, -e; .;l 

U:, 'il'o d-µ1L•,..,(, Th: 1 7 s-d; ;,., •• -1, Mis spike: 1u 

Date of plating U: 1f'}l-1" Th: 11 /10/-10 

URANIUM Counttime: 69'- Stan: S--15), :11;,;,11 Stop: ,.J./J;:, sA/"1/ 
Channels counted: - S-0 -r ID 

/ 

Count Sid dev bground ta i 1 n e l %s1d dev/100 

23su If!['/- 5 l'l:'1 I JZ 1 ,(;.,.:,+o 1.2:.-J.2..:i. 0. V(_).J .;l. 

234u 3 '1 Ii<: l +DJ/ r1~ l.+2"t> SCtH,'14 (I. c)O/(:, 

232u 6 +uc_1 7 '/6 /1.-f"S •- '6J(J"6"1- e:,. Ut) SS 
Bground : l'ih/4" 4fi. 

Tail method: ,.,,__,d-.t' ,.., .JSZu 

THORIUM Count time: 6"/li Stan: .>.1~, 1,/,jr,1 
Channels counted: -- -S(J/ -t /[) 

Stop: /.J.1 ~ .?/.:1/"t' / 

Count std dev bground ta i I net %std dev/100 

232Th 4S'l4 b'l· I f./ s- 310 .,,.., t"'i o.o,~ct 

230Th 0:J s l,-f, 15 7:; /:i28 1 'BC, n-:sil-8 t•.oo,~ 

228Th bs;t/(,4 ~~-') /r~ IS-+o I~ ~'6}). 0.00-1-1 

224R a ·zu .:s,1 ~ t"S<l:J.kc,,;., c,c,v -:,4-.7-4:S D- 00 5'} 

234U/238U: ~. o E, .,,-G. std dev: o ,;, 110 234U/232U: 4, 6110 std dev: ().Lei/? r 

[UJ ppm: .;i q. l U yield: 8 7. b ... % 

228Th-0.054Ra: 61'1.2 8 228Th/decay factor: & 144~ 228Th-232Th: b.2 5 S-1 (~ 0c:,.;+) 

230Th/228Th: -g.~014 std dev: t.'l. c•101-

[Th] ppm: 3. 9 Th yield: 6 i. 8°% 

230Th/234U: I '}u f,'Z std dev. o u //"f Spike 228Th/232U: o ,;.-,. 

Correct 230Th/234U: I 8 .;·IS- std dcv: o. c II t 232Th/234U: o. ll t<f.Q std dev: o. out, 3 

Age (kA): 

(234U/238U)t=O: 

Comments: 

(+) 

std dcv: 

(.) 

234U/238U age: std dcv: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO, 

Sample no: '37-530 Lab number: 
Sample: -,,: / _ ,/// /_ /- / ., 

~':fU'/ y.,,~ i.At:.<.;JOv>e wo.;;-,.,..-w/J,~, .}J.:&b~ 

Sample weight: 1 'l<l'!J 
Residue weight: .J.<'l·-ly 
Weight dissolved: / .. > ~s J 
Sample treatment: ·;7J..:_.,.( 7Z 

%residue: .J Cl 6% 
%soluble: N 1 % 

c,,4•~ 7'<A <,..( 
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Date of U-Th sepn: r,, / ;c•/tJo Counting delay: l.lOt~'fS 228Th decay factor: o. c, 611 
Spike activity: U: 1$c>tj;/,o . ..1:i Th: 1- 1 <;" ,J'.,_/IO,./S Mis spike: 10 

Date of plating U: 9/to(,,o Th: 1.2;,0;-,o 

URANIUM Count time: IJ~i.. 

Channels counted: 
Stan: 12· Jo? 

- r:;o,-trD 
Stop: + Jo/' "$ /.J)q I 

Count 

238U .'Jo'::/ ~G 7 
234u ,{.., (_)() (141-.. 

2320 f 4f- 70,:; 
Bground : /'f/o/JW +S"l... 
Tail method: .in-u . .......,.fct7_ 

std 

THORIUM Count time: 1.2-11--. 

dev bground 

('g<} /s..1 I 
14i-0/, ~.):!. 

36 / .nl 

Channels counted: - so,.., /D 

Count Sid dev bground 

232Th '6 I& (.I 191: I .2t.f 

230Th 1iJJ{,'-}/ IS.~ I 4 . .J2 

228Th 1;;.2c:;q4 5.i I I 1Jfrb 

224R a t 4-6 '/j ·:; 3 3'11 j,,1,47 

tai I net 

'1,4-7 l 1tJ'if~6'I 
.J,1- /l, ,'16.fo 7-

-- l~+s-.2 6 

ta i I net 

5c,, -7 Jq s-
:ss·c '{'11 <t 1'1 

3461 14'1/'f "l 
.,:Zc:,.'>c, I 35-c,~O 

234U/238U: .J.oo $0 std dev: c1.o,· 71 234U/232U:4.05"'j std dev: o. o, ;iv 

[UJ ppm: ;J r u U yield: 'if I "iF/c. 

%std dev/100 

c., l>C, ;)J 

0. uo I 5 
c,. ,, () .1. b 

%std dev/100 

6;,,,)0 ,.1. 8' 
0, 0 l'/O"P 

i:} ut"'). 7 
u .oo,,J. q 

228Th-0.054Ra: I 3<) q c ;z 228Th/decay factor: 1576 o t 228Th-232Th: , \-u..loc, (o c•c·,i i) 

230Th/228Th: 6- '.> J 7.2 sld dev: o o / 'l-1 

[Th) ppm: .) . (:) Th yield: & l-4 % 

230Th/234U: I·!; 844 std dev. o ou0,e, Spike 228Th/232U: o. <J 7 

Correct 230Th/234U: /. 53(,<j std dev: c• t'c>t,'f 232Th/234U: O·'-'llb s1d de\·:.::, c,uc,.,J 

Age (kA): · ---< (+) (-) 

(234U/238U)t=0: std dev: '.234 U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: 77-J".JO Lab number: ?/1u/•IO .) 
Sample: , / // · · ./ ...AjLc' !,i-,1.J /.a.<-<..,,(,,;.,, ,.vbo . ...,.-c.:_ 0-<-4cl Jee.({.:,.- . 

Sample weight: 10.(,c><:>y 

Residue weight: .;,, tJ"/·:; 
Weight dissolved: ·1 D-6(;'1 

Sample treatment: , , ,( _J ,,../,,_ j·~2" 

%residue: ,;11 .r )\'., 
%soluble: 7 c,. ?'K.. 

, •. (...,_, .'-L A ,,t: .. f,~ -
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Date of U-Th sepn: 10/1c.,/qo _ Counting delay: / l / .M:.yf 228Th decay factor: (I t I g '! 
Spike activity: U: /cOw1,1,•<tfh: /, i"S' ~/!c•.-t:J Mis spike: ,o 
Date of plating U: Jj/,c·Nt' Th: ,.;ij,.:_,,190 

UR AN I UM Count time: 7"1· '/.J /,,, Stan: Stop: 
Channels counted: -/ 1v, .. ;-.:·, 

Count std dev bground tail net %std dev/100 

23su 614·1:, I I 5 ~ /.?r ~-- 1?:ra ..$ 9'11 y ''·UC.:.4-..J. 

234u /'{. / I '3 { ~[II/ 7.lb S't-'i I 7 '/ '690 Q. <'0;.t4 

232u 4 .)'-Jt., f; 11...·1 /Ju. - 4J{,C.) (' cl c'J "f- '1 
Bground I '?Nfll J/(.;/v) )( ?-'+-'·~ 
Tail method: ,.._,,,4/ "'"·, ,.1:rcu 

( 

THORIUM Count time: 74-'6/v, Stan: -;, _.;'t.1, .f/1/·1 1 Stop: 11.1(),.8/-1/'f! 

Channels counted: ·/ 1 s·
1 

- ) 6 ( k, .. ,.,,,, _ .cL .t;, .,... J".., J 

Count Sid dev bground tai I net %s1d dev/100 

232Th 5117 40 / ~s- -~)--<.:) ~.J6/.2 o. (•.2_,;> ~ 

230Th 401"511 bf /1,1 +ro -107.2/b ,, (J (.)' 0 

228Th bO.i°C!, 5// h-?1:, ;z.qa ,- ....,£"a..;1; (I· ( )() 4 . .; 

224R a 5 '/14 ,..., .JC'i,l /#!,6 .2, c.,,, ,...._, s·.211? (),()O"f-(f 

B round: 11 q, JI (A .'7+lf~1. , 

234U/238U: 3.0.)-7( std dev: o.L'1,f-f::, 234U/232U: 4-..2161 std dev: c, c..J3c• 

[UJ ppm: ;! J". ~- u yield: 4-0. S'X 

228Th-0.054Ra: SJ t S.:J 228Th/decay factor: 6 4-, 7.J 228Th-232Th: Cc., ,o o ( ._, -uu.;4) 

230Th/228Th: l 6.) I~ std dev: ci. o Sc> C', 

[Th) ppm: J. 4- Th yield: ;'I L % 

230Th/234U: / f7o :5 std dev. c.:. v,1 J Spike 228Th/232U: c, · '7? 

Correct 230Th/234U: I· SJJ I 

Age (kA): ,_ --<·, 

stddev:,,..,110 232Th/234U: ...1 • .:.,,c,o s1ddcv:o,(,0o;J. 

(+) (-) 

(234U/238U)t=O: std dev: 234U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 
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URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: '?7-.S]7 Labnumber: 'l/10/c;o 03 
Sample: -r~ /,_,.. 1.:i /i~ /~ / · J , L c:fi• "k;• I', (~ t.,:,<c.«.1(/V'lt! <Al6tvt.l-1;,, Ju.t..U Jc',:C/t>A. 

I 

Sample weight: ,o ,, "-' '.J 
Residue weight: ..; , / 7 J_y %residue: J I· :r 
\" · h d' I ed ., - · · %soluble: -;., ·;._ ? ,-.e1g ( ISSO V ; ·7 e),J' u _, 
Sample treatment: 1jL : .... ~ /'1',L. 

Date of U-Th sepn: 1L1j1,1<10 Counting delay: ,5if.~y:, 228Th decay factor: o.'5}2CJ 
Spike activity: U:, r.o&';/.-f.>-•6Th:1-1,r ,-5-;,o,...4 Mls spike: ,o 
Date of plating U: 1.JJ,~I''" Th: 12/1"/f" 

URANIUM Count time: {4-J.).0:, Stan: 10- 1>"'- .2)/J/tjf S10p: ,1-.4<;.fl 1!}?/qt 
Channels counted: ·-So -t /0 

I 

Count std dev I ai 1 n e 1 %s1d dev/100 

23su 3-;-7 CJ 3' 2 )-nix (l,OOJ,2 

II r?/ .f n rIT (). ()C) /.). 

232u J 1 74-r;?. o. c,o.,) I 

B ground !•1/1.21,;o -1-5X 
Tail method: .2?e c) .iL/C::. .,.,...,, '?I 
THORIUM Count time: 34.2- )/,/~ · Stan: ,o.o:, .l~/.Jfil' S1op: ~ 4-5/:, 11):r/qtl 

Channels counted: 

Count std dev bground ta i 1 n e I %s1d dev/100 

232Th .) ~(JO ( .. ,4. /~1 1cic, c) .2 J .? 'i, 3 (). ()O :/5 
23°'f h I 'it- (.2UJ ISO /11f'l. I ~-i>o I n-~r;b I CJ (,vo 1 

228Th .N <::n-~ Sot h'b/7. -.,-z:rt f '6_3qt5,;- o,,JVif 

224R a 3140?,q 33C/fhsa,s 4<.>0() ? ,f4-)J4- O.Oc)/~ 

234U/238U: 3 O)Jb std dev: o.oc:.,n 234U/232U: 3.+1'1~ std dev: .5' 'l 7.s.fO 

[UJ ppm: JI / U yield: 4-6. b %, 

228Th-0.054Ra: 3G>-3'}l 228Th/decay factor: 4-/Clo'.53 228Th-232Th: S9?6!>c:J (o 001 7) 

230Th/228Th: J' c; ILJ.tf- std dev: o_ oo 6 8 

[Th) ppm: .} . 1 Th yield: $3.D% 

230Th/234U: I. 14-l !. std dev. o. oc> 5 .q Spike 228Th/232U: o · 'l 1 

Correct 230Th/234 U: /. / If ') std dev: o.oc- 5J 232Th/234U: ''· c,, S'3 s1d dcv: 0 o•A'f 

Age (kA): ..l '8). t,. 

(234U/238U)t=O: S.1-7 I 

Comments: 

( +) ;J. ') (-) .) . c7 

std dcv: c:J. C1 'i 234U/238U age: std dcv: 



URANIUM-THORIUM SAMPLES. 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO. 

Sample no: 57-S.17 Labnumber: :;j,c/,;o i 
Sample: J.· 1 _ ,,,. 11 f ; .a ,,- L· Jl<J· /r,:u.«1 ?t,c ... ::1vi,,,.;,.. ,YVbtY1.«,CJ;;,,. .><<-41.2 <1C:<•'"~ 

Sample weight: ;o c,f>'_'_Y 
Residue weight: ,;;. 1 )6y 
Weight dissolved: 1 f+..,1 
Sample treatment: --

%residue: .JI· b 
%soluble: }'6. 4-

Date of U-Th sepn: 6/t(.)/c,o Counting delay: u,;...t.-,> 228Th decay factor: O 8tl 3 
Spike activity: U: 1 f"o -~ /ci..6 Th: / 7 >'157 /10,.,t;Mls spike: 1 O 

Date of plating U: 'i/u,/•ro Th: 1'/ 10/'-fo 

182 

URANIUM Count time: !6]''4 Iv!. Stan: 4-. 5'5/., '6/J/4t Stop: !/.JO.._ 6/:Jj-,1 
Channels counted: - So -t f CJ 

I 

Count 

23su J 744-cs-
234u ~;9'i''h 5 
232u 1-.:;-401S 

-Bground : N/1..2/,;o -i-J.,;:_ 

Tail method: .-1$() ,....,..t,a..;y 

Sid dev bground 

itSlbll 
1q.q1:,-(,r:01 
n /z-=,e, 

Lai I net %std dev/100 

l)<Jr:.'I .]uo "34') 0 , ()C>) ~-

b{6.2 'fq/4'!6 {),(lc..13 

- I 1 ~ 7]G C:'. C:, V.J£{ 

THORIUM Count time: !6S 1i,,,./v5 Stan: f-· 357, ~/7-/c,; Stop: //. 2c.. 1<;;/ 2 /q 1 
Channels counted: - Jc, ·NO 

I 

Count std dev bground tail net %std dev/100 

232Th /0"7'?_.{., b2 I J2) "?4-0 JOJ1- I o.o 10:::. 
230Th 7.Jl?':>4 15,1 ( yr/ J.4-0 7.:WS-6? a, ,-.o;J. 

228Th J3b4)?, S-01 /151! '?,¥17 I~ //OX c,. uo;J4-
224R a /°f,J.G06 ~ ~'ll f,m4- I 1:.,e.,o /r.;u.,z:P- C, r,(1;26 

234U/238U: ;;, '}+)O std dev: c• <•<•?, ~234U/232U:J.·C/C>-I<, std dev: O, ooq 5 

[UJ ppm: .Jt. c-, U yield: ·.7 ~. 7 %, 

228Th-0.054Ra: ! }fCj'i'f 228Th/decay factor: /C/l-72] 228Th-232Th: /'84"::;T:) (c• ,,.,_,,) 

230Th/228Th: 3. 1c+t- Sid dev: {). c), o l5 

[Th) ppm: .3. U Th yield: g /. b ';{, 

230Th/234U: /. 146 8 s1d dev. o.oc•4-f Spike 228Th/232U: o.q 7 

Correct 230Th/234U: t.lf14- s1ddev: o.<•'-'f3 232Th/234U:0.0,S7 s1ddev:o u,,,,.,i 

Age (kA): Jff'6.) (+) J.CJ (-) ?.S-

(234U/238U)t=O: S-. S) q std dev: o. cl/~- 234U/238U age: std dev: 

Comments: 
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